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2.  (basdkhum:  40  9~7~)

source sauce scarce source score scare

computer computer compute commuter composer

collect collect connect correct collection

expensive expensive expansive expensive explosive

storage

aloud

signal

quiet
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uses

natural

shortage salvage storage stove steerage

loud along load aloud alone

single singer several signal signed

quite quest quit quiet querie

analyze analyst analysis analytic catalyst

used usage user uses use

national naturalist natural natal

3.  (LawGhm.d~: 30  SuGi)

marry many merry marry many marry morning

these there these there this their there

haste hatre hectare haste hate hesitate haste
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Exercise 3 Look at the key phrase. Then look at the other phrases in the given

list. Find th.e key phrase and underline if. You may find the key phrase

more than one time in the list.

Example:

Key phrase: is called

is called his cold

is called was cold

is pulled was killed

his wallet this caller

was called if called

his call is called

so tall is calling

is called was walled

is called

has called

this call

is walled

is called

is tall

in all

was called

is calling

How many times did you find the key phrase? 6

Key phrase: reference collection

reference collection reference librarian

reference correction relevant collection

reference collector relevant librarian

reference collection residence collection

reference collection relevant correction

How many times did you find the key phrase? 3

’ Key phrase: a good idea

a bad idea a good idea a good deal

a food idea a good idea a bad deal

a good idea a wooden idol a wood idea

an ideal food a good idea a long ordeal

a pool idea a fool idea an idle foot
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with other fingers with their fingers with tinjfingers  with their finger with their

fingers withered fingers winter fingers

How many times did you find the key phrase? __

4. Key phrase: audio-visual material (L’XQl&kbWm:  40 hl~)

audio-lingual method audio-visual method audio-lingual material

audio-visual method audio-visual method cardio-vascular monitor

audio-lingual material anti-venom medicine audio-visual material

audio-visual material audio-visual method audio-lingual method

audio-lingual material

How many times did you find the key phrase? -

5. Key phrase: the extended family (kaa&%vlum:  40 %d?$)

the extended family the expanded family

three extended families the extended family

the family expanded the family expenses

the expensive family the expanded family

the extended formula the extended formality

How many times did you find the key phrase? -

6. Key phrase: in order to (Lafh-h4uA:  30 %I$!)

in order of on order to

in order to in order of

an order of in order of

in order to in order to

in order of in order to

How many times did you find the key phrase? -
t

1 2

the extended frontier

the expensive family

the expensive family

the extended family

the intended family

an order to

an over to

on order to

on order to
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7. Key phrase: low-income families (baan&%tiUn:  30 %ni$

low-income families high income families low-income fathers

one-income families low-income families low-increase families

two-income families low-income fathers low-income families

less-inclined families slow-income families low-incoming planes

one-income families low-income families two-income families

slow-income families low-increase families

How many times did you find the key phrase? ~

Exercise 4 Look at the key phrase. Then look at the other phrases in the para-

graph. Find the key phrase and underline it. You may find the key

phrase more than one time in the paragraph. Try to finish in the

suggested’ time.

Paragraph 1

Key phrase: the new word (b%Y&%HUm:  40 %.n~)

Do you have trouble remembering new words in English?

Many people have this problem. This method may help you to re-

member new wor8ds.  Look at the new word. Look at the letters and the

shape of the word. Close your eyes. Can you see the word? Listen to

the word. Listen to the sounds in the word. Look at the word as you

listen. Say the word aloud. Close your book. Do not look at the word.

Can you say it? Write the word. Write it three or four times. Say the
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word as you write it. Use the new word. Use it in class today, and use

it at home tonight. Use it tomorrow and next week. Look for the new

word in the newspaper and listen for it on the radio or on television. To

remember a new word, you must use it.

How many times did’you  find the key phrase? -

Paragraph 2

Key phrase: computer chips (LaF&kh~uA:  30 %dl?i)

Computer chips have changed our way of life. With computer
*

chips we can make very small computers. Space scientists use these

small computers for business. We can make very small calculators

with computer chips. Some calculators are as small as a credit card,

and these calculators are not very expensive. Computer chips are

also used for making digital watches. A normal watch has a spring

and moving hands, but a digital watch has no moving parts. A digital

watch shows the time and the date with numbers, and some digital

watches even have an alarm and a stop-watch. The computer chips

make all of this possible.

How many times did you find the key phrase? -
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Exercise 5 Look at the following parts of words. Do they have similar meanings or

different meanings? If the two words have similar meanings, circle the

letter S. lf they have different meanings, circle the letter D. Try to do

this exercise as quickly as you can.

Example:

start

real

begin

equal

1. firm company

2 .  g o o d s prices

3. equal nearly

4. nearly almost

5 . producer

6 . repair

7 . intersect

8 . increase

9 . most

10. major

11. products

12. ancient

13. novel

14. main

15. rent

16. law

17. cause

18. produce

19. increase

EN 2 0 1

consumer

fix

interest

raise

all

real

goods

old

income

major

repair

rule

result

make

less

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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Exercise 6 Look at the first word. Then look at the other words on the line. Find

the word with a similar meaning to the first word and circle if. Try to do

this exercise as quickly as you can.

Example:

start end increase
a

begin control make

1 .  n e a r l y really ancient repair produce almost most

2. increase interest raise intersect repair major real

3 . goods produces prices causes makes products increase

4 . major main minor rent rule almost most

5 . company income product consumer firm fix intersect

6 . share repair pati increase main goods result

7 . rule cause result law rent produce low

8. fix repair produce major intersect result raise

9. ancient consumer share pap novel result real

10. make increase repair produce income ancient less
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Today Duer Tool and Die  Inc. is a big corpora-

tion. It is big because there is a big demand for its products.

Like all big corporations. Duer Tool and Die faces big labor

problems.

bl~~~~%~thi%lV%l h~~L%U%fidU  synonyms "ufl9ildl big

Today Duer Tool and Die  Inc. /.s  a huge corpora-

tion. It is big because there is a large demand for its

products. ‘Like all giant corporations. Duer Tool and Die

faces enormous labor problems.

Exercise 7 Look at the key word. Then read the sentences and look for words with

similar meanings to the key word. Circle each word that hrjs a similar

meaning to the key word.

Example:

Key word: produce

Many companies produce computer games.

For example, Atari and lntellivision  both @ their own

computer games. Companies such as Apple and Radio

Shack also manufactu ames for their home computers.

1. Key word: company

The company she works for is Ace Chemicals. She joined the firm

in 1965 when it was small. Now Ace Chemicals is the largest business in the area.
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2. Key word: laws

Anarchists are against the laws that governments imposed on

people. They feel that these regulations take freedom away from the people. In

fact, anarchists believe that rules hurt people more than they help people.

3. Key word: major

Cars are the major source of air pollution in some cities. In

industrial cities, factories are the principal source of pollution. The main source of

air pollution in my town, however, is smoke from cooking fires.

4. Key word: started

Jean Henri Dunant,  a Swiss banker, started the International Red

Cross in 1862. The Red Cross officially began at the Geneva Convention in 1864.

Clara Barton, an American nurse, founded the American Red Cross in 1881.

5. Key word: decrease

Sometimes producers decrease their prices in order to sell their

goods. When producers lower their prices, people will buy more goods. Produ-

cers do not like to reduce their prices, but sometimes it is necessary.
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Exercise 8 Read each paragraph quickly to see how the information is divided,

then answer the following questions about the sentences in the

paragraph. The first one is done for you.

Paragraph 1

Do you want to know more about your family history.’

Maybe a genealogist  can help you.’ A geneologist is specially trained

to find information about family histories from many different sources.3

Some of this information comes from old records, such as birth

certificates, marriage certificates, and death certificates.4 Often the

geneologist finds information in old newspapers, tax records, or

immigration records.5 It may even be necessav  to visit distant towns

and villages to collect information from the people who live there.6  Once

the information is complete, the geneologist writes a geneology which

describes the family’s history.’
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Paragraph 2

Most children are excellent language learners.’ They can

learn a second language quickly and easily.’ Most adults, on the other

hand, find a second language difficult3 They study hard, and it usually

takes them a long time to master the language.4  Adults usually try to

learn a second language the same way they learn mathematics, science,

history, or other subjects, but children learn a second language the same

way they learned their first language.5  The child language learner has all

the necessary skills to learn another language, but the adult language

learner often has to relearn these skills in order to learn a second

language.6

Questions:

3. How many sentences are only about child language learners?

4 . How many sentences are only about adult language learners?
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5. How many sentences are only about both adult and child language learners?

Paragraph 3

PLATO is my favorite teacher.’ He is very patient with me.’

He never gets tired or angry when I make too many mistakes3  He always

explains everything very carefully and makes sure that I answer every

question correctly.4  When I need extra help after class, he is always in his

‘office’ ---even late at night5 Not only does he teach me English, but he is

also teaching me to type.” But PLATO is not as friendly as my human

teachers.7  He never smiles or laughs, and he doesn’t ask about my family

or what I plan to do next weekend.* In fact, he doesn’t talk at all.’ You

see, PLATO is a computer, a special computer that teaches me English.”

Questions:

6. How many sentences tell the good things about PLATO?

7. How many sentences tell the bad things about PLATO?

Paragraph 4

The government of India encourages married men and

women to be sterilized so they cannot have more children.’ In China,

families can be punished for having more than one child.*  Both of these

countries have very large populations, and if the number of people

continues to increase, there will not be enough food, houses, or jobs for

the people.3  As a result, India, China, and other populous countries are
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following a family-planning policy-they want families to limit the number

of children they will have.4 Teachers, doctors, and social workers are

explaining to the people why they should have fewer children by using

birth control methods such as contraception and sterilization.5

Questions:

8 . How many sentences are only about India?

9 . How many sentences are only about China?

10. How many sentences are about both India and China?

Paragraph 5

Before the introduction of the computer search, library

research was a long and tedious task.’ Now, instead of spending long

hours looking through the card catalog and periodical indexes for books

and articles on your subject, you can have a computer to do the looking

for YOU.~  All you need to do is to give your subject to the computer.3 This

is not as easy as it sounds; however, because you must know exactly

what your subject is, and you must expres’s  it inwords  the computer can

understand.4 The computer then searches its memory for books and

articles about your subject5  It takes less than a second for the computer

to complete its search.’ Finally, it prints a bibliography-a list of the

authors and titles of the books and articles it has found for your subject.’
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Questions:

11. What are the three steps in the ‘computer search’ process?

Apes have been used in America in helping to make cars,

and scientist believes that these large monkeys may one day

gather crops and even drive trains, although it’s unlikely they

will be able to perform jobs at the same highly skilled level

as human.

Apes / have been used / in America / in helping / to make

cars, / and scientist / believes / that these large monkeys /

may one day/gather crops / and even drive trains/  although
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/ if’s unlikely / they will be able / to perform jobs /at the same

/ highly skilled level / as human.

1. During the storm / all of you / should stay / in the shelter.

2. Very few people / have seen / the interior / of the ancient palace.

3. Reading good books /is / what I really enjoy.

4. In the United States / a University professor / is granted / a

few months / of freedom / from his dufies  / approximately /

every seventh year / for travel / or advanced study.

5. The most urgent job / facing the new government / is to

take care /of the refugees /driven away/from their homes.

6. In spite / of my warning, / the crying boy / rushed out / of

my house / and stood / in front / of the parked truck.

.

Exercise 9 Look at the following sentences and put (T) in front of statements

you think are correct and put (F) in fi-ont  of the ones you think are

wrong.

I. - a) The tired man I walked slowly I toward the office.

- b) The tired / man walked I slowly/toward / the office.
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2. - a) Because of / the noise made / by the workman in / the room above /

my office, I usually go I into one of/the other offices I when I talked /

on the telephone.

_ b) Because of the noise / made by the workman / in the room /above my

office, I I usually go I into one I of the other offices I when I talked I on

the telephone.

3 .  - a) It is considered I that the moon I contains all / the elements found / on

earth, including those I required to / generate nuclear energy.

_ b) It is considered / that the moon / contains all the elements I found on

earth, I including those I required to generate I nuclear energy.

4. _ a) The outer ear / and the ear canal I are subject / to all / of the various

disorders / that affect / the skin.

_ b) The outer / ear and the ear canal /are subject/to all of/the various

disorders /that affect the skin.

5 .  - a) Once / every 17 minutes, / a great whale / is killed; / its back / blown

open / by a grenade-tipped harpoon, / its blood /spewing / into the

ocean.

_ b) Once every / 17 minutes, / a great whale  is / killed; / its back blown /

open / by a grenade-tipped harpoon, / its blood spewing / into I the

ocean.

Exercise IO Correctly separate the unit of thought in the following sentences.

1. Those five fine old red dilapidated brick houses are unsafe since the city has

set up her master plan.

2 . You should never confuse your child by teaching him to do what you would not

do yourself.
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amuse

achieve

amaze

judge

bi



Prefix Meaning

re- again

pre- before

post- after

anti- against

mis- wrongly

non- without, not

dis- not

rewrite

prehistoric

Example

= write again

= before history

postwar = after the war

antisocial ’ = against society

misspell = spell wrongly

nonstop = without stop

disagree = not agree
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Prefix Meaning Example

un- not unusual = not usual

in- not incomplete = not complete

im- not impossible = not possible

correct -+ incorrect (not correct)

possible + impossible (not possible)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rn~~~~~~~~~~~~~  b~9l~dl6d  prefix &6imaluVUlf.l

w?~sn'od~lu t4pd

inside wwh3.1  outside increase W'N~.I  decrease

import WNfilU  export internal WNGl3.I  external

Exercise 1 There is a missing word in each sentence. The missing words are...

. rewrite misspell prehistoric

nonstop disagree antisocial

unusual incomplete impossible

Fill in the blank with these missing words.

1. Most birds can fly, so the ostrich is because it cannot fly.
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2 . I made a lot of mistakes in my letter, so I will the letter before I send it.

3. My homework is because I did not have time to finish it.

4. If you fly from New York, you will arrive in Los Angeles at 4.00 p,m.; if

you stop in Chicago and Denver, you will arrive at 8.00 p.m.

5. People often___- her name because it’s very difficult.

6. We know very little about life in times because the people who lived in

those times did not know how ta  write.

7. Some people think he is because he likes to stay alone and does not

like to talk to other people.

8. My friends think English is easy, but I

English is very difficult for me.

with them because learning

Exercise 2 Read the following sentences and tell the meanings of the italicized

words by writing these meanings in the blank spaces provided. The

first one is an example.

1. Many American marriages end in divorce, but most of these divorced people

will find new husbands and wives and remany  after one or two years.

remarry = marry again

2 . Our library contains a large fiction collection (novels, short stories, and other

books that tell a story); but most students use the library’s nonfiction collection

because these books contain important information for their studies.

nonfiction =

3 . Thousands of antiwar demonstrators marched to the capital city shouting ‘No

more war!‘.

antiwar =
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4. If a teacher misinforms students, they will be confused because students

always expect their teachers to give them the correct information.

misinform =

5. Before industrialization, this was an agricultural society, but after years of

being an industrial society it is becoming a postindustrial  society.

postindustrial =

6. When I was a child, I depended on my parents for food, clothing, and shelter;

but now I am independent and must find these things for myself.

independent =

7. In this book, vocabulary preparation is prereading activities. First, we study

the vocabulary and then we read the text.

p r e r e a d i n g  =

Exercise 3 Use the given words to fill in the blank spaces. The first one is an

example.

1. I must disconnect the electricity before I repair this lamp. I will connect the

electricity again when I finish. (connect /disconnect)

2. The recreation center has two swimming pools, an indoor pool and an outdoor

pool. We use the in the summer when the weather is warm, and we

use the pool in the winter when the weather is cold. (indoor I outdoor)

3. The Affairs Officer works with people inside the company, and the

Affairs Officer works with people outside the company. (internal /

external)

4 . In our country, we cars, televisions, and computers from other

countries, and we oil, coffee, and sugar to other countries, (import /

export) 1
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

We always our door at night, but if you ring the bell we will

the door so that you can come in. (lock I unlock)

You can a football by pumping air into the ball, but the ball

will if there is a hole in it. (inflate / deflate)

When you , you push air out of your lungs; when you ,you pull

air into your lungs. (inhale / exhale)

Be sure to the lens of the camera before you take the photograph,

and the lens with the lens cap after you take the photograph. (cover

/ uncover)

Use English every day and your vocabulary will However, your

vocabulary will if you did not use English regularly. (increase /

decrease)

10. A comes at the end of a word, and a comes at the

beginning of a word. (prefix / suffix)

Prefix I Example I Meaning

mal- bad malpractice wrong doing, neglect of duty

mis -wrong misstatement wrong statement

pseudo - false pseudonym name taken, especially an author, instead of

his real name

EN 201 5 9



Prefix Example

arch- archbishop

hyper- hypertension

mini- mini-bus

out- outgrow

over- overdo

sub- subnormal

super- supermarket

sur-

ultra-

under-

surfeit

ultra-sonic

undertone

Meaning

chief bishop

very high blood pressure

small bus

grow too large or too tall

do too much

below normal

large self-service store selling food, household goods,

etc.

too much of anything, especially food and drink

relating to sound waves beyond the range of normal

human audibility

low, quiet tone

Exercise 4 There is a missing word in each sentence. The missing words are.. .

mini-bus arch bishop

outgrow supermarket

subnormal overdo

hypertension undertones

malpractice misstatements

Fill in the blank with these missing words.

1. All the media try to avoid making in the reporting of news because

such incorrect information could have serious results. .
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2. Someone with a temperature has a temperature that is below

normal.

3. People do not like to ride on a because it is too small and dan-

gerous.

4 . My teacher always talks in , and the students cannot hear what she is

saying.

5. My daughters for their clothes; they grow so fast that I have to get

them new clothes every month.

6 . You should work hard, but don’t it and make yourself ill.

7. affects more people in Western countries than in Third World

countries.

8. Nowadays, there are many in Bangkok where people can buy food,

household goods and many more.

9. Every church district is governed by an

10. Chatchai’s caused him to be dethroned as P.M. .

Exercise 5 Read the following sentences and tell the meanings of the itali-

cized words by writing these meanings in the blank spaces provided.

The first one is an example.

1. Mr. Johnson suffered a misfortune.

misfortune = bad luck

2 . Children from remote areas in Thailand do not get enough food; they all suffer

from ma/nutrition.

ma/nutrition =
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3. Somsri looks on everything with a hypercritical eye; she criticizes even small

faults.

hypercritical =

4. Noi  works very hard; she works as if she was a superhuman.

superhuman =

5. People in New York always travel by subway because they can go faster than

usual.

subway =

6. Sangdao’s ambition outran her ability: she was ambitious to do more than she

was able to do.

outran =

7. His father died of an overdose of morphine.

overdose  =

8 . Careful drivers minimize accidents on the roads.

. minimize =

9 . The beauty of the scenery surpassed my expectations.

surpassed =

10. Carefully Julia felt her way, knowing that one small misstep left or right on the

slippery path would lead to certain death.

misstep =
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Prefix Example I Meaning

anti- (adj.)

co- (n.)

counter- (n.)

pro- (adj.)

anti-aircraft

co-religi&ist

Counter-attack

pro-American

pro-Chancellor

use against enemy aircraft

one or two or more persons who adhere to the

same religion

attack made’in reply to an attack by the enemy

in favor of American

acting as

Prefix

inter- (adj.)

sub- (n.)

super- (adj.)

trans- (adj.)

(vt, vi)

Example

international

sub-committee

supernatural

transatlantic

transplant

Meaning

between nations

committee formed from members of a main

committee

of that which is not controlled or explained by

physical laws

beyond the Atlantic

move from one place to another
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I Prefix Example Meaning I

ex - (n.) ex-presiden t

fore - (vt.) foresee

post - (vt.) postdate

pre - (v-t.) prearrange

re - (vt.) recall

former president

know beforehand ’

put a date later than the date of writing

Arrange  in advance

bring back to the mind

Exercise 6 Take the given prefixes and place them in front of the words and write

the meanings of the new words. The first one is an example.

Exercise 7 There is a missing word in each sentence. These words are...

supernatural foresee pro-American

sub-committee transplant ex-president

postdate recall international

prearranged

Use these words to fill in the blank spaces.

1. Mr. Ronald Reagan was the United States
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2 . Mr. Anand  Punyarachun attended the conference in Singapore.

3 . Dr. Chat met his ex-wife according to plan.

4. Can you your schooldays? #

5. Please do not your contract because it is illegal.

6 . The dean has appointed to work on this problem.

7 . One of my friends already had kidney

8. Fortune tellers can what will happen in the future.

9 . Superstitious persons always believe in forces.

10. Thongchai is . He talks about America very often.

Exercise 8 Read the given sentences and write the meanings of the italicized

words into the spaces given. The first one is an example.

1. Thanya is an ex-student of Ramkhamhaeng University.

ex-student = former student

2 . Someone who is anti-social is unwilling to meet and be friendly with other

people.

anti-social =

3 . Many students go on and do postgraduate work..

postgraduate =

4 . We managed to get the subcontract for that job in America.

subcontract =

5 . With a list of forethought, life can be made a lot easier.

forethought =

6 . He transcribed the recording of school children.

transcribed =
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7. Political power counterbalances the other influences in society.

counterbalances =

8. The social class into which a child is born often seems to predetermine his

later career.

predetermine =

9. The actors reappeared on the stage, and the audience applauded very

loudly.

reappeared
D=

Prefix

nono-one

uni-

bi-two

di-

tri-three

multi-many

Example

monorail

monocle

uniform

bilingual

bicycle

digraph ”

dichotomy

triangle

tricolor

multiple

multiform

Meaning

single rail

eyeglass for one eye only

not varying in form

having two languages

two-wheeled machine for riding on

two letters that represent a single sound

division into two

plane figure with three straight sides

a flag of three colors in stripes of the same

width

having many parts or elements

having many forms or shapes
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Prefix

PolY-

Example

PoWmy

polyglot

Meaning

customs of having more than one wife at the

same time

knowing, using, written in, many languages

Prefix

a-ab-

ad-

ambi-

anti-

co-

con-, col-

corn-. cor-

EN 201 6 7

Example

absent

amoral

ashore

afield

advance

adjoin

ambiguous

anti-social

antibiotic

Bcoher

co-education

conjoin

collect

combine

correlate

sway from

Meaning

lot  concerned with moral

)n the shore

n the field

come or go forward

oe next to or nearest

having more than one meaning

against society

destroying bacteria

stick together

education of boys and girls together

join together

bring together

join together

relate with

science of the earth’s surface

science of the earth’s history as shown by its

crust, rocks, etc.



Prefix

homo-

in-, im-

neo-

sym-, syn-

Example Meaning

homogeneous of the same kind

insert put in

imprison put in prison

neologism inventing of new words

sympathy sharing the feelings of others

synchronize happen at the same time

Exercise 9 Underline the prefix in each word and match the meaning at the right

hand side to that at the left-hand side. The first one is an example.

1 .  a s h o r ei a. stick together

2. ambiguous b. put in prison

3. combine c. having two languages

4. geology d. eyeglass for one eye only

5. imprison e. custom of having more than one

wife at the same time

6. bilingual f. division into two contradictory

7. triangle

8. monocle

9. polygamy

IO. dichotomy

11.  cohere

g. join together

h. plane figure with three straight

sides

i. having more than one meaning

j. on the shore

k. science of the earth’s history as

shown by its crust, rocks, etc.
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Exercise IO There is a missing word in each sentence. These missing words

are...

,bicycle uniform monorail

multiple tricolor absent

advance antibiotic collect

insert synchronize geography

Correctly use these words to till in the blank spaces. The first one is

an example.

1.

2.

3.

.4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9 .

If you want to be on time, you must synchronize all the clocks in the building.

The teacher told the boys to all the waste’ paper lying about after the

picnic.

My son is fond of riding a / an

Civilization has not during this century.

The company must anadvertisement in a newspaper.

Sunee did not like to study because she did not want to know about

the earth’s surface.

Nowadays, university students in Thailand do not’wear

When I spoke to him he looked at me in a / an

answer.

to class.

way but did not

I think that Bangkok should have a / an

Bangkok is so bad now.

soon because the traffic in

10. Anand  is a man of interests for he is always interested in many

things at the same time.

11. Penicillin is a / an which is used for destroying or preventing the

growth of bacteria.
,
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suffix Example

-er reader

-or calculator

-ist scientist

-ian technician

-ant accountant

-ent student

Exercise 11 Fill the blank spaces with the correct words. ) The first one is an
i

example.

1. A person who-studies is called a student.

2. A person who works in the field of science is called a

3. A person who works in the field of physics is called a

‘4. A person who works in a field is called a specialist.

5. A person who works in a field is called a technician.
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6. A person whose work is to inspect, keep, qr adjust accounts is called an

.

Verb

teach

write

drive

Noun

teacher

writer

driver

Meaning

a person who teaches

a person who writes

a person who drives

Exercise 72 Fill the blank spaces with the correc!  words.

Verb Noun Meaning

1. sing

2. manager

3. a person who dances

4. play

5. boxer

6 . a person who swims

7. run

8. speaker

9. a person who reads
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suffix -or &a,” - i s t  MUlu”n;l  WM rihGiuafh

Verb Noun Meaning

direct director a person who directs

‘) act actor a person who acts

guitar guitarist a person who plays a guitar

We typist a person who types

a pencil sharpener 20 a thing that sharpens pencils.

a heater &I a thing that heats.

a computer &I a machine that computes.

a coffee maker %I a machine that makes coffee.

lw"Pd"n~n~iiildlq~i fL.m8;7is4$7u6au  43  ur4~I~vuiu~4  ~lgd ~i3.z

-er  &&?ur&R&~&%~~d  suffix r3.i~  letter, dinner, chapter, feather ~flum”p

_.
Exercise 13 Give the meaning of the following words. The first one is an

example.

1. A foreigner is person who comes from a foreign country.

2. * A calculator is a thing that arithmetic problems.

3 . A worker is a person who

4. A is a person who bakes.

5 . A supplier is a person who

6. An is a person who observes things.

7. A is a person who helps others.
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8. A questioner is a person who
.

9. A is a person who listens.

10. A boxer is a person who

Noun or Adjective Verb

stimulus stimulate

deep deepen

identity identify

modern modernize

advertisement advertise

Meaning

quicken thought or feeling

to make deep

’to consider as the same

to bring up to date in style

to tell about publicly

Exercise 14 Fill the blanks spaces with the correct words.

Noun or Adjective

1. regular

2.

3. terrible

4 .

5. critical

Verb

dramatize

Meaning

make or become sad
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Noun or Verb Adjective Meaning

magic

diet

peace

romance

child

act

compulsion

fashion

reduce

affection

magical

dietary

peaceful

romantic

childish

active

compulsory

fashionable

affectionate

like magic

of diet

full of peace

like romance

like a child

able to do things

that must be done

following the fashion

that can be reduced

showing love

Exercise 15 In the following sentences, a base word is italicized. Fill in the

1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6.

blanks with a new word formed of this base word and a suifix.  The

first  one is an example.

This is Harold’s ancestral home. His ancestors have lived in this house for

700 years.

Mining is more important than agriculture in the south; the region is in

the north.

This book is fascinating and very ; I read it in one night.

America has few strong traditions, but eating turkey on Thanksgiving Day is

You can’t divide fifteen by two. Fifteen is only by five and three.

You can’t eat that kind of mushroom, but this kind is .
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7. Elizabeth still has hope though she has no reason to be

8. Don’t be because you are not a baby anymore; you have grown up

already.

9. The doctors held a consultation to decide whether an operation was

necessary, and this committee gave very helpful advice.

10. Her ideas always change. She is a sort of person.

0 I

Verb or Adjective

accurate

leak

ignore

explore

translate

confess

wise

father

serve

social

govern

soft

Noun Meaning

accuracy exactness or correctness

leakage the process of leaking

ignorance lack of knowledge

exploration exploring

translation translating

confession confessing

wisdom quality of being wise

fatherhood state of being a father

service being a servant

socialism the belief that the state should own

industries on behalf of the people

and that everyone should be equal

government governing

softness state of being soft
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Verb or Adjective Noun Meaning

friend friendship being friends

cruel cruelty cruel nature

Exercise 16 Look at the fol/owing  sentences and tell which italicized words are

nouns, verbs or adjectives? Write noun, verb or adjective in the blank

spaces. The first one is an example.

1. The conjurer uses magic to produce a rabbit from his hat. noun.

2. Sunaree is an eager worker, but sometimes her eagerness makes her

careless.

- 3. The farmers wanted to transport their corn to market, but they didn’t have

enough money to pay for transportation.

4 . Some words are written in italic type.

5. You must identify yourself at the door before you enter the ha!l.

6. This is Mrs. Nancy Reagan’s ancestral home.

7. The first time he went to their house, he received a princely welcome.

8 . The book is fascinating and very readable.

9 . He serves as a gardener and also as chauffeur,

10. She is a Catholic and goes to confession regularly.

11. Eating turkey on Thanksgiving is an American tradition.
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Noun suffix

crime -al

culture -al

editor -ial

music -al

dirt -Y

wealth -Y

courtesy -eous

ambition -ious

victory 4ou.s

joy -0u.s

danger -0us

fool -ish

child -ish

Adjective

criminal

cultural

editorial

musical

dirty

wealthy

courteous

ambitious

victorious

joyous

dangerous

foolish

childish

1

Exercise 17 In the following sentences, a base word is italicized.’ Fill in the

blank with a new word formed of this base word and a suftix.  Tell

whether this new word is a noun or an adjective. The first one is an

example.

1 . People should not disturb animals in the jungle. They help preserve nature,

so let them live in their natural state.

natural = adjective

2 . Look to your  manners, my boy, don’t be so and think only of yourself.

=

3 . I hate all of his novels with the of his last. The last one is exceptional.

=
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4. The top of the mountain was covered with

=

5. Kongrit is a good mechanic. He can do all

=

There was a ctoudy  sky.

work very well.

6. Though he was a famous  scientist, he was not eager for .

=

7. Though Saijai was not foolish, she was enough to believe him.

=

8. The majority of their people earn their living by manual labor;  for example,

farming is a j o b .

9. Most of the merchants are very

=

. They are as clever as a fox.

IO. The furnishings of a room should be in . The furnishings of this room

harmonize beautifully.

=

WWrd.Xi  suffix Y?~n~~~LIJ~Uldp117uDIu*lelY’il~~7~LijW~~~~Li  LAsiu

suffix Meaning Example

-ful full of hopeful (full of hope)

careful (full of care)

sorrowful (full of sorrow)

successful (full of success)

-less without hopeless (without hope)

careless (without care) ‘

useless (without use)

childless (without children)
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suffix I Meaning Example

-able
I

able to

-ness state of being

usable (able to be used)

changeable (able to be changed)

understandable (able to be understood)

countable (able to be counted)

happiness (state of being happy)

quietness (state of being quiet)

likeness (state of being like)

carelessness (state of being careless)

Exercise 18 Read the given sentences and circle the correct answer. The first

one is an example.

1. Dictionaries are very for students because students can use them to

find the meanings, the correct spelling, and the correct pronunciation of

words.

01. useful 2. careless

3. useless 4. understandable

2. Some families are because the wife and husband decide not to have

children.

1. successful 2. happiness

3. useful 4. childless

3 .  A c a r i s if it will not start.

1. careless 2. usable

3. careful 4. Useless

4 . Dr. Don’s lectures are always because he speaks clearly and explains

everything very carefully.
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1. usable 2. usefulness

3. happiness 4 . understandable

5. Many mistakes are the result of

1. carelessness 2. happiness
*

3. carefullness 4. successful

6. We cannot drink this polluted water, but it is for washing.

1. useless 2. careless

3. usable 4 . careful

7. A student is a student who does well in all his or her classes.

1. careless 2. successful

3. useless 4 . childless

8. A driver obeys all of the traffic rules.

1. careless 2. careful

3. useful 4 . useless

9. This duty is to me. I don’t like it.

1. careful 2 . fateless

3. painful 4 . careless

10. He works very hard without getting tired. He is a

1. tireful 2. tireless

3 . hopeful 4 . hopeless

worker.
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Noun

nature

danger

digit

number

expense

action

fame

Adjective

natural

dangerous

digital

numerous

expensive

active

famous

Exercise 19 Look at the sentences and tell whether the italicized word is a noun,

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

a.

9 .

IO

a verb, or an adjective by writing noun, verb, or adjective in the given

space. The first one is an example.

He has a large colection‘of  stamps. noun

The scientist forms a hypothesis.

Computers can solve mathematical problems.

Picasso is a famous artist.

Our calculations are always accurate.

Bruce Lee is a famous movie star.

The observerwill  watch you.

What is the correct form of this word?

Pollution is a problem in our city.

This is a basic English class.
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suffix &I~d~~~~W~l~~L~~~  %I -ly $1 adjective ‘Lw”L%4  adverb

Adjective

able

suitable

new

awry

memorable

happy

nice

bad

kind

Adverb

ably

suitably

newly

angrily

memorably

happily

nicely

badly

kindly

adverb

Noun

hour

day

week

month

year

annual

Adverb

houtiy
d

daily

weekly

monthly

yearly

annually

Exercise 20 Fill in the blanks with the given words. The first one is an example.

1. Mrs. Simpson is a kind woman; she always speaks kindly to me. (kind I kindly)
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2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

a .

9 .

Sam turned his face to me because he was very with

me. (angry I angrily)

I saw Tom a ago, but somebody told me that he comes

here lday / daily)

You must behave to me because today is a day.

(nice / nicely)

George must travel by train twenty days a

buy tickets. (month / monthly)

, so I advised him to

I advise you to go if you are enough. (strong I

strongly)

John and Lisa smile since their marriage has always been a

one. (happy,/ happily)

This room has change furniture because we have just brought

a one. (new I newly)

Roger was an man; he always made himself

(invisible / invisibly)

10. Smoking is prohibited around here, and this kind of

rule makes everybody happy. (strict / strictly)

I I. Very few people like to listen to music because nowadays nobody can

play it (classical / classically)

Roots
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Stem

-onym-

-gene-

-vis-, -vid-

-audi-

-femin-

-liber-

-uni-

-vari-

-ethmi-

>-ethno-

-physi-

-clude-

‘Meaning

name

family

see

hear

woman

free

one

different, change

race, nation

people

body, nature

close

Example

anonymous

genetics

invisible

audience

feminist

liberal

union

variety

ethnic

physical

conclude



Exercise 21 Use the example words to fill the blank spaces correctly. The first

1.

2.

A letter without the sender’s name on it is a / an anonymous letter.

A group of people from the same country or culture is a 1 an

group.

3. When there are many different things to choose from, you have a / an

4 .

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

of choices.

A /An is a group ofpeople who come to listen to something.

Something we cannot see is

When a doctor examines your body, it is called a / an

examination.

Some parents are very ; they allow their children to do whatever .

they want.

A trade is an organization of different workers who join together to

form one large group.

We cannot our study until we have all the information.

one is an example.

IO. A /An is a person who believes in women’s rights.

11. The study of explains why members of the same family are

similar to each other.
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Prefix Stem suffix

super + -vis- + -or = supervisor

+
(over)

+
(noun) = a person who watches over workers

Stem

-fact, -fect-

-manu-

-nom-

-gress-,  -grad-

-dict-

-duct-

-cap-, -cep-

-ten-

-pend-

-auto-

-bio-

-crat-

-phone-

-scope-

-graph-

Meaning

make

hand

name

move forward

say

lead

fake

hold, have

hang

self

life

rule

sound

see
*

write

Example

factory, perfect

manuscript

nominee

progress, degrade

dictator, diction

conduct, reduce

capture, accept

retentive, detain

depend

automatic

biology

autocrat

telephone

telescope

graphic
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Exercise 22 Correctly use the example words to fill in the blank spaces. The tirst

1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6 .

7.

8.

9 .

one is an example.

A building where goods are made especially by machinery is called a I an

factory.

Komsak works at TV. Channel 7 as a I an artist.

A book as first written out or typed is called a / an

A tube-like instrument with lenses for making distant objects appear nearer

and larger is a I an

This advertisement will the attention of readers everywhere.

A person who is suggested for an office or appointment is called a / an

Noi  likes a / an car because it is easy to operate.

A ruler with unlimited power is called a / an

I believe that my dear son will make in his studies in the near

future.

10. This question needs not us long; it can be settled quickly.

11. A person who has obtained absolute authority by force or in an irregular way

isalan

Zirilin%w~@B~fi%8Gi?  unexceptional 9z:wG~~sznau&a?u  prefix un-

ukdl  not, ex- ~L~FI$ out $ capere tflu root &YJI~JMUI~~I to have ttRZ$

suffix - ion &i7!1%%% noun &u’;lm%&~~  suffix - al h'L%il 1 &flu adjective $

A91.3JVIa.llU~l  not uncommon or unusual

Prefix Stem suffix

un+ e x  + capere + -ion + -al = unexceptional

(n& (ost)  i!  t *(to ave) (no n) ( dj.) = an adjective MB1lfJfT3lU~l

not uncommon or unusual
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Stem

-capit-

-fer-

-homo-

-junct-

-mist-, -mit-

-log-

-mand-

-astron-

-chrome-

-dent-

-micro-

-pysche-

-tele-

-spect-

-polt-

Meaning

head

carry

same

join

send

speech

order

star

color

tooth

small

mind

far off

look

carry

Example

capital

refer, offer

homosexual

conjunction

admit, promise

dialog

command

astronomy

chromosome

dentist

microscope

psychology

telegram

inspect

portable

Exercise 23 Correctly use the example words to fill in the blank spaces. The first

one is an example.

1. What is the capita/ of the United States of America?

Washington D.C. is.
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2. I would like to buy a / an typewriter so that I can carry it to my office.

3. If you want to attend a play you must first buy a ticket that will you to

the theater to see the performance.

4 . If you look into matters carefully, as in examining items prior to shipping, you

could say that you them.

5. If you have a problem with your teeth, you should go to see the

6 . is the science of the sun, moon, stars and planets.

7. The between the two Prime Ministers has very impressive.

8. I don’t want you to to this matter again. Please stop now.

9. My friend sent me a to tell me that I had passed my exam.

10. You must do as I you.

11.  A /an is an instrument with lenses for making very small near

objects appear larger.

ns7?%uea~~“i61nw7%~~~*~~~~  reproduction ?& prefix re- Lblhil  again

L&I  back pro- LLdaal  forward URZ!  root ducere Ul1lnill~lkh  LIJkdl  to

lead 2 suffix -tion  &I%!!%&%  noun ihalu%Ia.Jludl  process of producing

again I&I  something made by producing again

Prefix Stem suffix

re-, pro ducere -tion = reproduction

(agiin, fodard)  (leid) i(n un) = process of producing again,
I

something made by pro-

ducing again
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Stem Meaning

-agre- farm

-cede- 90

-chron- time

-stat- stand

-plic- fold

-vent- come

-scrib-,  scrip- write

-logy- study of

-geo- earth

-volve- roll

-pas-,  -pon- Put

-mono- one

Example

agricultural, agrobiology

proceed, recede

chronology, chronicle

status, station

implicate, complicate

prevent, invent

transcript, inscribe

psychology, astrology

geology, geobotany

revolve, devolve

component, position

monologue, monotony

Exercise 24 Correctly use the given words to fill in the blank spaces. The first

one is an example.

agricultural monopoly inscribe

invention position geography

implication station revolving

proceeding psychology

1. Geography is not a difficult subject.

2. Thailand is an country.

3. What is the of this statement?

4. One of the soldiers was out of his
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5. The of the telephone made communication faster and easier.

6. What is the best way of ?

7. In many countries tobacco is a government

8. This theatre has a stage.

9. I am sorry that I am not in a to help you.

10. Johny his name in his book.

11. is the study of the mind and its processes.
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’ E.Wright and J.F. Wallwork. On Your Own. A Guide to Study Method, (London:

Longman,  Green and Co., Ltd., 1968),  p.1.
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1. Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language (Modern

Desk Edition): David B. Guralnik (New York: The World Publishing Company,

1971)

2. Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language (Third

College Edition): David B. Guralnik (New York: The World Publishing Company,

1988)

3. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English: AS. Hornby

(London: Oxford University Press, 1974)

4. turn

5. weir

6. xylophone

7. yen

8. zero
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%&&x%l~%W’&&lW  alphabetical order I&%;

1. abstract

2. ambush

3. attend

4 .  a w e

1. amoral

2. amuse

3. cartoon

4 . cartridge

5 . syringa

6 . syringe

7 . tyrant

8. tyre

9 . wreathe

10. wreck 1

a& idwm2&h  “79Prua~?~~~7~~wqPd7ynsu~~q-~~sdlEiw7u~a~”~s

(alphabetical order) %WY&&Jl;37n~~~nW~~ 1,  2, 3 ~~~~L%El’b~
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on some  aupportmg  surface: said  of inanimate thin 9 3 io be or
remain  in a specified condition jmotives  that lie hl ,d den1 4 to  be
s,tuatad  [Canada lres  to  the north1 5 to  extend: stretch  Ahe road
that lies before  us]  6 to  be;  exist;  be found [the love that lies m  her
eyes]  7 to be buried or entombed II [Archaic] to stay  overnight or
for II short whiie;  lodge 3 [Archaic] to  have  sexual intercou~e  (with)
10  Low  to be nmintainabIe  or admissible (an  action  that will  not lie]
--n.  1  the way in which something IS situated or arranged: lay 2 an
animal’s lair  or resting place  3 [Brit.]  B  period of resting 4 Golf the
relative situation of a ball  with  reference to the advantage  it offers
the player /a god  he]  -Me  down on the job (CoIIoq.1  to put forth
less  than  on&  best efforts -Ii*  in to  be in confinement for child-
brth  -Ii*  on Naut. to stay at a distance fmm shore or another ship
--411e  over to  stay and wait until some  future time -II*  to Naut. to
he more  or less  stationarv  mth  the bow to  the wind -take Ivina

bold  < I, tenerq  to  hold:  see  THIN  j 1  a person  who acta  for a
superior,  as  during the latter’s absence;  aide: deputy 2 *n officer
ranking below a captain  m in a police or fire  department 3 U.S. Md
an  off&r ranking b&w B  captain: 8ee  also  ~m.w  L~*~YTN*NT,  SK-
mm  uwrmat47  4 U.S. Navy an  afticer  ranking above a lieutenant
junior grade and below a lieutenant commander --li*wt*n’alycy  (-an
86,.  pl. -de*,  n.

lieutenant colonel U.S. Mil.  in  officer  ranking above a major and
below a colonel

lieutenant commander US. Now  an  ofticer  ranking above B  lieu-
tenant and b&w a commander

lieutenant general US Mil  an  officer, with an inaignla  of three
stars, ranking  above a major general and  below  a general

lieutenant governor 1 an  &c&d official of e.  State who ranks b&xv
the governor  and substitutes for the governor in case  of the latter’s
ebaence  or death 2 the ofticial  head of the government of a
Canadian province, appomted  by the governor general: also
li*lite”~nt-go*~or  a

lieutenant junior grade U.S.  Nauy an  oft&r ranking  above in
ensign and b&w a IieutPnant

life (Iifj n.. pl.  lives  [ME < OE lif,  akin  to ON lif,  life. Ger  leib.  body
< IE base  ‘leibh-,  to LIW  ] 9  that property or quality of plants  and
animals  that  distinguishes them from inorganic matter or dead orga-
nisms;  specif..  the cellular  biochemical actwity  or proeesaes  of an
organrsm,  characterized by the ingestion of nutrients, the storage
and use  of energy, the excretion of wastes,  gmwth,  reproduction, etc.
2 this activity, or the state of possessing this property [brought back
to life]  3 a living being, esp.  a human being [the l&es  lost in  wars/
4 living thinp  collectively, often of a specified kind $lant  life1  5
the time a prson  or thing is alive or exista,  or a speeitic  portion of
such time (his  early life,  6 a sentence of imprisonment for the rest
of one’s  life  7 one’s  m-w  of living  la lrfe  of easel  3 the activities
of a piva  time or in  a given setting.  and the people who  take part in
them (military  life]  3 lives considered together aa  belonging to B
certain clsas  or type high  life]  10  a)  an  individual’s animate  exiat-
enee  b)  an  account of this: biography c) a specific  aspect  of an
individual’s activities /her  love Life,  11  the existence of the soul
[eternal  life,  12 something essential to the continued existence of
something else (freedom of speech  is the life of democracy1  13 the
mme of vigor or liveliness [the life  of the party1  14 vigor;  live&
ness;  animation; vivacity 15  the period of “ourishing.  uaefubwss,
etc.; period during which anything lasts  [fads  have  a short  life/  16
another chance  often in the phrase get * life 17 Ane  Arts a)  a
lifelike quabty or appearance b) representation from living models
[a  class  in lifef  -sdf.  1  for a IXetime  Ia  life  sentencef 2 of or
relating to the property of life  fhfe  processesf 3 using live models la
life &as in art]  -a matter of life *nd  d**th  1  something whose
outcome determines whether a  p-n lives  or dies 2 any  extremely
m,x,r+mt  matter -es large  (or big) (1s Ii‘*  1  LIFE-SIZE  2 in actual
fact;  truly  -bring to lIf*  1  to  bring back to consciousness 2 to
make IiveIy;  animate -come to  Iii*  1  to  recover  consciousness 2
to  become bvely  or animated -for  dew  W e to,  or 88  if to.  cave one’s
bfe;  with a desperate intensity -for life 1  for the duration of one’s
life  2 in order to  ave  one’~  life -forth* life of  ma [CaUcq.]  even
though  my life were  at stake  on  is  by any means: used in negative
expressions -from life fmm a living model -*not on  your llf*
[C&x,., by no means; certainly  not -se*  II‘*  to have a wide variety
of social  experiences  -take  life to  kill  -tak*  *n*‘s  (own)  life to
commit suicide -*th*  Iif*  or th*  L”*  [Slang]  prostitution 88  a trade
-*th*  life of Riley [C&q.]  a  very  plea-t  or luxurious way of
bving  -to the lit*  like  the living original,  exactly --by* to  life
corresponding to what happens or exist. in real  life; true to  reality

liia  belt  a life  preserver in the form of B belt
lifeblood ,-blud’,  n. , the blood neceesaw  to  life  2 a vital  element

or  animating intiuenee
lite.boat  (-bat’)  n. 1  a strong, seaworthy boat  kept in readiness on

the shore for we  in rescuing  people in  danger of drowning 2 one of
the small  baats  carried by a shb far use if the shw must be aban-

lit%& 1 the history of the changes undergone by an  organism
in development from the egg, spore, etc.  to  itp  death in maturity 2
one  series  of such changes 3 the story of a  person’s life

life  insurance insurance in which a stipulated sum is paid  to  the
beneficiaw  or beneficiaries at the death of the insured. or. if soeci-
tied. to thi  insured at B  certain age

life interest interest (in property) that 1s  payable during a pwwan’s
lifetime. but which cannot be passed on to  another at death

life iacket  (or  vest)  a life weserver  in the form of a sleeveless racketor-vest
life.less  (6bs)  *&Jj.  1  wthout  life; speeif.,  01  that never had life:

insnimate  b)  that no longer has bfe:  dead c)  havmg  no liwng  beings
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Exercise 1 Look at the words in this list. How many of these words do you know?

How many of these words are new words? Put ( 4 beside the words you know.

.phenomenon c o m p u t e r analyze

reason problem r e c o g n i z e

experiment danger explain 1

pollution collect form

power perform guess

voice touch expensive

signal solve complex

library control already

Exercise 2 The words in this list are not in alphabetical order. Write the words in

the alphabetical order in the spaces provided. The first two words are

examples.

collect guess analyze

reason expensive signal

perform pollution complex

explain power control

happy inside better

1. analyze 6 . 11.

2 . better 7 . 12.

3 . 8 . 13.

4 . 9 . 14.

5 . 10. 15.
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k%JilL~u~l~aul~in  Antonym bbaz  Synonym
cu

Ie
(kup)  n. [ME & OE euppe  < LL cuppa,  altered < L cupa, tub <
‘keup-, a hollow < base ‘km,  to bend, arch > CWMB,  HUMP ] 1

a small. open container for beverages, usually bowl-shaped and with
a handle 2 the bowl part of a drinking vessel 3 a cup and its
contents 4 the amount a cup holds; cupful: a standard measuring
cup holds ei
thing shaped

ht ounces (237 milliliters) or 16 tablespoons 5 any-
like a cup or bowl 6 an ornamental, usually metal,

cup with a stem and base!  given as a prize .7  a) the chalice contain-
ing the wine at Commumon b) the wine. 6 one’s p&ion,  share, or
allotment /Iis cup  of happiness was full] 9 somethin  sewed as in
a cup:  see CLARET CUP, FRUIT CUP  IO one of two sectwns  of a bra
that support the breasts 11 Biol.  any cuplike  organ or structure 1 2
Golf  the cont$ner  set in the hole sunk into the green, into which
the ball drops; hole 13 Med. a small glass bowl or similar ob’ect
used in cupping --vt. cupped, cup’ping 1 to shape like a cup 1 to
take in or put into a cup 3 Med. to treat with or subject to  cupping
-in one’s cups drunk; intoxicated -cup’like’  adj.

ts?~~~il~r~Pd~~~n~qr~qs7n021d  ent ry  aowYidi4  7 hwuvp324  Iw”

~nAnw7~~tnrn41~~~~~1~  7 b~k=k&l9 ent ry  =x~bviv&q~ f119  entry w5%y

f.kyn  K3h.d  iid’ilFj~~~w~il~u  1 ~~nidtn~~~~~n7q~ql~LLW~b~rnM~~~~8~~ -j

Gupil9  -j ~essj~%~~~ndls1ln~la~~~~~~~~~~~~~dlwnlw7ajnqwu’n~~

nlsanndus”l~~fl&N  (pronunciation)
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so,tude (siil’a  twd’, -tymd’)  a [‘h3E  < MFr  < L solitude  < solru,
alone; soLa*  ] 7 the state of being .9oly  0:  alone; seclusion, isola-
tion. or.-remoteness  2 a lonely or seclu  ed place -sol$tu’dl.nous

sorlry  kk-‘e,  We)  adb. -rkr.  -d.est [ME,sotie  < OE SW&  < JOT;
SORT  1 1 Ml ofsomw.  pity. or sympathy: also  used aa an expression
of apology or mild regret, 2 a) inferior in worth or quality;  poor [a
Jomy  exhibit/ b) wretched; tiiserable  (a sorry tenement] -sofri/ly
Sdv.  -sof  rimess  n.

water (wat&wsiit’-).n.[ME.<  OE ruaer. akinto Ger  watser-<  IE
.*wodSr  < *wed-,:to  wet (<.-base  *awed-...to  nioisten.  flow) -> .Gr
!lydar,  w*l-. L~unda, a.w%ve,  Russ  wd4 water,  Lr uisce,‘waterJl

disapproval dictionary advertisement

ad.vertisa-ment (ad’var  tlz’mant;  ad’bar Us’-;  ad v&t&z-, ad-; -tin-)
n.  1 the act of advertising 2 a public notice or announcement,
usually paid for, ae of things for sale, ,needs,  etc.

dictiofvarly  (dik’sha  ner’e)  R, pl. -aries  l,h#L  dictionariwn  < LL
dicfia  see prec.  1  I a book of alljhabehcaily  listed words in a lan-
guage. .with definitions, etymologiiza,  pronunciationt,  and other
informatioy;  lexicon 2 a book  of alphabetically liited  words in a
language mth their equivalents in another language [a Spanish-
English dictionavl  3 any alphabetically arranged list of words or
articles re!atiog to a special subject [a medical dic&napl

di*awrovlal  W’a  pr6’Vval)  n.  1 Failure  or reh*ial  to approve;
rejection 2 unfavorable opinion; co&-eon

,
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co*. oundl (kiim  pound’,  k&n/pound;  kam pound’; for adj.  cr~ually
& or ,g.  &vays.  k”m’)ound’)  vt [ M E  compounen  < OFrP

‘lx compon(d)re,  to arrange, lrect  c L componere.  to put.+gether.  see
‘_ ~~~pa~rm~ 1 to mix or ,ombine  2 to make by corn! mmg  parts  or

_ elements  3 to settle  by mutual agreement; sped.. to settle  (a debt)
Iq-cktasa  (for. 0. in krW,  in’krw; for n iri%rW,,  in hW)  vi.

-creaaecY,  -creasing  [ M E  encresen  ‘k.  OFr  encreistre  c L
increscere  < in-,. in, on + crescere. to groy,see  cxxszm~  1 to
become greater m sue.  amount, degree, etc.; grow 2 to Decome
greater in numbers by producing offipring,multiply;  propagate --in
to cause tu become greater  in size, amount, degree. etc.; add to;
augment -/2. [ME encreseJ 1 aia increasing or becoming Increased:

icbterest  (in’trisf  -trast.  -tar isk  Quo,  esp,  t0r v.. -tar est’,  -best’)  n.
[ME inferesse  < ML usury, compensation (in L, to be between, br
different,  interest < inter:, between c esse, to be: see IS):  akerea.
infl.  by OFr  interest < L, It interests, concerns, 3d pers.  sing., pres.
indic.,  of interesse]  1 a right or claim to something 2 a) a share or

record (ri  kbrd’;  for n. :A adj. rek’ard) ~4. [ME recorden; to  report,
repest.(also,  to sing, practice a tune, warble) < OFr  recorder, to
recount, recite. repeat < L recordari, to call to mind, remember <
re?  again + cor,(gen!  coidis), mind, HEAFLT]..~~ a) tb:put.in  writing,
prmt,  e% for future UC.  draw  up an accounvof [to  record the days
evanti]~!b)  t4  make a permanent orofficialnotaof  [to-recorda  vote]

appendix, data, hippopotamus LLK ox ~flpd;u

appendix (a pen’diks)  IT..  pL -cllx@s  or  4ces’  (da SW  it,  ap-
pendage ‘C  appendere. APPEND ] .1  additional or supplementary mn-
terki  at the  end of a book or other writ&g  2 Aru~t.  an outgrowth of
anorgan~esp.,the  VERMIFORM  APPENDIX

datta  (diIt%.  dk’a;  Brit also cl&a)  n.pl.  [nom  usuoliy  u ‘th sing,  “.I
thmgs  known or asumed: facts or figures to be processed; evidence
records, and statistics from which conclusions .can  be hferre&
information

(hip% piit’a  mas)  n., pl.  +mus.es, la.mi’  (-mi’),  or
hippopotomos, lit., river horse < hippos (see

HIPPO-)  + potomos.  river, orig., that which goes down < IE base
‘pet-,  ti fail. fly > FEATHER, Gr pteryl,  win
popotamyidae) of large. plant-eating, artio

]
cfs

any of a family (Hip-
ctylous  mammals with

a heavy, t&k-skinned,  almost hairless body and short legs: they live
chietiy m or near rivers in Africa

OX  (;ikSi  f’L Pt.  oven or [Rare]  ox [ME  < OE oxo,  akin  td Gar ache
< IE ‘ukwsen-,  a bull < base ‘wegw-,  *figgw-,  wet, sprinkle > HUMOR,
HUM14  L umcre.  to be moist] any of several bovid  ruminants, as
cattle. buffaloes, bison, gaur.  and yaks: esp., a castrated, domesti-
cated  bull (Bos  Taurus),  used as a draft animal
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Exercise 3 Look at the dictionary entries and do the following exercises.
despdate  (des’a  lit; for u., -&it’) ad/.  [ME demht  < L desolatus,  PP.

of &s&m.  to  leave alone, forsake, strip of inhabitants  < de-,
inlens. + sohre,  to make lonely < soILLs,  SOLE*  0  1  left alone: IonelY:
.qlihry  2 uninhabited; deserted 3 made uninhabitable: laid waste:
in a ruinous state  4 forlorn; wretched --vt.  -Wed. -lat’lna  li ME

epcess  (ek sea’, ik-; aLso,  esp. /or odj., ek’ses”  r-f.
< L excesw  < pp. of excedere:  see EXCEED 5
that goes beyond the usual. reasonable. or lawful limit 2 lack of
moderat;  1; intemperance; overindulgence 3 an amount or quan-

acane  (S&L)  h.  [ht~r  s&w<  L scwuz,  scnerw  < Gr skene;-covered
place.  tenG  stage <  IE base  ‘&i-,  to  gleam softly > SHINY] 1 in
amient Greece or Rome, a theater stage  2 the place in which any
event. red or imagined, occurs  [the scene of a battle/  3 the setting
or locale  of the action of a play, opera, story, etc. [the  scene of

Screen  (skrtn) n.  TME  skrene,  sieve. curtain < OFr exren  < Gmc. as
in OHG xerm (per shirm), guard, protection. screen < IE base
Q-)&~,F,  to cut > SHEAR, SCORES  1 a) a light, movable. covered
frame  or  series of frames hinged together, serving  as a portable

s e n s e
I
sens)  n. iFr  sfns  < L sensus  < smrirr, to feel,  Perceive:  see

SENDS  , 1 the ability of the nerves  and the  brain to receive 2nd  react
,

to stir&Ii,  as light, sound, impact. consrricrion. er,c.;  spehf., any  of
five faculties of receiving impressions through specific bodily  organs
and the no>  associated wi:h them (sight. touch. task,  smell, and

seplarate  (&‘a  dr;  for adj.  & R, sewp’ar  it, sep’rit)  vt  -ram, -w-
?ng  [ME  sepamten  < L separotru;pp.  of sepamre,  to  separate < se-,
apart  (see  SECEDE) + parare,  to .3rrange.  PREPAa%j  1 to set  or.put
apart  into  eectiona,  gmoupn.  set&  units,  etc.; cause  to part; divide:
disuniti;  sever 2 to  see  the differences between; distinguish or din-
criminal  between 3. to keep apart. by being behwen:  divide: [a

sin2  (sin) h [ME (East  Midland) Cane  < OE  synne  (for  -suIz~~),  &in
to Ger s&de,  pmb < early Gmc borrowing c L SOUS  (pen.  .~or&),
guii*,  tech&al  legal  term. orig.  part. form of esse,  to be (see  IS), in
SWIS  (he)  being (the one) 3 1 a) an  offense against Cod,  reiigioo,  or

s k e i n  w&h)  n. [ME  skeyn  < iLlFr escnqve~~  1  a,  a ~U.WIC~J  oi
thread or yarn wound in a coil t;  something ilke this. as a cod  OI

so&ol~o(gy  (~3% a’& j+,  ah&)  n. ~&pcdogie  (COined  in 1830  by
Coacrs):  see SOCIO-  & -LOCV~ 1 the science of human society and of
so&I  relations, organization, and change: spzcif., the  s:udy of the
beliefs, -values.  etc. ofxxxtal  groups and of the prrxesses governing
soti phenomena 2 SX-iECoLsY  -SO’Ci~Ol’;PgiSl  fJ.

1 . Which of these words sound the same?

1.  scene, sin

3. scene, seen

2. sin, seen

4. sin, sense

2. Which syllable is stressed in ‘sociology’?

1. IS’ 2 . znd

3. 3rd 4 . 4’h
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3. What is the pronunciation of the word ‘separate’ when it is used as an adjec-

tive?

1. selfrat 2. sep’ tit

3. se$p  arat 4. se$  ant

4 . How many different pronunciations does ‘sociology’ have?

1. 1 2. 2

3. 3 4. 4

5. Three of these words have the same vowel sound on the end. One is different.

Which one?

1.  screen 2. serene

3. skein 4. scene

6 . In which sentence is ‘desolate’ pronounced ( des’a lit )?

1. The advancing army will desolate every village in its path.

2. We passed through a desolate little village on our way to New Jersey.

3. People do not want to live on a desolate land.

4. Old people in the United States live a desolate life.

7. How is ‘excess’ pronounced in the following sentence?

We must not carry too much; get rid of all your excess baggage.

1. iksej 2. e&es

3. i&es 4. eksej

Wuiinnadl  (parts of speech)
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rent’  (rent) n.  [ME  < OFr  r&e  < LL l rendita
P

p. of ‘rendere:  see
R E N D E R ). for L redditn  @ecunia).  paid (money) 1 B stated return
or payment for the temporary possession or use of a house, land. or
other property, made,usually  at fued  intervals. by the tenant or user
to the owner 2 [Obs.] a) real estate or other property yieldin a n
income b) income; revenue 3 Econ.  a) income from the uk  of andB
b)‘an  additional amount paid or accruing to the owner. of an  eco-
nomic resource, as a tract of land, that is the result of some special
or unique attribute, as a desirable location -vf. 1 a) to get tempo-
rary possession and use of (a house. land, etc.) by paying rent b) to

I
et the temporary use of (a ear. tool. furniture, etc.) by paying a fee
to gwe temporary possession and use of in return for the payment

of rent or a fee; lease or let: often with out  -vi. al  to be leased or
let for rent or a fee 2 to lease or let a place or thing -SYN. HIRE  --ir
kr  rent available to be  rented --renY~ble  ad/.



The boy kicked the og.
P

ns9u

Suree is a teacher.

?&k v. to be.+

Dicks  sat on the bench.

nssuv

You must tell the
F

everything.

nssrr

This land is mile.
4

S#iiu  v. to tje

After this, be careful.

tn99xIlu 4 prep.
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be

I saw a s
3

all boy.

91Ulu  n.

This mango is deli ious.
s

~#rh  v. to be

Porntip  smiles swee  ly.
4

11Ull?l  v.

The ve small boy hit the dog ve
? 7

quickly.

WIEI adj. wlt?~  adv.

After lunch I conferred with the owner of the building.
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You an

b:

I know the answer.

L&U ii%1

Joe is a man of self-confidence
v

t without patience.

G!aua%ka7

You must report to your boss at once o she would

be very angry.
4

L~a~ayd%~fu~n’Yeyll~l~~

Exercise 4 Look at the following sentences. Is the italicized word a noun or a

verb? Write the correct meaning of the words in the provided spaces

by looking them up from the dictionary. The first one is an example.

1. That place gives me a shiver.

shiver n. a feeling of fear or horror.

2 . The strings in this orchestra are excellent.

strings

3.. His tongue won the audience’s heart.

tongue

4 . Tim hit upon his stolen car in the jungle.

hit

5 . A change in the price of a product will affect the sale of that product.
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6 . Renter’s unions c/aim that the government does not give enough help to

renters.

claim

7 . An increase in food prices makes workers ask their employers for more

money.

increase

8 . The new government price controls will help the consumers.

controls

9 . Government leaders often decrease taxes before an election.

decrease

10. The consumers blame the producers for the high prices.

blame

wmin noun aaazverb f179~7q~~~~$~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~ fwhlQ~7lr

~~%Cnnrw~oPdf+&  noun LWZ  adjective bbdpd

My friend, Mr. Lee is writing a novel.

This book has some novelSideas for making money.

nov@l  (nW’al)  ad/.  [ME  rwuell  < OFr  novel  < L novellus,  d&a. of
MUUS.  NEW] new and unusual; esp..  being the first of its kind --n
[It noueUo < L neut.  pl. of nooellw  (sea  tbe adj.),  hence, orig.,  new
things,  news 1 1 chg.,  NOMLU  (sense  1): uunlly wed in pl. 2 a
relatively long fictiod  prose narrative with a more or lees  complex
plot-or pattern  of events, about actions.. feelings, motives, etc.  o f  a
group  of cbamcters  3 the  t or form of literature represented by
such narratives: wi th  the 4T’< LL nooellae  (constitution&  1 Rom.
Law a new law or decree, specif.  one made by Justiniti supplemen-
tary to  the Justinian  code: wually  used  in pl.  -SW  NEW  --nov’el.
ia’tic  a<].  --novW4s’tica*,  a&..
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Exercise 5 Look at these sentences. Is the italicized word a noun or an

adjective? Write the correct meaning of the words in the provided

spaces by looking them up from the dictionary. The first one is an

example.

1. Fat people tend to be voracious eater.
I

voracious aa.  greedy

2.’ Hold your tongue if you don’t want to be hit.

tongue

3. No one is perfect.

perfect

4 . The perfect is the tense expressing action completed at the time.

perfect

5. He is the equal of Albert Einstein in intelligence.
!4

equal

6. The Beatles sang ‘In the end, the love you take is equal to the love you make’.

equal

7. We sqw  many new products at the trade fair this year.

fair

8. The new tax law is not fair because it helps the rich people and hurts the poor

people.

fair

9. Consumer prices reached a new low last month.

low
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10. Consumers do not like to pay high prices for goods.

high

11. My country exports many things, but our major export is oil.

major

12. I am a student at Ramkhamhaeng University and my major is English.

major
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Where are the children playing now?

Exercise 6 Underline a transitive verb in each sentence and put two lines under

its direct object. You may use your dictionary as your handbook. The

first one is an example.

1. You should answer his m as soon as possible.

2. This plan will not answer; we must find a better one.

3. The government announced that the danger had passed.

4 . Mr. Green is building a house for me.

5. Traffic is building up along the roads to the coast.

6. Wash your hands and clean your nails.

7. A porcelain sink cleans easily.

a . I gave a book to each of the boys.

9. The branch gave but did not break.

10. Our guide led us through a series of caves.

11. Somjai reduced her weight by ten pounds.

12. She has been reducing for the last few weeks.
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na-nw.mni~961  (meaning)

peper (pe’par)  n. I%E  papir < OFr  pap&-r  -Z  L papyri  .C  Gr
pSpwo.~,  PAWRUB  ]I 1 a thin. flexible material made  uau,,Uy  in sheets
from  a pulp prepared from rags. wood, or  other  fibrow mate&d. and
used for writing or  printing on, for packaging, as structural  material,
as a fabric substitute, etc. 2 a- single piece or abeet..  of paper 3 8
printed or written  sheet; specif..  a) an official document b) an e-y,
xminograph,  or dissertation, as read before a learned society, pub-
lished .in B scholarly journal. etc. e)  LL  written examination. report,
theuS; ktc.  4 a) COMMERCUL  PAPER b) PAPER MONEY  5 short for: a)
NEWSPAPER b) WALLPAPBR  6 a small wrapper  orcard  of paper,  us”-
ally including it8  content8  [a paper’of  pins] 7 any material like
paper; 88  papynu  6 WI a) documents identifying a pemon;  creden-
tials b) a  cokction  of dpcuments,  lettera,  writings, etc.. eqp.  of one
person [the  Liicoln  papers1 9 [Slm

.t.J
1

theat.&,  etc. bl the people adnut
a)  a  free pas6  or passes to a
by free passes -ad/. 1 of

paper; made of paper 2 like paper; thin 3 existing only  in written or
printed form; theoretical; not real [paper profiti]  -vi. 1 to  CDV~~  or
line with paper; specif., to cover  or  decorate with wallpaper 2 to
wrap or enclose in Paper 3 [slang]  to  help to  till (a theater, etc.)  by
issuing free passes 4 [Archaic] to describe in writing --vi. to  hang
wallpaper. ,-on  paper 1 id written  or printed form 2’in  theory  -
pspar over to  conceal or try to cover-up (differences. difficulties,
unpleasant facts,  etc.) -paq.m*r  tT.

1. Look at that dress! It is very beautiful. I don’t believe that it is made of

paper.

(ffn~Hu7~i7 1 - material)
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2. I would like to write a note to my friend, could you get me some paper?

(W?WUWEI$  2 - a sheet ofpaper)

3. The administration published a paperstating the new rules for students.

(W~?NWW~  3 a - an official document)

4 . Suksee is going to write a paper on “Thai Politics” to complete her Master’s

Degree in Political Science.

(R?~UWW~  3b - dissertation)

5. In order to complete my literature course, I have to write a ten-page paperfor

it.

(nmmu~ui  3c - report)

6. I wanted to change my paper for coins.

(w?ww?u~~ 4b - paper money)

7 . Have you read the paper today? The news is very  frightening.

(wa7UW7Gl  5a - newspaper)

8. What colour paper would you like for your room?

(A?‘IUHU?U$  5b - wallpaper)

9. When you come to register, be sure to bring your papers.

(w??UC~UW$  8 - credentials)

10. I really would like to watch that movie, but I Couldn’t get a paper because it

was sold out.

(~~Q?UVIEJ?O$  9 slang - a free pass br passes to a theater)

Exercise 7 Look at the meaning of the word “match” and write the meaning of

“match” in the following sentences.

match n. 1. any person or thing equal or similar to another

2. two persons or things that go well together

3. a contest or game

4. a marriage or mating
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1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

10.

vf. 1. to join in marriage; mate

2. to put in opposition (with, against)

3. to be equal or similar to

4. to make or get a counterpart or equivalent to

5. to suit (one thing) to another

Vi. to be equal, similar, suitable

It couldn’t match the fuel economy of a piston engine.

iwlUHU7Ui

They matched the Wankel against a piston engine.

A97UHU7fJd

We all think that you and Pranee are an excellent match.

“?WHUW~

Pranee is an excellent match for him.

“WJHZ.lW~

He wants to find a shirt to match his new pants.

F=DlUHaJ7FJd

These two pieces‘of cloth don’t match.

l=vnUHU70d

The carpets should match the curtains.

A91UMU’IUd

Can you match this silk?

“TlUHUWd

Today’s football match was very exciting.

Fl97aJVIP17Ui

They decided to make a match of it.

A?‘INCIU1Uti
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decorate /‘dekarert/  v 1 - sth (with sth) to make
sth more beautiful by addhg  ornaments to it:
[Vnpr] decorate a Christmus  tree with coloured  lights
o The building was decorated with flags.  [vn]  Bright
posters decorate the streets. 2 to put paint, WALLPA-
PER, etc on a room, house, etc: [VJ tips on fnterfor
decorating [Vn] We’re decorating the kitchen again
this summer. 3 - sb (for sth) (usu passive) to give a
MEDAL or some other award to sb: [Vn,  Vnpr] Several
soldiers were decorated @r bravery).
b d&orator n a person whose jpb is painting and
decorating rooms, houses, etc.

Two airmen were decorated for their heroism.
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Dense: a. crowded together

b. consisting of closely set particles or constituent parts

c. (photo) opaque when developed

d. stupid

2 . Teacher: Name some things that are very dangerous to get near to, and have

horns.

Osman: Cars.

Horns: a. devices for sounding warning signals

b. often curved and pointed growth on the upper of the head-of

certain mammals, e.g. cows and goats.

c. trumpets

d . capes or peninsulars
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3. A: What is the best way to make a coat last?

B: Make the shirt and trousers first.

Last: a. coming after all others in time, order or p/ace

b. on the occasion before the present

c. continue to survive .

d . commercial measure of weight, capacity or quantity

4. Roly: Allow me to present my wife to you.

Ali: Thanks, but I have one!

Present: a. at the moment, now
.

b. make a present of, give

c. on the spot, there

d. introduce

5. A: What does a bat do in very cold weather?,

B: It splits if you don’t oil it.

Bat: a. nocturnal, mouselike quadrtiped  flying by means of wing-

like membrance.

b . wooden instrument for striking a ball especially in cricket or

baseball

c. wink

6. When people go to hotels in holiday resorts for a change and rest, the hotel

attendant gets the change and the hotel gets the rest.

Chage: a. modify, make different

b. novelty, something different

c. coiris, money letI over after a bill is paid
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Rest: a. a relaxation, relief from work or exertion

b. stop, come to a standstill

c. remainer, that which is left

d. depend, rely
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Exercise 8 Choose the correct answer.

1. Which meaning of “see”is  used in this sentence?

I’m trying to explain this idea to you. Don’t you see it?

1. look at 2. understand

3. find out 4. experience

2 . Which meaning of “stay”is  used in this sentence?

I stayed to see what would happen.

1. delay 2. remain

3. continue for long 4. satisfy for a time

3. In which sentence does the word “hit’  mean “affecY’?

1 . Thongchai hit upon his stolen car in the jungle.

2. “Khoo Kuum” is a hit.

3 . Nid hit Noi very hard because she was very angry.

4 . People with low income have been hit by the high price of gasoline.

Which meanings of “shadow”are  used in the following sentences?

4 . A shadow came into his life when she left him.

1.  i ghost

2. a shaded area in a picture

3 . gloom or that which causes gloom

4 . shade cast by a body intercepting light rays
,

5 . We looked all over the station but we didn’t find a shadow of him.

1. a ghost 2. a shade

3. a gloom 4. a trace
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6 . As he walked home in the late afternoon, his shadow marched on the ground

in front of him.

1. a ghost

2. a shaded area in a picture

3. gloom or that which causes gloom

4. shade cast by a body intercepting light rays

These are the meanings of the word “potent”.

1. having authority or power

2. convincing; cogent

3. effective as a drug

4. able to have sexual intercourse

Which meaning of “pofent”is  used in the following sentences?

7 . In Hemingway’s novel For Whom the Bell Tolls  the’hero is extremely potent.

1. 1 2. 2 3. 3 4. 4

8 . They have some very potent arguments against smoking.

1. 1 2. 2 3. 3 4. 4

9 . The sound appeal of music is a potent and primitive force.

1. 1 2. 2 3. 3 rq.  4

10. What meaning of “tackle” is used in this sentence?

Tack/e the difficult letters first.

1. to take hold of 2. to try to do

3. to throw strongly 4. to pull a rope

Exercise 9 The key word is italicized. Choose the correct meaning of the key

word in each sentences.

1. I’d like to deposit my money in the bank.

1. an establishment for receiving or lending money.
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2 . the office of such an establishment.

3 . any fund held in reserve as by the dealer in some gambling games.

4 . to put or keep money in a bank.

2. The soldier hit on the bomb while walking.

I. to come against something with force

2. to strike with a missile

3. to affect strongly

4. to come (on) or find by accident or after search

3. “Perfectionist” means a person who strives.for perfection.

“Dang is a perfecfionisf”  means he

1. is a perfect man 2. always works perfectly

3. never does anything perfectly 4. makes great effort for perfection

3. Last night I forgot to wind the clock. It stopped at 3 o’clock.

1.  coil into a ball 2. cover by entwining

3. cause to move 4. tighten the spring by turning a stem

5. In the last general election, the government converted some schools into polls.

1. a counting, listing etc. of persons, esp. of voters

2. the number of votes’recorded

3 . a place where votes are cast

4 . a selective canvassing of people’s opinions.

Here are the meanings of the word “heavy”.

1. of more than the usual, expected, or defined weight

2. hard to do

3. cloudy, gloomy

4. hard to digest
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Which meaning of “heavy”is  used in the following sentences?

6 . The ship carried heavy guns.

1. 1 2 . 2 3 . 3 4. 4

7 . This job was too heavy for him.

‘I. 1 2 . 2 3 . 3 4. 4

8. The sky looks heavy.

1. 1 2 . 2 3 . 3 4. 4

Here are the meaning of the word “soft”

I. give way easily

2. easily cut ,

3. not bright

4. smooth to the touch

5. not hard

Which meaning of “sofYis  used in the following sentences?

9 . Lightning for a portrait must be soft.

1.  giving way easily 2 . easily cut

3. not bright 4 . kind

10. She has soft hair.

1. easily cut 2. smooth to the touch

3. giving way easily 4 . weak

&uapd (idioms and expressions)



hwmor ChyWmar;  also.  yW’-)  n.  [ M E  < OFr 2 L  humor,  UIPW
moisture, fluid, akin to umere, to be moist < IE base *wegw-  *ugw-,
moist, moisten, WAKE*, Gr hygros,  moist, fluid, Du wok, wet 1  1  any
fluid or juice of an animal or plant; esp.; any of the four fluids
(cardinal humors) formerly considered responsible for one’s health
and drsposition;  blood, phlegm. choler. or melancholy 2 a) a per-
son’s disposition or temperament b)  a mood; state of mind 3 whim;
fancy!  caprice 4 the quality that makes something seem funny,
amusmg,  or ludicrous; comicality 5 a) the ability +o  perceive, appra-
ciate, or express what is funny, amusing, or ludicrous b)  the expres-
sion of this in s
substance of the t

eech,  writing, or action 6 any fluid or fluidhike

- vt.
ody; blood. lymph, bile, etc. [the aqueous hwnor]

1  to comply with the mood or whim of (another): indulge 2 to
act in agreement with the nature of: adapt oneself to --srN.
INDULGE, MOOD’, WIT’  -0Ut  Of humor not in a good mood; cross;
disagreeable -hu’morless  adj

most th#‘~pd  ?~a at (the) most = at the very limit; not more than

make the most of = to make the greatest use of; take fullest

advantage of

on iiluauth

onanoff

on and on

oneJwaMFi8

one and all

one by one

= not continuously: intermittently

= continuously: at great length

= everybody and another

= each one the other: each other

= individually in succession
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Exercise 10 Use Webster-s New World Dictionary or Oxford Advanced Learner’s

Dictionary that you have, or use one from the library as a handbook

to do this exercise and look for the following words: bag, cat, near,

needle, pin, glad, rain, make, suck, wolf Also tell the meaning of

the italicized phrases.

1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6.

7.

8.

9 .

Somchai always lets the cat out of the bag.

let the cat out of the bag =

Wong and Sunee live a cat-and-dog life.

cat-and-dog life =

They’re the same height or as near as makes no difference.

as near as makes no difference =

Those people were looking for a needle in a haystack.

a needle in a haystack =

Children must pin their hopes on theirparents.

pin one’s hopes on somebody =

When I reached the destination everybody gave me the glad hand.

give somebody the glad hand =

The people rained gifts upon the heroes returning from the war.

rain gifts  upon =

Orn made after her boyfriend like a madwoman.

make after somebody : 1

I think I’ll hit the sack early tonight.

hit the sack = *

10. People who call the police without reason are crying wolf.

c/y wolf =
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Exercise 1 I Use Webster’s New World Dictionary or Oxford Advanced Learner’s

Dictionary that you have, or use one from the library and find the

word ‘head’: then copy 5 idioms with the meaning of this word into

the blank space.

fast’  (fast, &at)  ad/. [ME  < OE faest.  akin to  Ger’fest,  Krm,  stable <
IE base *pato-..fixed,  secure  > Ann host]  1 not easily moved.
freed,  or  separated;  firm,  fixed, or s tuck  [ the  sh ip  was  fas t  on  the
rocks]  2  firmly  fastened or  shut  [make the  shut ters  fast]  3  l oya l ;
devoted  [fast  f r iends1 4  tha t  wi l l  not  fade  [fast  co lo r s /  5  r ap id  in

, movement or action; swift; quick: speedy K permitting or  facilitat-
ing swif t  movement  [a  fas t  highway] 7  taking or l a s t i ng  a short
time [a fast lunch] 8 showing or keeping to  a time in advance of a
standard or scheduled  time-./his  watch is fast]  9 a) living in a
reckless, wild, dissipated way [a fast crowd/  b) promiscuous sexu-
ally a10 [C&q.]  glib and deceptive [a fast  talker] 11 [Slang]
act ing ,  go t ten ,  done ,  e tc .  qu ick ly  and  of ten  d ishones t ly  (out  for a
fast buck]  12 Bacteriology resistant to dissolution or decoloriza-
tion,  as certain bacteria 13 Phptog.  adapted to or allowing very
short  exposure t ime [a  fas t  lens ,
plete; sound [a fast  sleep/ --edv. d

clst film/ 14 [Now Dial.] com-
ME faste  < OE fate < adj. 1 1

firmly; fixedly 2 thoroughly; soundly [fast  asleep] 3 rapidly;
swiftly; quickly; speedilv  4 ahead of time 5 in a reckless, dissi-
pated way; wildly 6 [Ohs.  or Old Poet.] close; near [fast  by the
river] --n.  something that fastens or is used in fastening. as a rope
for mooring [a stem fad  -*a fast one [Slang] a tricky or decep-
tive  act [to  pull  a fast one on someone] -play last and loose t.a
behave with reckless duplicity or insincerity
SYN.-fast-and  rapid are generfdiy  interchangeable in expressing the idea
of a relatively hiih rate of movement or action. but fart more often refers
to  the person or-thing  that UXW~~ or acts, and rapid to  the action [a fast
typist, rapid transcription/: swift  implies great rapidity, but in addition
often conrmtes  smooth. easy  moven~ent:  fleet suggests a nimbleness or
lightness in that which LOWS  swiftly; quick implies promptness of action,
or m~urren~e  in a brief space of time, rather than velocity {a  quick reply];
speedy intensities the idea of quickness. hut may also connote high v&c-
ity [a speedy recovery. a speedy flightl;  hasty  suggests hurried action and
may connote carelessness,  rashness, or impatience --ANT.  slow
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Exercise 12 Use Webster’s New World Dictionary or Oxford Advanced Learner’s

Dictionary as a handbook and look for the Usage Label of the

following words the first one is an example.

1. “corker” a slana word

2 . “hit somebody up”

3 . “snap” yhich  means alertness

4 . “bid” which means to invite

5 . “break somebody’s neck”

6 . “stock” which means the part of a tally given to the creditor
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7. “web press”

8 . “weak” which means having a low ion concentration

9 . “peer” which means to match or equal

10. “kirk” which means a church

h?hnnqdu?~iniiwa”n  (derivative)
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Exercise 13 Use Webster’s New World Dictionary as a handbook to find  the

derivatives or synonym /antonyms (if any) of the following words.

The first one is an example.
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“You know, sweetheart,” the dreamy-eyed young

man said.” Since I met you, I can’t eat, I can’t sleep, I

can’t drink. ”

“Why not?”

“l%r,  broke. ”
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Not only does she enjoy listening to people talking about

philosophy, but she is also inclined to get very irritated by any

conversation which is not directly connected with herself.

1. She does not like listening to people talking about philosophy.

2 . She has a tendency to be annoyed by any conversation.

3. The conversation does not concern herself.
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d~~erR~u~luuu~~  2 S - V t - D o

They cashed the check.

My mother had read most of Sunthornpoo’s poems.

Adj.

S - Vlk - SC

< N.

This mango tastes sweet.

Your plan seems workable.

Later he became an accountant.

Art is my son.
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d~~aR~u~luul.le~ 4 S - V t - I O - D O

I sent him the money.

The salesman showed me the samples in his case.

The policeman handed each of the drivers a ticket.

d~~a~~u~l”tb¶.l”d 5 S - V t - D O - O C <

N.

Adj.

I thought him the best of men.

The member has selected Mr. Kennedy the man-of-the-year,

Some people might think Mr. Surat rude.

They painted their old car a bright, shiny yellow.

(OC = objective complement ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

lib  adjective tWiji?tiIU noun ii~=ni71~7nssu~ajhawlji7)



The weather turned colder.

I grew weary  of his talking.
I I

3. Linking verbs %$Ydu”O~n’ydS~~7~~4  5 %Ufi look, smell, taste, feel,

sound tWa.~~$nw~~~~iau  adjective subjective complement ~Ws4~UWWl1ZilIa4

ll%Ztill.4

Mr. Smith is looking stronger.

These cookies taste good.

I feel bad about the election results.

The Watchman sounded the alarm. (S  Vtr. DO Pattern 2.)

Your proposal sounds workable. (S Vik SC. Pattern 3)

The child is growing rapidly. (S Vi Adv. Pattern 1.)

Mother grows delicious tomatoes. (S Vtr DO. Pattern 2.)

I am growing dissatisfied. (S  Vik SC. Pattern 3.)

EN 201

The road continues north to Bang Luang. (Pattern 1.)

You should continue your education. (Pattern 2.)

Relations between us continue strained. (Pattern 3.)
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Exercise 1 Circle. the subject of each sentence and underline the verb. In the

space at the left, write 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 to indicate the pattern of the

sentence.

1. None of us want you unhappy over the loss.

2. I’m not enthusiastic about that trip to the lake.

3. Sriwilai lost her textbook at the basketball game.

4. Sang has found us a new route through the mountain.

5. The teacher’s response to my question was ambiguous.

6. The weeds are slowly returning to my garden.

7. Last year a serious lack of communication affected the legislators.

8. The coach ordered the boys new unifot’ms.

9. After his departure from office, we all forgot his fine work in the job.

IO. The jockey picked out one of his favorite horses.

Exercise 2 The following sentences are all Pattern 2, 3, 4, or 5 sentences. Circle

the subject of each sentence and underline the verb. Identify the

italicized word by writing one of the following in the space at the leff:

DO (direct object), SC (subjective complement), IO (indirect object), or

OC (objective complement)

1. I’ll  mail you my report in a few days.

2. The court held the Navy responsible for the oil spill.

3. Two days later we discovered the loss of the jewelry.

4. The weather forecast for tomorrow sounds favorable.

5. The three cows made a terrible mess of my garden.

6. These vigorous exercises should keep you healthy.

7. Some cruel person sent poor overweight Oan a huge box of choco-

late.
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8. During the night the storm became incredibly fierce.

9. After a long run a glass of ice-cold orange juice is certainly refreshing.

IO. The team showed  us real courage in the second half.

Exercise 3 Look at these sentences. Find the signal words. Underline the signal

word in each sentence. Does the second sentence give more

information or different information about the first sentence? Write

‘more’ or ‘different’ in the space. The first one is done for you.

1. His mother remembered his birthday: however, his father forgot it.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . different.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . , , . . . , , Jnformation.

2 . The farmers grow food, and the people in the cities eat it.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . _. .information.

3 . Bangkok is a large city, but Ranong is a small province.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . information.
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4 . You can buy medicine at a drug store; you can also buy magazines, books,

film, toys and many other goods there.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anformation.

Examples: The secretav  lives in Bangkok.

The secretary works in Thonburi.

The secretav  lives in Bangkok and works in Thonburi.

YI~~~~~L~~oP~BI~L~'~~Z~A??~~  2 dst+.~w  I~lls~:siPdlPii~~in~~~~~i~tdnU?nYM

I.%3

Examples: Scientists Gork  in the laboratory.

Technicians work in the laboratory.

Scientists and technicians work in the laboratory.

Exercise 4 Look at these sentences. Find the subjects and verbs of the

sentences. Some sentences have one subject and one verb. Some

sentences have more than one subject and more than one verb.

Write the subjects and verbs in the spaces. The first one is done for

you.

1. Commuters live in the suburbs and work in the cities.

Subjects: commuters Verbs: !&

&Q&

2 . Scientists make observations and perform experiments.

Subjects: Verbs:
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3. This writer uses many new words.

Subjects: Verbs:

4. The receptionist answers the telephone, and the secretary types the letters.

Subjects: Verbs:

5. The observer collects information and sends reports to the Capitol.

Subjects: Verbs:

6. Blind people can recognize voices and identify sounds.

Subjects: Verbs:

7. Many people know about solar energy, but few people use it.

Subjects: Verbs:

8. The teacher and the students are speaking English.

Subjects: Verbs:

9. Astronomers and physicists are scientists.

Subjects: Verbs:

10. Energy comes from many sources.

Subjects: Verbs:
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Restatement or

“61?~11~n?1aJ~16~ in other words

that is to say

Explanation

1lhh~lJ1u

in fact

according to

that is

as a matter of fact

Cause

uanmq

as

since

because
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Function Connective4 Signal Words/ Discourse Markers

Cause and Effect thus therefore because of this

mnbwquanuo so consequently as a result

Cbr for this reason

because

Comparison similarly in the same way

LI.&J¶J~~~JIJ~%A~~PI  l i kew ise

fi.4

Contrast but whereas in contrast

dYw~7if.m~ut%u.m~ despite conversely on one hand

hmiw In spite of although on the other hand

otherwise however

Purpose that so that

mnhqnJsc~46 in order that

Concession although though

eron~a7adh%d even though even if

nevertheless yet

the former.. the latter

Condition If when provided that

m-i&ulh hul unless whenever on condition that

Sequence or order first, second, third and so on

thKmai81 tiunis and so forth after

next afterward

then before ’

last finally
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Function Connectivesl  Signal Words/ Discourse Markers

Summary s o finally as a result

wplmaiu thus last accordingly

therefore in conelusion consequently

for the reasons as a consequence

Additional information and furthermore more than that

C%-Gh-G~flaiu also more likewise

further moreover in addition

another
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Exercise 5 In the following sentences, draw a line under the sentence connector

pr signal word or words. Then state what kind of information is being

signaled by the signal word. The first one is done for you.

1 . Although sign languages do not involve sound, they are true language.

concession or contrast

2. Deaf children learn’to understand sign language. In addition, some of them

learn to read the lip movement of speaking people.

3. Human beings are genetically predisposed to learn to talk. That is, human

beings are born with the ability to learn to talk.

4. a. Babies eventually learn which sounds belong to their own languages, and

they practice only those sounds. As a result, they lose the ability to produce

sounds that are not in their languages.

b. On the other hand, children can easily relearn some of these sounds before

they are adolescents.

5 . a. We can have a fairly accurate idea of when writing began because writing

leaves physical evidence.

b. However, the origin of human speech remains a mystery.

c. Another mystery is how humans learn to speak and understand speech.
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6. At five years old, children are aware that the same thing can be said in differ-

ent ways. For example, an English-speaking child of five or six knows that the

following sentences have the same meanings:

a. The mail came at 10.00.

b. The mail was delivered at 10.00.

7. The child probably cannot say sentence b. above, but he or she can

understand its meaning.
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h&u.wn~.~  (signal words)

bu t nevertheless’

however while

on one hand otherwise

conversely despite

yet even though

although in contrast

and

also

further

another

A”lt~~U~?l~  (signal words)

furthermore more than that

mo re likewise

moreover i n  a d d i t i o n
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I swam a mile today because I felt good.

As a result of calling the doctor on time, her leg was saved. (cause and effect)

The critics wrote bad reviews of Seree’s play. As a result, few people went

to see it, and it folded in a month. (cause and effect)

~lt”iiounal~tt~n;lt~~tt~~wn  Mtfi  hlwllTl9+ili74dl9%

~%&UAaw  (signal words) HI!%

for for this reason

thus because of this

because as a result

Exercise 6 Here are some sentences joined with signal words. Read each sen-

tence and look for the signal word. Underline the signal word. Does

the second sentence give more information about the first sentence,

different information from the first sentence, or the effect/result of the

information in the first sentence? Write ‘more’, ‘different’ or ‘result’ in

the space. The first one is done for you.
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1 . I enjoy reading the newspapers from my country, although they are always two

or three weeks late.

different

2 . There are millions of books in our library; consequently, we use a special

system to keep the books in order.

3 . Some families have long histories while others know very little about their

ancestors.

4 . They are all related to each other, so the members of an extended family are

called relatives.

5 . The nuclear family is becoming smaller as parents want fewer children:

furthermore, many nuclear families are ‘splitting up’ as more and more parents

get divorced.

6 . Some people can learn languages more quickly than others, yet they do not

seem to be more intelligent than others.

7 . Some people who are successful in their fields cannot learn languages easily.

Conversely, some successful language learners cannot do well in other fields.

8 . Successful language learning is active learning. Therefore, successful langu-

age learners always look for chances to use the language.
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9. Successful language learners want to learn with the new language; thus they ’

find it easy to practice using the language regularly.

10. Most libraries have a reference collection, a periodical collection, a non-fiction

collection, and a fiction collection. Moreover, many libraries have special

collections, such as children’s collections, music collections, and art collec-

tions.

2.1.4 bt%h~~~~qd~a~ru

Fht~nu~?lulud;laqd vlttfi hu~~"+hPinW~

s o last as a result

thus finally accordingly

therefore in conclusion consequently

for these reasons as a consequence
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First open the book to the index. Then find the listings for the letter  a.

Next, look for “Utopia”. After this, check for the page number listing.

One of the best way to overcome confusion about ideas is to

make important distinctions---that is, to avoid lumping all considerations together

indiscriminately.
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Dictionaries frequently give information about etymology, or the

origins and development of a word.

Exercise 7 Read the sentence and underline the signal words; then ident@  the

functions of the signal words. The first one is done for you.

1. Somjai finds learning Russian a difficult task. In fact, she thinks it is the most

difficult piece of work she has done in her life.

Explanation

2. In conclusion, no more absence will be tolerated.

3. It is really simple. First, make a list of what you want to do. Then, do it.

4 . He was so impudent to his mother that I would have spanked him if he had

talked to me that way.

5. For without the money you won’t have enough for your ticket.

6. Some animals, such as rabbits and cows, are herbivores or plant-eating

animals.
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7. People are always making things: but when they make something beautiful, we

call it art.

8. Recycling is popular in Thailand because it is cheap, good both for the envi-

ronment and money-minded manufacturers.

9. Mothers are advised to abstain from eating some kinds of vegetables and

fruits, for instance. Bananas and oranges, fearing that some poisonous

substance from the fruits will be passed to the babies through their milk.

IO. Look at punctuation clues. A period means the end of a sentence (and an

idea). A comma can mean a definition will follow, or it can join ideas. Quota-

tion marks show us the exact words of a speaker.

Exercise 8 Underline the signal words in the following paragraphs. Answer the

questions following it.

1. In summary, Commagers states that there are at least six common character-

istics of the American. First is his carelessness regarding manners, dress,

food, education, and politics. Second, his generousness or openhandedness

in giving to churches, schools, hospitals, and the like.. Third is the American’s

self-indulgence regarding comfort and luxury. Still another characteristic is his

sentimentally toward his children, his alma master, and his history. Fifth is his

friendliness. And last is his quest for materialism.
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A. Is this probably an opening, supporting or concluding paragraph?

How do you know?

B. How many characteristics of the American are listed?

How does the author help separate each characteristic for you?

2. Because computers are versatile (can do many things), such as teach, play

games, or help with a business, choosing a computer is not a simple, easy job.

If you follow these steps, you will find this task easier.

A. Is this probably an opening, supporting or concluding paragraph?

B. How do you know?

Z

3. The technology of word processors can be shared globally because the tech-

nology of storing text is universal. Similarly, the product concept-that is, its

basic purpose-can be shared because the idea of using microchips for

memory capacity is the same world wide. However, there are aspects that

must be considered. For example, the application must be modified locally

because of the differences in the characters (Roman versus Chinese, for

instance). The marketing concept must also be modified locally. In the United

States, for example, word processors are marked as labor-saving devices. But

in Japan, this wouldn’t work because the Japanese language has more than

3,000 characters-and writing it is faster than typing.
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A. Is this probably an opening, supporting or concluding paragraph?

B. How do you know?

+
1. People buy more goods when prices are low.

Information: people buy more goods.

Time; when prices are low.

2. As the prices of goods go up, producers make more goods.

Information: producers make more goods.

Time: as the prices of goods go up.
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3. In 1872, Samuel Butler wrote a novel.

Exercise 9 Here are some more sentences with modifying clauses and phrases

of time. Read the sentences and underline the modifying clauses and

phrases of time. The first  sentence is done for you.

The Kingdom of Sukhothai existed for a short period of 200 years,  and

within that time King Ramkhamhaeng ruled for onlv twentv vears.  The Kingdom

rose in the thirteenth century, along with the other “Tai” kingdoms of Lanna in the

North and Phayao between Lanna and Sukhothai, and fell to Ayuthaya in the

fifteenth century.

It was in the mid-13m  century; however, that “Tai” peoples came into their

own as rulers. Prior to that, Sukhothai as a trading outpost of the powerful Khmer

Kingdom with its capital at Angkor in present-day Kampuchea. The Khmer

Kingdom reigned supreme in the region in the II’ and 12’  centuries, with a

strong aid  centralized government, and the Mon Kingdom of Burma was second

in power. The “Tai” people had no kingdom as such and tended toward distinct

groups of small chiefdoms but with relatively informal systems.
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1. Apartments are expensive because there are ndt enough apartments for

people to rent.

flsz~um~%?aV.n&l  819 Apartments are expensive &.U-JFI

ayfl~rf~A~~l~A?lu~~~zlon~lLM~  &I because there are not enough apart-

ments for people to rent.

2. We will not buy your product because of the high price.

flT~‘kmxh  &I We will not buy your product

ak,,,,a,,,,"n7rw~~~~"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:  because of the high

price.

3. There are not enough apartments for people to rent; as a result, apartments

are expensive.

Information: there are not enough apartments for people to rent..

Result: as a result, apartments are expensive.

4 . The price of your product is too high, so we will  not buy it.

Information: The price of your product is too high

Result: so we will not buy it.

nls:ferCai?Ddi9 3-4 CiA7L&IU  as a result LLC  so IJontB@M$JX~~F&l7~

a.60 wwil~~u

5. Workers are moving to the city in order to &d work.

Information: workers are moving to the city

Purpose: in order to find work.

6. Workers are moving to the city so that they can find work.

Information: workers are moving to the city 1

Purpose: so that they can find work
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Exercise 10 Read the sentences and underline the modifying clauses and

phrases that tell us about the causes, results, or purpose of the

information in the sentences. The first one is done for you.

1. When the prices of goods are high, producers can make more money, so they

make more aoods. However, consumers will not buy more goods because of

the high prices. Consumers will only buy more when the price is low; as a

result, the price must go down. Producers make more goods so that the

consumers will buy more goods. At the same time, producers must keep the

prices low in order to sell more goods.

2. An important task to be undertaken by every large city is smoke prevention

because smoke is the most common substance to pollute the air and to harm

living things. The only effective way to prevent the formation of sooty smoke is

by improving the ways of burning fuel. As a result, law to reduce the amount

of smoke has been put into effect in some big cities. For example, in some

cities, railway trains within the city limits must use electricity, and some other

cities permit the burning of only certain types of coal. A law to force car

owners to install a smoke-reducing device to the exhaust systems of new cars

has been passed in California.
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1. A renter is a person who rents a house or an apartment.

hmJludS~:fU~: .a person

~Q~alUVUlU~lulU: who rents a house or an apartment

2. Sir Thomas More wrote a novel about a perfect country, which he named

Utopia.

hdlW a perfect country

&mawwiu: which he named Utopia

3. Utopia is a place where everything is perfect.

hmJ: a place

#QiflnalW.Il~:  where everything is perfect

4. Albert Einstein, the famous physicist, once failed mathematics in high school.

hnaw: Albert Einstein

iiafiawmu: the famous physicist

l1.&2 4 the famous physicist L?~J  appositive “nn !,%dkiX.W&~71%7

t+-n.m~~1~14~lfi7  duq~~n~~uan'td  w"sol~pd~\ll~~a~~n~l~l~~~l~~l~~

5. A clause is a group of words with a subject and a verb.

i1u1u: a group of words

himu~alu: with a subject and a verb

with a subject and a verb L~lJqwWla~  wa&h  ai%~l1v1~l~ai?u

qwun  kd?%%a  ~W”M  “with” with a subject and a verb L?h.piUWaiUUlO~lulU

agroup  ofwords !%aiaofhdTz~flni  6 t%Tiu6ierafiu  ~~w~nalr~u~auuulu~lu7U

6. A phrase is a group of words without a subject and a verb.
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Exercise 11 Read the sentences and underline the modit$ng  clauses and phrased

that give information about a noun. The first one is done for you.

’ 1. Modern Times was the name of a nineteenth century anarchist community.

‘Anarchy’ is a Greek word that means ‘without a leader.’ An anarchist is a

person who thinks that all governments are bad. Pierre Joseph Proudhon, the

French philosopher, was the first anarchist. He believed that a government

with a leader is bad for the people. An anarchist community is a place where

there are no leaders, so Modern Times was a community without a leader.

2. If you are interested in scuba diving, the place where you should go for

lessons is the Sports Club Pool. ,The  person whom you should see is Kenneth

Pas. The equipment that you should bring includes flippers, goggles, a wet

suit and an oxygen tank. The time when you should arrive at the pool is 6 a.m.

Saturday morning. The question of whether the club should go to Pattaya for

diving in the afternoon will be decided then.
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2. Television can provide inspiration for people to do something good for other

people. For example, when the results of a catastrophe, such as an earth-

quake, are shown on TV, many people are inspired to send money or

clothing to help the injured and the homeless.

&MWlu:  Television can provide inspiration for people to do something good

for other people.

oy~s=fiuAaer~uAai~~auun~ai?odl9:  For example, when the results of a

catastrophe are shown on TV.

: such as an earthquake

’

3. According to the law of gravity, everything falls toward the center of the earth.

&%ww: everything falls toward the center of the earth.

?6auluuonLLMdsdaI?:  according to the law of gravity

4. John‘s parents had promised to buy him a new car if his grades were good.

&%??%I:  John’s parents had promised to buy him a new car. .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  if his grades were good.

Exercise 12 Read the sentences and underline the modifying clauses and phrases

that tell us about the place, example, source and condition.

1. According to Jared  Diamond, the author of “The Worst Mistake in the History of

the Human Race,” one of the bad results of the adoption of agriculture is that

people became shorter than their ancestors were.

2. Today thousands of geologists are actively engaged in locating and exploring

mineral resources of the earth, such as coal and oil. This is just one of the

activities that geologists do because geologists are also directly concerned

with the study of water supplies. Furthermore, many engineering projects,
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such as tunnels, canals, docks and reservoirs call for geological advice on the

selection of sites and materials.

Exercise 12 Read the following sentences. Each sentence has one modifying

clause or phrase. Underline the modifying clause or phrase. What

kind of information about the sentences does the modifying clause or

phrase give? Write the kind of information in the space. If you need

help, look at the tab/e. The first sentence is done for you.

Signal Words for Modifying Clauses and Phrases

as

in

during

after

before

Cause Purpose

Because (+ clause) so that

Because of (+ NP) in order that

Result

‘As a result

s o

Example

for example

such as

InformationInformation

about a nounabout a noun

whowho

whichwhich

w h e r ewhere

withwith

withoutwithout

Condition

ifif I

1. A builder is a person who builds houses or buildinas.

Kind of information information about a noun

2. If producers make too many goods, the consumers cannot buy all of the

goods.

Kind of information

3. Workers try to find better jobs in the cities.

Kind of information
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4 .

5.

6 .

7.

a.

9 .

Some families move into apartments when the rent for their houses increase.

Kind of information

Utopia has no banks because the people of Utopis do not need money.

Kind of information

Rent-control laws help people who cannot pay high rents.

Kind of information

During World War II, the U.S. government imposed rent controls.

Kind of information

The government imposed rent controls in order to help the families of

workers and soldiers.

Kind of information

After the war, only one city - New York continued the rent control.

Kind of information

10. Today there are many cities with rent-control laws.

Kind of information



blackened. Read the paragraph and try to find what kind of

information each phrase gives. Then look at the explanation.

Having finished his home work. Gerald0  would often turn on

the television. Tired of studying but interested in learning more

English, he would watch TV to improve his listening comprehension.

Watching the news one night, Gerald0  noticed that the man reading

the news reports mispronounced the name of the president of

Geraldo’s country, the news report was about an important meeting

to be held in his country, and Gerald0  was surprised that a person

chosen for the important job of news-reporting did not know how to

pronounce the names of all the world’s leaders. Geraldo’s roommate,

a Canadian student who had visited Geraldo’s country the year

before, said that it was not surprising. “News reporters in your

country often mispronounce the name of the Canadian prime

minister.” He said.
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2 . Watching the news one night . . . . . . . . .

“While he was watching the news one night, Gerald0  noticed that

the man reading the news report mispronounced the name of the president of

Geraldo’s country.”

n+d 2 a~~aisAaiuunnlwqlM~~~~~~~~1~

1. Tired of studying. but interested in learning more English.........

ai%EPiJnai~  2 a’%!  ~%kqaLi$.Ianir?4%M~~  Gerald0  gbn%d  2 9G

Qij,a,,,,,,,d7J~~ua~~~~~~~~~~

“although he was tired of studying but interested in learning more

English.” r%&.!  Ra?UMNXPIINkkIn%

“Although he was tired of studying but because he was interested
I

in learning more English, he would watch TV to improve his listening compre-

hension.”

2. . . . . . . to improve his listening comprehension.

a7&.rflufl~aqu~s:fun frnuL~~~~ai~aMLLJ’q~0?‘4H~l7  a$%;

na'xw%mmi1~b~ua6ua~  “in order to improve his listening comprehension.”

&3&d  rna7~~u7o7k+&:Ce4  &a

“Tired of studying but interested in improving his English, he would

watch TV in order to improve his listening comprehension.”

n+I 3 a7%aiuaa7u67u7u

1. . . . . . ..reading the news reports.. . . . . .

aa~~~~oyn~~zl~‘lur~~~~~~~~  “ m a n ”  IPdP14&.lA  ai6kha-nm.m

Gkwi~nvEla\hdsz:Cuw  witmaw “which was going to be held in this country.”

K&4  Aa7~~U7udaU~ali19~~~~~~  i%
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“The man who was reading the news reports mispronounced the name of

the president of Geraldo’s country.”

2 .. . . . . . . ..to be held in his country.. . . . . . . . . .

9%338B~RLfi3U~~U?~  “meeting” It&%JUh  &r27Nc1UV.rB~~Jt&ta

f%laI#3Z%M&7  “which was going to be held in his country”
“5
6NlqA  F\aluuulu

ua&cfflA\~ld%d$  8~3  “The news report was about an important meeting which

was going to be held in his country.”

3 . . . . . . . . . .chosen”  for the important job of news-reporting.. . . . . . . .

1%%lfJlUhdlU  “person” IUL(S'~~UA~A7l~uUlUBU'l~t~Ua~~~~-

dsz~~unuulun?lu  “who was chosen for the important job of news-reporting.” &&

w?7u~~7urna~~~~~~s~~~~  30 “Gerald0  was surprised that a person who was

chosen for the important job of news-reporting did not know how to pronounce the

names of all the world’s leaders.”

4 . . . . . . . . ..a Canadian student who had visited Geraldo’s country the year

be for:.  . . . . . . .

+&lU7U~7M7N  “roommate” ludsclun iblalaJuulfJoEil~t~fJ?nyy

~y~sc~fWtjuW~W  “who was a Canadian student who. had visited Geraldo’s

country the year before.” r&&.4 PlYlN~~ufla~sz~~un~  ;a

“Geraldo’s roommate, who was a Canadian student who had visited

Geraldo’s country the year before, said that it was not surprising.”

Exercise 74 Find a number of modifying phrases without signal words in the

following paragraph. Underline the phrases and draw the arrow to

the words or phrases they modified. Write the kind of information

each phrase give over each modiwing  phrase. The first one is

done for you.
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, manages to fly off carrying twice its own

weight. To do this, it beats its wings more than 300 times a second.

B. Straw had some very special uses in early ages. Fastened to the roof of a

house, it once meant a newly-married couple were inside. During World War

II straw was spread around places that had been badly bombed. Straw tied

to a horse ‘s tail once meant that the horse was for sale.

C. Traditional Thai Dress oinga can be clearly seen in

historical and archaeological evidence in seven district periods covering a

total span of 1,500 years. With each successive period, one can also see the

evolutionary process of traditional Thai dress up through the first half of the

20’h  century. The seven periods are denoted primarily according to archaeo-

logical finds, and history, as opposed to “Dress”, but the Dress of each period

can be determined in astounding detail based on the archaeoloaical  finds.

Most American newspapers publish an enlarged Sunday edition

containing articles about the news of the day and of the week, plus a number of

entertainment and advertisement supplements.

1Js=~~u~~“79~~~nuna’ilnL~M1JT~~~”A~  1 Iii 3 dszhn

1) Most American newspapers publish an enlarged Sunday edition,
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2) This Sunday edition contains articles about the news of the day

and of the week.

3) This Sunday edition contains a number of entertainment and adver-

tisement supplements.

Exercise f5 Simplify the following sentences by dividing them into two or more

shorter sentences. The first one is done for you.

1. Owners of home computers can receive their news directly from the wire

services - news agencies which supply newspapers, magazines, radio, and

television with news report - through specie1  telephone links.

1) Owners of home computers can receive their news directly from the wire

services through special telephone links.

2) Wire services are news agencies which supply newspapers, magazines,

radio; and television with news reports.

2. Although man is by nature a land animal, he lives in a world whose surface is

70 percent water.

1)

a

3)

3. Slow readers often lose the train of thought because of the length of time taken

to get through a reading passage.

1)

2)

4 . Child rickshaw pullers, who are generally malnourished, fall easy victims to a

range of diseases including heart trouble and tuberculosis.
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1)

2)

3) e

5. Mothers are advised to abstain from eating some kinds of vegetables and fruit,

for instance, bananas and oranges, fearing that some poisonous substance

from the fruits will be passed to the babies through their milk.

1)

2)

3)

6 . Frequent exposure to noise of 80 decibels or above and even exposure of a

sufficient duration to sounds in the 70 to 80 decibel range lead to diminished

hearing ability.

1)

2)

7. The origins of this holiday are uncertain, but according to one legend it gets its

name from a Christian priest named Valentine who lived in Rome during the

third century after Christ.

1)

2)
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3)

4) ,

8. There are two types of twins: identical twins, who look exactly the same

because they have identical genetic characteristics, and fraternal twins, who

have different genetic characteristics.

2)

3)

9 . Oscar and Jack are identical twins, separated when they were babies by their

parents’ divorce.

1)

2)
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pld%lkl~  active voice

1.’ RU students read the RU Newsletter.

$l.lnl%~EiA  passive voice

2. The RU Newsletter is read by RU students.

d%tafl$3,4 iiih-ti?M%$hainis  %*m~u~kywuw  by

1. Daily newspapers are designed to be read quickly.

2. Sunday newspapers are intended to entertain as well as inform.

3. A valentine was sent by Charles, Duke of Orleans, to his wife when he

was a prisoner in the Tower of London

4 . Jack was brought up by his father in Trinidad.

5. More twins must be studied, and the results must be carefully com-

pared.

6. No answer has yet been found to the “heredity vs. environment”

question.

ds~hmm.lawl  l-6 ~~~~~,~~IL~M~T=~~u~~QPM  ulnnlu~nfin'ivldl

~*=bnLuPj7~n~u~un’noJ~IR  finAnw~7u7snmau~~~“il

dxkm~  1 nSulun’n  &I are designed

h:Cuni  2 fkmn’n  %I are intended

~Is:lun~  3 n?uluCn  &I was sent
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nJsz%mTi  4 fifkm4n’n  ;a was brought up

dszhni;j  5 r-&m&7 &2 must be studied, must be

compared

dsz:fund  6 n%lw?n  k.i has been found

The man

1.  ~I~~~~F~~~~~NI~~vIA~u  -j  & a

2. ~~onels~~~w~~~~~~~~onLigW814L)4=~~R  (clauses)

Kamhmiu The man questioned was shot dead.

Lknaun”?u  clauses: The man was questioned.

The man was shot dead.

The man who was questioned was shot dead.
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4 . amgd  relative pronoun LK verb to be 1~ relative clause r%z~r.$

The man questioned was shot dead.

(¶70~Mli/OnPIBUl?ldOnB~rn7ola(lu~~)

1. The dish used for soup is called a bowl. The dish used for main course is

called a plate.

2. The crackers made by Rianthong are the best.

3. Mrs. Saisuda stormed out of the room, infuriated by her nephew’s behavior.

4 . The jewels, wrapped in an old rug, had been smuggled out of the country.

5. Founded guilty by the jury, Mr. Chote was returned to his prison cell.

6. Ox-carts loaded with sad-eyed peasants and their children and possession

rolled away, leaving dust and memories behind.

7. The knife taken from his father’s toolbox flashed in the noon sun.
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In order to determine the extent to which human characteristics

are influenced by heredity and environment, James Shields compared

identical twins who were brought up together with identical twins who

were brought up apart.

lJsmu Ra James Shields

n?uictrSn  &I compared: to compare something with something

ntOu  (object) %I identical twins

Main clause k?ttn James Shields compared identical twins with iden-

tical twins
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a3 I mpkla~ra7er~ai01  l&-i

- in order to determine the extent to which human characteristics are

influenced by heredityand environment

~dslu7uaa7~%l~~~atur?-wR  \~n?s$ James Shields &&JLIL%.IU

identical twins

- who were brought up together

- who were brought up a,part

Exercise 16 Find the main verb in each of the following complex sentence and

underline it. (Some of the sentences are in active voice and some

are in passive voice.) The first one is done for you.

1. To keep up with what is happening in the world, people who are well informed

read  newspapers and newsmagazines.

2. Most American newspapers also publish a Sunday edition which contains
,

articles about the news of the day and of the week, plus a number of entertain-

ment and advertisement supplements.

3. Other types of newspapers include campus newspapers, which are written by

university students, and weekly newspapers, which are intended for specific

audiences.

4 . People who own home computers can receive their news directly from the wire

services, which supply newspapers, magazines, radio, and television with

news reports, through special telephone links.

5. On February 14, Americans celebrate St. Valentine’s Day, which is a special

day for people who are in love.
.

6. According to one legend, St. Valentine’s Day gets its name from a Christian

priest named Valentine who lived in Rome during the third century after Christ.
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7. There are two types of twins: identical twins, who look exactly the same

because they have identical genetic characteristics, and fraternal twins, who

have different genetic characteristics.

8 . Are thoughts and behavior-determined by heredity (the genetic charac-

teristics children inherit from their parents) or by environment (the influences

children receive from the world around them)?

9. Some scientists question the results that have come from twin studies

because many of the environmental factors are difficult to control.

10. The results of more twi’n  studies must be carefully compared before any real

conclusion can be drawn.

Exercise 17 Read the following paragraph carefully. Find the main verb in each

complex sentence and underline it.

1. The architecture of Buddhist temples in Chiangmai blends influences from the

Lanna Thai, Burmese, Sri Lankan  and Mon cultures of long ago. Intricate wood-

carvings, Naga  or serpent staircases, guardian figures from the tales of the

Ramayana, gilded umbrellas and Stupas trimmed with gold filigree create a Ram-

boyance  which reflects the awesome reverence of the Thais for the Buddhist

religion.

To date, around Chiangmai and its outskirts, there have been 300 temples

constructed. Visitors should become acquainted with at least seven of the most

revered temples which are built during the noble Lanna Thai dynasty.

2. The city of Chiangmai, like many of Thailand’s smaller cities, takes great pride

in the preservation of its historic temples (Wats), and the people of Chiangrai

welcome visitors to view these temples at their leisure. The city was founded by

King Mengrai prior to his founding of Chiangmai. It is one of Thailand’s northern-

most cities and the main city within a province that borders both Laos and Burma.

/
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Much of what you will see at Chiangrai’s temples stems from its old heritage. It’s

well worth a tour.

The most urgent job facing the new government is to take care of the refugees

who are driven from their homes.

Who refers to the refugees.

You should never confuse your child by teaching him to do what you would not do

yourself.

Him refers to your child.

John graduated with a degree in mechanical engineering, but now he is working

as a salesman,

He refers to John.

Mukda is writing a letter. It is an application one.

It and one refer to a letter.

The children are on holiday. They are very noisy when they are at home.

They refer to the children.

How do you like your new friends? I found them interesting.

Them refer to new friends.
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It is considered that the moon contains all the elements found on earth, including

those required to generate nuclear energy.

Those refers to the elements.

I never teamed hate at home, or shame. I had to go to school for that.

That refers to learning hate or shame.

How did you like the movies? I found those interesting.

Those refers to the movies.

All plants and animals must have four elements: carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and

oxygen. These elements are combined to foim  proteins, fats and carbohydrates

in the animal or plant.

These elements refer to. carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen.

He asked for his green raincoat, insisting that this was his usual coat during the

winter months.

This refer to his green raincoat.

These shoes are extremely cheap. This is because the labour is cheap and

plentiful.

This refer to these shoes are extremely cheap.

I want to go to London because I have never been there.

There refers to London.
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They have been here in Bangkok several times

Here refers to Bangkok.

My friends think English is easy, but I disagree with them because learning

English is very difficult for me.

Them refers to my friends.

Sumaree is an eager worker, but sometimes her eagerness makes her careless.

Her refers to Sumaree.

The farmers wanted to transport their corn to market, but they didn’t have enough

money to pay for transportation.

Their and they refer to the farmers.

This is not my ring; it’s hers.

Hers refers to ring.
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Babies who are born deaf have trouble learning to speak.

Who refers to the babies.

Those dogs that attacked your sheep ought to be shot.

That refers to those dogs.

The reasons why he did it are obscure.

Why refers to the reasons.

nF$.J~  2 i one, another, the other, others, some, those, etc. t&l

Some children learn languages easily, and others with difficulty.

Others refers to children.

Some people were accidentally late for work while a few were p’urposely  late.

A few refers to people.

Octopuses are easily tamed and can be trained to take food from your hand.

Some will even pull your hand open to get at he tightly held bit of food.

Some refers to octopuses

n+d 3 t~Pd~ldl9~~~fl~n~.l~~~~~~~~  &I the former, the latter

Of these two men the former is dead, but the latter is still alive.

The former and the latter refers to two men.

(~U~s~~U&z%YU  2 AU the former &I Au!m &aU  the latter An RUV&)

Some students read slowly and know it: others read slowly and don’t know it.

The former can be helped easily than the latter.

(~u~x~EF&  reference ?bchkidnw7~~iu  %a others ?kxfhdn~ui  2 1~13:  the

former 6x1 the latter) L

Others refers to students.

The former refers to students who read slowly and know it.

The latter refers to students who read slowly but do not know it.
a
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Exercise 18 Underline the reference word anddraw  an arrow to the word /phrase

/clause to ‘which it refers.

1. My homework is incomplete because I did not have time to finish it.

2. When I was a child I depended on my parents for food, clothing and shelter;

but now I am.independent  and must find these things for myself.

3. An audience is a group of people who come to listen to something.

4. You can buy medicine at a drug store: you can also buy magazines, books,

film, toys and many other goods fhere.

5. Many people know about solar energy, but few people use it.

6. Although sign languages do not involve sound, they are true languages.

7. Nowadays, there are many supermarkets in Bangkok where people can buy

food, household goods and many more.

8. This plan will not answer; we must find a better one.

9. The people in the United States speak the same language as those in Great

Britain.

IO. Paris is an interesting city, but I have never been there.

Exercise 19 Underline the reference word and write what the underlined reference

word refers to.

1. He is a thief, and you are another.

2. May I borrow some sugar? Sorry, I haven’t any left.

3. Which color would you rather have, red or green? Either will do.

4 . If the first store is closed, we’ll go to the other.
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5. 1 don’t like the story that has unhappy endings.
I,’

6 . I recently went back to the town where l was born.

7. Our vegetable garden which we started as a hobby will save us quite a bit of

money.

8. The sun resembled a red disk as it went dwn beyond the horizon.

9 . Before a child is fourteen years old, he or she views eleven thousand murders

on TV.

10. Some students study in the library; and others study in their room.
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Dances, parties, football games - these are all parts of his

social life.

2 . L&vIanu  - YhC1~l~LM~Qu  ,......)  tdu

A platypus - a river mammal whose young are born from

eggs - is a native of Australia.

Anthropology, the study of the human race, is an interesting

subject.

2.5.3 W&NHNIH  semicolon (;) %hhd%h=~ 2 d%b~  &!hna%.~~~

nawd76~rviitiiuu~u  &dsCk~n  2 d~~f~id  ai17=LLUn~~pdnun=~T=CUrniir~  1.6

l%Xd~lld  (conjunction) L.~nuiil6  f@aefiW& 3 @uuu

Open the window. The weather is hot,

Open the window; the weather is hot.

Open the window for the weather is hot.

It rained. The yard was flooded.

It rained; the yard was flooded.

It rained and the yard was flooded.

182

There are three major political ideologies in the world today:

capitalism, socialism, and communism.
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The chemical formula for water (H,O) is well known.

The other man (David Johnson) refused the answer.

He won the essay award (I can’t understand how) for the second

straight year.

Are you ready to go out?

Who is that girl?

&6u Lanl~ni;lnw~~uPd~s=Fun~l61181  ofil~uI&&4wa4lu  ques-

tion mark (?)  &XI
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There are many flies in summer.

You should carry that box. It is light.

. Exercise 20 Read the following sentences and guess the meaning of the italicized

word with the help of the punctuation clue.

1. I have not yet got the information from the other woman - Elizabeth Taylor.

the other woman =

2. They think of themselves as the elite group on campus, looking down their

noses at others.

the elite group =

3. He has a bellicose nature, always trying to fight.

bellicose =

4. Pemmican or dried beef, is an Indian food.

Pemmican =

5. The typhoon, or tropical hurricane, caused a great deal of damage.

the typhoon =

6. The first chapter of this book concerns cytology (the science of cell structure).

cytology =

7. When you exhale, you push air out of your lungs: when you inhale, you pull air

into your lung.

exhale =

inhale =

8. This is a picture of Jack, my husband, with Linda. Linda is sixteen now, and

she is very bright - makes top marks at school.

I‘ . . . . . .my husband” modifies

I‘ . . .-makes  top marks at school” modifies
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9. Jason’s father had died, but Medea, an enchantress, brought him back to life

and made him young again.

Medea is

IO. That toy is a lethal  weapon: the kid almost killed me with it.

lethal =

Exercise 21 Read the following paragraph and answer the questions with the help

of the punctuation clue.

Modern Times was the name of a nineteenth century anarchist

community. “Anarchy” is a Greek word that means “without a

leader”. An anarchist is a *person  who thinks that all

governments are bad. Pierre Joseph Proudhon, the French

philosopher, was the first anarchist who believed that a

government with a lea’der  is bad for the people. An anarchist

community is a place where there are no leaders, so Modern

Times was a community without a leader.

1. What is “Modern Times”? .

2. What does “anarchy” mean?

3. Who is an anarchist?

4. Who is Pierre Joseph Proudhon?
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5. What did Pierre Joseph Proudhon believe?

6. What is an anarchist community?

7. Do you believe that all governments are bad?

1. Linda reached for the pills but couldn’t find them: her husband had purpose-

ly placed them obscurely in the back of the medicine cabinet.

~~~n~n~i'baiw~~~~ai~~~~~~~~  obscurely u~~n~n~l~l~lsnu~~~~~ai~

~n&%N ~~~~~~1Wal~W~l~~l~~~~lnn~~~l~~~~~  bddpd  couldn’t find them, pur-

posely placed them in the back of the medicine cabinet n~a.J6l~?dL~u4LMd?&a~
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1. Scientists use a special method, or way of doing things, in their work.

~ti~u~~nnal~M~l~~a~  “method” ~lt~u~~t~~a~~  “way of doing things”

Fmol~tn”~~w~lu , h%&maiurm.zlfi~ib~o~ orCuhfia7u

2. People who study the stars are called astronomers.

ld’n~n~lt~lAal81WB1l0¶ID4  “astronomers” ~&l&I  “People who study the

stars.”

3. Blind people (people who cannot see) have a difficult life.

@%.u~w”~ala.Wifl~~~  “Blind” ~~~~w”~l~ln’m~al~~~~a~t~~  Blind people

= people who cannot see

1. Ignorance and illiteracy are bad for people, and we should replace them with

knowledge and understanding.
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understanding

3. The patient is usually morose, but she seems happy today.

Pdnihmas~il&us7M  but dm'ilYnlmmai8 morose dnu~nalywulu

WN%I%.I~%.I  happy

Exercise 22 Read the following sentences and guess the meaning of the difficult

word by using all  the contextual clues you have learned. Write the

meaning of the guessed word in Thai and state which clue you used.

The first one is d&e  for you.

1. The ya prak, a kind of grass, has two meanings.

a. meaning: u~VlGVl&

b. clue: , ,

2. They were as different as night and day. While he was friendly and talkative,

she was reserved and taciturn.

a. meaning:

b. clue:
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3. The headmaster gave the head of department carte blanche  to develop the

school curriculum however he wished.

a. meaning:

b. clue:

4 . There is also a law prohibiting advertising billboards, thereby ensuring that

these ugly signs will not mar the natural landscape.
e

a. meaning:

b. clue:
.

5. She must be very affluent! She wears expensive clothes and jewelry, drives a

Mercedes Benz, and owns a B5,000,000  condominium in Pattaya.

a. meaning:

b. clue:

6. His language and humor could be as coarse in private conversation as they

were correct on the public platform.

a. meaning:

b. clue: .

7 . Bereaved people need to mourn, to go through the normal stages of grief and

to talk about their feelings and memories.

a. meaning:

b. clue:

8. If you were to ask a reasonably intelligent and well-informed person ,what

caused forgetting, you might get the offhand reply. “Oh, just the passage of

time, I guess.” If pressed a little harder he might say, “Well, as time passes,

the impressions of what we learn just get weaker and finally fade away.

Offhand

a. meaning:.

b. clue:
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impressions

a. meaning:

b. clue:

9. A year after the catastrophic chemical fire at the Klong Toey port razed the

shanty houses of 763 families, many are still waiting to be moved to the tem-

porary shelters promised by port authorities.
.

razed

a. meaning:

b. clue:

temporary

a. meaning:

b. clue:

10. After a four-month legal battle, Manuel Wackenheim has won the right to be

hurled  across a bar room by burly Frenchmen twice his size.

legal

a. meaning:

b. clue:

bury

a. meaning:

b. clue:

Exercise 23 Following are short passages extracted from various articles. Use the

skills you have  learned to find the meanings of unfamiliar words or

expressions in the texts. Then, do the exercise which follows each

passage. You are to choose the best alternative of each item or fill in

the blank as directed.
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(Passage
The boat turns into Klong Bang Chuak Nang,

heading deeper into rural serenity. The name of the canal

has a historical connotation. In the past, this area had a re-

putation for producing the best leather thong-chuaknang-

of the type widely used by farmers for tethering their

buffaloes

1 . “Connotation” (line 3) means .

1. meaning 2 . addition

3 . process 4 . suggestion

2 . From context, you can guess that ‘leather thong’ (line 4) is synonymous to _.

1. chuak  nang 2. of the type

3. producing 4. reputation

3. “Tethering” (line 5) means

(Passage
“I  can’t tell you how grateful. I am,” said Alan,

watching him filling it. “I  like to oblige,” said the old man.

“Then customers come back, later in life, when they are

rather better off, and want more expensive things. Here you

are. You will find it very effective.”

“Thank you again,” said Alan “Good bye.”

“Au revoir.” Said the old man.
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1. “Oblige” (line 2) means

1. be ready

3. please

2. ‘Au revoir” (line 7) means

c

2. do a favour

4 . share

“There’s nothing new about an unmarried woman having a

child. It’s been happening for ages. But, in most instances,

it was considered a scandal. The child was branded

“illegitimate” and the mother a “fallen woman.” And even

when an unwed mother was not looked down upon, as has

happened in the underclass in many societies, being a

single parent was almost always considered an unwelcome

burden.

1. ‘Scandal” (line 3) means

1. defensive behavior 2 . frightening moment

3. shocking‘and immoral situation 4 . traditional idea

2: “Was branded” (lines 3-4) means

3. The prefix “un-”  in “unmarried, unwed, unwelcome.” means

1. without 2. not

3. before 4. able to

4 . An illegitimate child was born to a / an

1 9 2

1. unmarried woman 2. single parent

3. unwed mother 4. All are correct
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5. “Was looked down upon” (line 5) means

1.  was treated unfairly 2. being scorned

3. being questioned 4. was deserted

I’m not sure what my sister would have done had

she known that she wouldn’t be here for the tomorrow we all

take for granted. I think she would have called family

members and a few former friends to apologize and mend

fences for past squabbles. I like to think she would have

gone out for a Chinese dinner, her favorite food. I’m guess-

ing - I’ll  never know.

1. My sister’s favorite food is

2. “Take for granted” (line 3) means

1 . assume as true without further investigation

2 . be just what is needed

3 . arrange or tamper with the results of something

4. run well and smoothly

3 . “Apologize” and “mend fences” (lines 4-5) have ~ meaning

1. the opposite 2. the same

3. forceful 4. different

4 . From context, you can guess that “squabbles” means

1.  agreements 2. decisions

3. quarrels 4. reaction
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Anand  gets kudos from many senior military men.

When Air Force Commander in Chief ACM Kaset Rojananil

gave Anand  Panyarachun the thumbs-down as prime minis-

ter last week, he was definitely not reflecting the views of

many in the armed forces.

Despite Kaset’s open criticism of Anand,  the busi-

ness man-turned-prime minister finds support among many

senior and middle-ranking military officers who admire his

personality, leadership and handling of economic affairs.

Most of them said they believed in Anand’s  inte-

grity and found him to be a very decisive person. A few

praised him for his position vis-a-vis the military.

1. One can guess the meaning of “kudos” as

I, admiration 2. acknowledgement

3. support 4. All are correct

2. Many senior military men’s views were

1. different among themselves

2. positive on Anand’s  work

3. the same as their chief

4. negative on Anand’s  personality

3. “The thumbs-down” (line 3) means

I, a great roar 2. gesture

3. rejection ’ 4. investigation

4 . You may guess from the context that “vis-a-vi+’  (line 12) means

1.  opposite to 2. in accordance with

3. compromising 4. in relation to
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Exercise 1

1. Warm currents in the Pacific Ocean.

2. Warm currents in the Pacific Ocean are destroying the fish off the

ocean.

3. A diet high in fiber can help prevent cancer of the colon.
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Exercise 2 Read the following paragraph, then answer the questions or till in the

blank with the right word.

Ail plants go through a cycle of growing, dying and

decomposing. First of all, a seed is planted, and after it has

received enough water it begins to grow. The roots begin to

develop first, then the stem and the leaves follow. Later in

the plant’s life, flowers appear and seeds form deep inside

the flowers. Afterwards these flowers swell and become’fruit.

Eventually the plant dies and its fruit grows into a new plant.

Finally, after death, the plant decomposes and goes back

into the soil in came from.

2 . Is the main idea stated in a topic sentence?
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If so, what is the number of the sentence?

3 . Name three details that support the main idea in the paragraph.

-ASemjnce ’ \
Sentence 2 Sentence 6 Sentence 7

Exercise 3 Read the following paragraphs carefully, then answer the questions or

fill in the blank with the right word.

A. ‘Pay attention to your breathing. ‘How  you breathe can tell how relaxed

you are. 3Fdr  example, when you are calm, your breathing is deep and

steady. 4Your  breath comes from the stomach, not the chest. ‘But  when you

are nervous, excited, or under stress, your breathing changes. % becomes

shallow and ragged, almost like panting. 71t  comes from the chest or throat.

*Sometimes, when upset, you may even catch yourself holding your breath

without knowing it. ’ Or you may exhale more quickly than you inhale. lo So

whenever you want to calm down, try to breathe to a rhythm. ” Inhale to the

count of three, exhale to the count of four. I2 Then get in the habit of

checking your breathing from time to time to make sure you stay relaxed and

at your best.
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1. What is the general topic of the paragraph? (consider the topic like a title.

Remember to capitalize the first letter of the first word and all important words

in a title.)

2. In your own words, what is the main idea about this topic? (stated the idea in

a complete sentence.)

3. Is the main idea stated in a topic sentence?

If so, what is the number of the sentence?

4. Which sentences are the major supporting details? Write the number of the

sentences.

8. ‘Self-hypnosis can lessen social fears such as excessive shyness, ner-

vousness, awkwardness, and even fear of flying. ‘It not only helps people

shed fat, but can improve their eating habits, and help them sleep more

soundly. 3 It can also help cure more serious habits such as smoking,

alcoholism, and drug abuse. 4Further,  doctors have success-fully used it as

an anaesthesia for patients during dental work, childbirth, and certain

operations where the patient must remain conscious. ‘Self-hypnosis is

indeed a powerful tool that has varied benefits and reminds us that mind and

body are one.

1.

2.

What is the general topic of the paragraph? (consider the topic like a title.

Remember to capitalize the first letter of the first word and all important words

in a title.)

In your own words, what is the main idea about this topic? (state the idea in a

complete sentence.)
I
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3 . Is the main idea stated in a topic sentence?

If so, what is the number of the sentence?

4. Which sentences are the major supporting details? Write the number of the

sentences.

Example:

Read this paragraph and find the topic.

The people in the United States speak the same language as the people

in Great Britain. However, American English is different from British English in
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many ways. First, the sounds of American English are different from the sounds of

British English. For example, most Americans pronounce the 9” in the word “car”

but most Britons do not. Most Americans pronounce the word “dictionary” like

this: “dik-shun-ar-y,” but the British pronounce it like this “dik-shun-ry.” Some

spellings are also different. People in Britain write “colour”  and “centre,” but

people in the United States write ‘!color”  and “center.” Finally, some words are

different. People in the United States use “gasoline” in their cars, but people in

Britain use “petrol.” Gasoline and petrol are the same thing, but the Americans

and the British use different words for it.

What is the topic of this paragraph?

a. American English

b. the English language

c. the different sounds of American and British English

d. the differences between American and British English

(f?~t%lIl&Jn&N  %I d. the differences between American and British

English)

fhd111fJ:
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Exercise 4 Read the following paragraphs and answer the questions.

Paragraph 1

Do you have trouble remembering new words in English? Many people

have this problem. This method may help you to remember new words. (1) Look

at the new word. Look at the letters and the shape of the word. Close your eyes.

Can you see the word? (2) Listen to the word. Listen to the sounds in the word.

\Look at the word as you listen. (3) Say the word aloud. Close your book. Do not

look at the word. Can you say it? (4) Write the word. Write it three or four times.

Say the word as you write it. (5) Use the new word. Use it in class today, and use it

at home tonight. Use it tomorrow and next week. Look for the new word in the

newspaper and listen for it on the radio or on television. To remember a new word,

you must use it.

What is the topic of this paragraph?

a . a method for remembering new words

b. new words in English

c. looking at new words

d. the uses of new words in English

Paragraph 2

Computer chips have changed our way of life. With computer chips we can

make very small computers. Space scientists use these small computers in

satellites and space chips. Large companies use these small computers for

business. We can make very small calculators with computer chips. Some cal-
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culators  are as small as a credit card, and these calculators are not very expen-

sive. Computer chips are also used for making digital watches. ,A normal watch

has a spring and moving hands, but a digital watch has no moving parts. A digital

watch shows the ‘time” and the “date” with numbers, and some digital watches

even have an alarm and a stop-watch. The computer chip makes all of this

possible.

The topic of this paragraph is

a. small computers

b. uses of computer chips

c. digital watches

d. uses of computers

Paragraph 3

Today most cars use gasoline, but in the future many people may drive

electric cars. Electric cars do not pollute the air. Electricity from a battery powers

the motor of an electric car. Drivers of electric cars do not fill their cars with gaso-

line; they connect their cars to an electrical outlet to charge the battery with

electricity. The driver of an electric car connects the car to an electrical outlet at

night. In the morning, the battery is charged with enough electricity to drive all

day. Electric cars are not as fast as gasoline-powered cars, and they cannot travel

more than 150 miles (270 kilometers). After 50 miles, the driver must charge the

battery again. However, electric cars may be one answer to the problems of

pollution and high gasoline prices.

The subject matter of this paragraph is

a. pollution and expensive gasoline

b. the batteries of electric cars

c. gasoline cars
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d. electric cars
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The cost of renting an apartment varies from one American city to another.

In most cities, the rent for a one-bedroom apartment is more than $400 per month.

In some smaller cities such as Louisville, Kentucky, or Jacksonville, Florida, the

rent is less, but in larger cities the rent is more. For example, if you live in Los

Angeles, you must pay $500 or more to rent a one-bedroom apartment, and the

same apartment rents for $600 and up in Chicago. The most expensive rents in

the U.S. are in New York, where you must pay at least $1000 a month to rent a

one-bedroom apartment in most part of the city.

Vocabulary

varies v. is different.

2.2 nis~lnl~~:uA1Q8aiU67~~~~U~P!bQW

erl~~~~Pls-Po~~Pl~l~~Q~Q~~~~~~~~~~~~~~q~al~~1~~  &I

~aQEilQB~LBW~~~mowul~l"~l9lMl~~~~YIUldaW~  w'?io;lzo  CSRiiN willd

sy~QwdeW%uF1=nlum'?aesi7 "y"duu~~~nl~~~~rl~Q=~~~~uan'Y~~Pl~~a"

How much do you remember of what you learned over the past academic

year? How many of your high school classmates could you call by name right

now? How many times a week do you forget appointments, chores, and other

details of everyday life? Before you groan in self-disgust, take heart at how normal

you are. We all forget all kinds of things all the times.

Psychology

by Diane Papalia and Sally Olds
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Vocabulary

academic adj. pertaining to a school

chores n. small duties or pieces of work

groan V. express despair or distress

self-disgust n. strong feeling of dislike oneself

Energy in its various forms, from heat to gasoline, plays a larger part in the

budget of poor families than well-to-do families. This is because energy is largely

used for essentials. For families in the lowest ten percent of household energy

accounts for a full third of household expenditures; whereas for households in the
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top ten percent, it absorbs only five percent of household expenses. Therefore, a

jump in energy costs will penalize the poor much more severely than the rich.

Five Economic Challenges

by Robert Heilbroner and Lester Thurow

When we speak of an individual’s ‘status’ in casual conversation, the term

usually conveys connotations of influence, wealth, and fame. However, sociolo-

gists use status to refer to any of the full range of socially defined positions within

a large group or society -- from the lowest to the highest position. Within American

society, a person can occupy the status of president of the United States, fruit
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picker, son or daughter, violinist, teenager, resident of Minneapolis, dental tech-

nician, or neighbor.

Sociology

by Richard Schaefer

Vocabulary

status n. any of the full range of socially defined positions within a large

group or society, from the lowest to the highest position

1. What is this passage about? (the subject matter)

2. What is the most important point the author wants you to understand about the

subject matter?

3. Locate the main idea sentence that answer the above question and copy the

sentence here:
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Exercise 5 Read the following pa&graphs  and answer the questions.

1. How soon can we determine a child’s intelligence? Until recently, most psy-

chologists would have answered that it is not until a child is 3 or 4 years of age

that accurate predictions can be made. However, a growing number of

psychologists now feel that relatively accurate estimates of adult intelligence

can be made in children as young as 6 months.

1. What is the passage about?

Understanding Psychology

by Robert Feldman

2. Locate the main idea sentence and copy it here:

2. In American society, newspapers, television, and radio are the usual sources

of information about certain groups and their problems. However, while the

basic function of journalists is to report the news, sociologists bring a different

type of understanding to such issues. The perspective of sociology involves
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seeing through the outside appearance of people’s actions and organizations.

Sociology

by Richard Schaefer

Vocabulary

perspective n. the relationship of different parts of a subject to each other and

to a whole

1. Who or what is the passage about? (the subject matter)

2. The most important point the author wants you to understand about the subject

matter is

3. Locate the main idea sentence and copy it here:

The Meaning of Inflation

3. What is inflation? Inflation is a rising general level of prices. This does not

mean, of course, that all prices are necessarily rising. Even during periods of,

rather rapid inflation, some specific prices may be relatively constant and

others actually falling. For example, although the United States experienced

high rate of inflation in the 1970s and the early 1980s  the prices of such

products as video recorders, digital watches, and personal computers actually

declined. Indeed, as we shall see momentarily, one of the major sore spots of

inflation lies in the fact that prices tend to rise very unevenly. Some spring
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upward; others ascent at a more leisurely pace; others do not rise at all.

Economics: Principles, Problems, and Politics

by Campbell McConnell and Stanley Brue

Vocabulary

ascend V. to go or come up; to rise

1. Which word tells you that the author is definding the term ‘inflation”?

2. What is the passage about? (subject matter)

3. Which sentence is the main idea sentence?

Circle the main idea sentence in the passage.

4. Write down the main idea sentence.

4 . By the 1980s Asians had surpassed Hispanics in numbers of legal

immigrants. By eliminating the national origins quota system, the Immigration

Act of 1965 opened the door on a first-come, first-qualified basis, making

possible the influx of people from China and Taiwan, Korea, Japan, the

Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and India. As of 1990 about

6.5 million Asian Americans lived in the United States. Like some earlier

immigrants from Europe, those from the Pacific rim came in waves. Some, like

the Vietnamese “boat people” of the late 1970s  were driven from their homes
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by economic or political turmoil; others were drawn to reunite families or

realized greater opportunities in the Western Hemisphere. Professional and

educated Asian Indians emigrated in search of better jobs in the United

States. Doctors and nurses constituted a large percentage of the early Korean

immigrants. But letters home to relatives and other nationals soon attracted a

more diverse population, which concentrated in small businesses.

Nation of Nations

by James W. Davidson et al

Vocabulary

Influx

turmoil

emigrate

constitute

n. the coming in (of individual people)

n. utter confusion; extreme agitation; commotion

V. to leave one country or region to settle in another

V. to be the elements or parts of; to make up; to compose

1. Write a word or phrase that tells the subject matter of the above passage.

2. Locate and copy the main idea sentence.





Content of Dreams

Where do the “stories” of our dreams come from? Most of them appear as

a montage of the day’s events in somewhat altered form. Based on some 10,000

dreams reported by normal people. Calvin Hall (1966) found that most dreams

are commonplace. They are most often played out in familiar settings, such as a

house, although the house is usually not the dreamer’s own home. The most

popular room is the living room, followed by-in order-bedroom, kitchen, stair-

way, basement, bathroom, dining room, and hall. The room is often a composite

of several rooms the dreamer has known. Women’s dreams more commonly take

place indoors, men’s out-of-doors.

Psychology

by Diane Papalia and Sally Olds
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Vocabulary

montage n. a rapid  sequence of thematically related short scenes or images

that exhibits different aspects of the same idea or situation

composite n. a structure made up of components or parts.

1. Who or what is the passage about?

2 . What is the main point the authors want you to understand about the content of

dreams?
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Content of Dreams

them appear as a montage of the day’s events in somewhat

altered form. Based on some 10,000 dreams reported by

normal people. Calvin Hall (1966) found that most dreams are

commonplace. They are most often played out in familiar

settings, such as a house, although the house is usually not

the dreamer’s own house. The most popular room is the living

room, followed by-in Iorder-bedroom, kitchen, stairway,

basement, bathroom, dining room, and hall. The room is often

a composite of several rooms the dreamer has known.

Women’s dreams more commonly take place indoors, men’s

out-of-doors.

Psychology

by Diane Papalia and Sally Olds

Chief Scapegoat: Evaluating Presidents

“Before you get to be President you think you can do anything,:’ Lyndon

Johnson told Richard Nixon, as he left the White house, “but when you get in that

tall chair, as you’re gonna find out, Mr. President, you can’t count on people. You’ll

find your hand tied and people cussin’you. The office  is kinda  like the little country

boy found the hoochie-koochie show at the carnival, once he’d paid his dime and

got inside the tent: “It ain’t exactly as it was advertised.” Johnson’s disappoint-
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ment in the office matches the disappointment that the American people often

have in those who occupy it; presidents are the chief scapegoats in American

politics. Their performance almost always falls short of our expectations.

American Politics and Government

by Richard Pious

Vocabulary

chief adj. highest in rank, authority, or office; principal or most important

scapegoat n. a person or group who bears the blame for others

1 . The subject matter of the passage is

Chief Scapegoat: Evaluating Presidents

“Before you get to be President you think you can do any-

thing.” Lyndon Johnson told Richard Nixon, as he left the White

House, “but when you get in that tall chair, as you’re gonna find

out, Mr. President, you can’t count on people. You’ll find your

hands tied and people cussin’ you. The office is kinds like the little
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country boy found the hoochie-koochie show at the carnival, once

he’d paid his dime and got inside the tent: “It ain’t exactly as it was

advertised.” Johnson’s disappointment in the office matches the dis-

appointment thatthe  American people often have in those who

occupy it; @residents are the chief scapegoats in American politics. because

#heir  performance almost always falls short of our expectations.

American Politics and Government

by Richard Pious

q9iiPdeytaM~~~newiqinRis7~P1P?MU7delni~ %wm1d1~~u~89~ii~anYPl

azl?  (subject matter) rrR=s?Els781’14n?lg~i~~~~n~i~~~~~~~~~

What happens when animals and people are not allowed to sleep at all for

various periods of time? Relatively little of a physiological nature, human beings

often develop hand tremors, double vision, droopy eyelids, and a lower pain

threshold after five to ten sleepless days. And animals often lose a lot of weight,

possibly because of the stress the animal is under to stay awake and the total

disruption of the body’s biorhythms (Webb, 1975).

Psychology

by Dianne Papalia and Sally Olds ’
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Vocabulary

tremor n. a quick shaking movement; an involuntary trembling motion of the

body.

threshold n. the intensity below which a mental or physical stimulus cannot be

perceived and can produce no response.

1. Who or what is the passage about?

2. The main idea sentence is
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The Americans i.e., American Indians, though, took a revenge of sorts.

They gave the Europeans a virulent form of syphilis. The first recorded case of the

new disease in Europe occurred in Barcelona, Spain, in 1493, shortly after

Columbus’s return from the Caribbean. Although less deadly than smallpox,

syphilis was extremely dangerous and debilitating. It spread quickly through

Europe and Asia, carried by soldiers, sailors, and prostitutes, even reaching China

by 1505.

A People and a Nation

by Mary Beth Norton et al.

Vocabulary

virulent adj. highly infectious or capable of causing disease

syphilis n. an infectious venereal disease

debilitating adj. having the effect of making one weak, tired, or feeble.
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The American Indians gave the Europeans a virulent form of syphilis.

and

This disease spread quickly through Europe and Asia.

The Americans [i.e., American Indians], though, took a
I

revenge of sorts. They gave the Europeans a virulent form of

syphilis. 1 The first recorded case of the new disease in Europe

occurred in Barcelona, Spain, in 1493, shortly after Columbus’s

return from the Caribbean. Although less deadly than

smallpox, syphilis was extremely dangerous and debilitating. It

that spread quickly through Europe and Asia, carried by soldiers,

sailors, and prostitutes, even reaching China by 1905.

A People and a Nation

by Mary Beth Norton et al.

A virulent form of syphilis that was transmitted from American Indians in the
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FieU~“~“al~~~ny”ll~~~~~~~~al~~l~~~~~~l~~~~al~~~~~~~~l~  wl

~~~eu~Qlul~l”~lsl~~l~~~~~l~~~~~~n~~~al~~l~~~~~~~  “1  M

Is there any difference in personality traits or intelligence between short

and long sleepers? Early studies reported a few such differences. For example,

short sleepers were said to be generally more “energetic,” while long sleepers

were more prone to be “worriers.” But these findings were not confirmed by later

studied, and it now seems that there are few reliable differences.

Introduction to Psychology

by Ron Plotnik

74~lLLY~~nM’mM”luePdloneinW%
1 . On the line below, write a word or phrase that tells the subject matter.

2 . Formulate a main idea sentence and write the sentence here.

or$rawh:,~~~~n7~~~7~~j78ei7~Zf  %T%ln3l%¶@~raV1@1~  differences in

personality traits and intelligence between short and long sleepers. flI$‘Ul&&

~aiau~ifli~~9~asni~~aw"~d?pdrnoEl  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

While early studies reported a few differences in personality traits and intelligence

between short and long sleepers, these findings were not confirmed by later

studies.
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Exercise 6 Read fhe following paragraphs and answer the questions.

1. This passage comes from a sociology textbook.

Fashions

Why do fashions occur in the first place? One reason is that in some

cultures, like ours, values change: what is new is good. Thus in many modern

societies clothing styles change yearly, while people in traditional societies may

wear the same style of clothing for many generations. Many industries promote

quick changes in fashions to increase their sales. Fashions are stimulated, too, by

the quest for prestige and social mobility. Although a new style occasionally

originates from lower-status groups, as blue jeans did, most fashions trickle down

from the top. Upper-class people adopt some style or artifact as a badge of their

status but they cannot monopolize most status symbols for long. The style or

object is adopted by the middle-class, maybe copied and modified for use by

lower-status groups, providing people with the prestige of possessing a high-

status symbol. By trickling down, however, the symbol eventually loses its

prestige. The upper-class adopts a new style, until it too “trickles down” and must

be replaced by another. (Turner and Killian,  1972).

Sociology: An Introduction

by Alex Thio

1. What is the passage about?
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2 . What is the most important point the author wants you to understand about the

subject matter?

2. This paragraph is from a U.S. government textbook.

Maternity Policy

Until recently, many companies refused to hire women because they might

become pregnant and quit their jobs. Some companies required women to

remain single and fired them if they married. These policies have not been in

effect since the 1950s  but vestiges of the attitudes behind them remain. Until

recently, on some airlines female flight attendahts who became pregnant lost their

seniority or their jobs. The Supreme Court has ruled that discriminatory policies

against women of childbearing age violate the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and has

ordered reinstatement and back pay for these women.

American Politics and Government

by Richard Pious

I, What is the passage about?

2 . Formulate a main idea sentence and write the sentence here.
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3. This passage is from a biology textbook.

Asexual Reproduction .

Asexual reproduction, also known as vegetative propagation, is common in

plants. In vegetative propagation, a portion of one plant gives rise to a completely

new plant. Both plants now have identical genes. As an example, some plants

have above-ground horizontal stems, called runners, and others have under-

ground stems, called rhizomes, that produce new plants. To take a concrete

example, strawberry plants grow from the nodes of runners and violets grow from

the nodes of rhizomes. White potatoes can be propagated in a similar manner.

White potatoes are actually portions of underground stems, and each eye is a

node that will produce a new potato plant. Sweet potatoes are modified roots and

may be propagated by planting sections of the root. You may have noticed that

the roots of some fruit trees, such as cherry and apple trees, produce “suckers,”

small plants that can be used to grow new trees.
.

Inquiry into Life

by Sylvia Mader

1. What is the passage about?

2. Formulate a main idea sentence that states the most important point the author

wants you to understand.
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4 . This paragraph is from a sociology textbook.

Creating Geniuses

Like Edith, many geniuses have been deliberately subjected to a very

stimulating environment. A well-known example is Norbert  Wiener, a prime mover

in the development of computers and cybernetics. He entered college at 11 and

received his Ph.D. from Harvard at 18. According to his father, he was “essential-

ly an average boy who had had the advantage of superlative training” (Wiener,

1953). Many musical prodigies of the past, including Mozart and Beethoven, were

subjected to rigorous daily training by their parents. Since 1954 a large number of

ordinary children have been brought to the famous Japanese music teacher

Shinichi Suzuki and he has successfully “trained every one of them-without ex-

ception-to be an excellent string musician” (Hoult, 1979). Nature may draw the

outline of our traits and potential abilities, but that outline is broad and vague.

Nurture appears both to determine the actual boundaries and to fill in the details

(Nisbet, 1982).

Sociology: An Introduction

by Alex Thio

1. On the line below, write a word or phrase that tells the subject matter.

2. Formulate a main idea sentence and write the sentence here:
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2 . Rationalization is a defense mechanism theorized by Freud.

-It involves making excuses to justify one’s behavior.

-Rationalization robs the ego of strength.

-Freud  lived in the nineteenth century.

.-Continued rationalization implies an inability to deal with the real world.

3. One can make a good impression during a job interview.

The applicant should act confidently.

The applicant should know as much as possible about the company.

-The applicant should look at the interviewer and maintain eye contact.

-The applicant should always make a good impression on the second

interview.

4. Exercising provides many benefits for the average person.

-Many people report weight loss resulting from exercise.

-People find they have increased stamina.

-Overexertion can be one danger for the mature adult.

-People report reduced strain and tension after starting exercise programs.

5. There are several considerations one must make when choosing a doctor.

-Select a doctor with the most degrees hanging on the wall.

Ask friends for recommendations.

-Check with a local hospital consultant for the names of prospective phy-

sicians.

-Check the prospective doctors credentials.

6. Sweets are neither nutritionally good nor necessary for a child’s diet.

-Infants do not have a well-developed sense of taste.

-Parents who gave infants sweet-tasting foods are starting children on the

road to poor nutrition.

-Sweets appeal to all age groups.
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-Food companies use sweeteners even though they have no nutritional value.

7 . The trained biologist devotes time and energy to a variety of work experiences.

-Biologists earn degrees from American and overseas universities.

-Many biologists teachers are members of scientific boards.

-The biologist may teach or be actively engaged in the design of research

experiments.

-Many trained biologists work in major laboratories and conduct high-level

experiments.

8 . Most businesses run more smoothly when set routines have been established.

-Precise records should be made of all expenses and incoming monies.

-The supply department must maintain exact record of supplies used,

ordered, and received.

-Routines are normally written in manuals.

-Personnel departments maintain strict and secure records concerning

employees.

Exercise 8 Each of following statements could function as the topic sentence of a

paragraph. Afier each statement are sentences containing details that

many relate to the main idea statement. Read each sentence and

make a check mark beside those with details that can be considered

primary support for the main idea statement.

1. Topic sentence:

Many dramatic physical changes occur during adolescence between

the ages of 13-l 5.

Details:

a. Voice changes in boys begin to occur at age 13 or 14.

b. Facial proportions may change during adolescence.

The forehead tends to become wider, and the mouth widens.c.
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Many teen-agers do not know how to react to these changes.d .

Primary sex characteristics begin to develop for both boys and girls.e .

2. ,Topic  sentence:

The two main motives for attending a play are the desire for recreation

and the need for relaxation.

Details:

a. By becoming involved with the actors and their problems, members of

the audience temporarily suspend their personal cares and concerns.

In America today, the success of a play is judged by its ability to attractb .

a large audience.

c. Almost everyone who attends a play expects to be entertained.

Plays allow the audience to release tension, which facilitates relaxation.d.

e. There is a smaller audience that looks to theatre for intellectual stimula-

tion.

3. Topic sentence:

In some parts of the world, famine is a constant human condition and

exists due to a variety of causes.

Details:

In parts of Africa, people are dying of hunger by the tens of thousands.a.

b. Famine is partly caused by increased population.

c. Advanced in medicine have increased life expectancies.

*d. Agricultural technology has not made substantial advances in in-

creasing the food supply.

Due to the growth of cities, populations have become more dense, ane.

agricultural support for these population centers is not available.
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4. Topic sentence:

The amount of alcohol a person consumes has been found to depend

on a number of socioeconomic factors such as age, sex, ethnic background, and

occupation.

Details:

.a. Some religions prohibit consumption altogether, and most encourage

moderation.

b: The lowest proportion of drinkers is found among people with an educa-

tional level of below sixth grade.

People in a lower socioeconomic level drink more than people in ac.

higher socioeconomic level.

In some cultures drinking is common at meals, but these same culturesd .

disapprove of drunkenness.

Farm owners have the highest proportion of nondrinkers, while pro-e .

fessionals and businessmen have the highest proportion of drinkers.

5. Topic sentence:

An individual deals with anxiety in a variety of ways and produces a

wide range of responses.

Details:

a. Anxiety may manifest itself by such physical symptoms as increased

heart activity or labored breathing.

b. Fear, unlike anxiety, is a response to real or threatened danger.

c. Psychologically, anxiety often produces a feeling of powerlessness: or

lack of direct control over the immediate environment.

Temporary blindness, deafness, or the loss of the sensation of touch ared .

examples of extreme physical responses to anxiety.
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Some people cannot cope with anxiety and are unable to control thee.

neurotic behavior associate with anxiety.

6. Topic sentence:

An individual’s status or importance within a group affects his or her

behavior in that particular group.

Details:

a. High-status individuals frequently arrive late at social functions.

b. Once a person achieves high status, he or she attempts to maintain it.

c. High-status individuals demand more privileges.

d. Low-status individuals are less resistant to change within the group

structure than persons of high status.

e. There are always fewer high-status members than low-status members

in any particular group.

7. Topic sentence:

An obligopoly is a market structure in which only a few companies sell a

certain product.

Details:

a. The automobile industry is a good example of an oligopoly, although it

gives the appearance of being highly competitive.

b. The breakfast cereal, soap, and cigarette industries, although basic to

our economy, operate as oligopolies.

c. Monopolies refer to market structures in which only one industry

produces a particular product.

d. Monopolies are able to exert more control and fixation of price than

oligopolies.
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e. In the oil industry, because there are only a few producers, each

producer has a fairly large share of the sales.

8. Topic sentence:

Advertising can be used to expand consumer choice as well as to limit it.

Details:

Food stores that typically advertise their specials’ each Wednesday ina.
i

the local paper are encouraging consumer choice.

b. Department store advertising often makes the consumer aware of new

products and styles, as well as of current prices of products.

c. Misleading or excessive advertising is usually rejected by the consum-

ing public.

d. Exaggerated claims made by some advertisers serve to limit the con-

sumers actual knowledge and free choice of products.

e. Advertising that provides little or no factual information, but attempts to

make the brand name well known, actually restricts consumers’ free

choice.

Exercise 9 Read the following passages and fill in the appropriate answers.

A. Finding a good job requires a great deal of work. Job seekers should tell as

many people as possible -that they are available for employment. For example,

they can tell friends and relatives, inform college.career  placement  officers, and

call employment agencies. They can also send resumes to possible employers,

In addition, they can read the job description ads in newspapers. All of these

efforts usually require a fair amount of time. Remember that a good job is worth all

the work that goes into finding it.
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Questions’

1. The topic of the paragraph is

2. The main idea sentence is

,

3. List five important details that support or relate to the main idea sentence.

B . No particular foods have special merit for a diet for ‘athletes. Some coaches

are under the impression that a high meat diet is essential and even recommend

steak for breakfast. No additional protein is required except where there is an

unusual development of muscle. Most athletes need only sufficient high-quality

protein foods, such as eggs, meat, fish, and poultry, to meet their daily needs.

C . The pre-game meal should consist of highly digestible foods and should be

consumed not less than three hours before the athletic activity. Athletes

frequently are under strain and stress prior to a game or contest and digestion

may be prolonged. Replacing a solid pre-game meal with a calorie-rich meal of

liquids has been tried and found to be sound from the practical and physiological

points of view. Individual food preferences should be respected, for an athlete

knows from experience the foods he tolerates best.

Questions

1. In paragraph B, underline the most general statement the author makes about

a diet for athletes.

2. In paragraph C, underline the most general statement the author makes about

a diet for athletes.
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Even though the topic is the same for both paragraphs, the general statement

or main idea is different in each paragraph.

3 . Name three details that support the main idea in the paragraph B:

4. Name three details that support the main idea in the paragraph C:

D. Even a 15minute walk, a University of Southern California Study found, can be

more relaxing than a tranquilizer for easing muscle tension and relieving anxiety.

Exercise has also been found to increase energy, reduce free-floating hostility,

improve concentration and alertness, and make people less self-conscious and

better able to handle stress. Many runners and other athletes speak of

experiencing a natural “high” during the course of exercise-an exhilarated and

euphoric state that lasts for several hours afterwards.. In fact, exercise has been

used to treat mental disorders. University of Wisconsin researchers found that

running three times a week for 30 to 45 minutes reduced symptoms of depression

in a group of patients.

Questions

1. The topic of the paragraph is

2. The main idea sentence is
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3. List at least three important ‘details that support or relate to the main idea

sentence.
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Passage 1

Plants supply man with food, clothing, and shelter-his most important

needs. Many of our most useful medicines are also made from plants. In

addition, plants add beauty and pleasure to our lives. Most people enjoy the

smell of flowers, the sight of a field of waving grain, and the quiet of a forest.

But not all plants are &eful  to man. Some species grow in fields and 5

gardens as weeds that choke off useful plants. Tiny bits of pollen from certain

plants cause such diseases as asthma and hay fever. Other plants destroy

millions of dollars worth of crops yearly.
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Exercise I Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. Which of the following words has a suffix?

1. supply 2. shelter

3. pleasure 4. fever

2. A tree gives shelter from the sun.

“Shelter” means

1. shield 2. protection

3. shade * 4. supplement

3. What a nice smetl !

“Smell” in this sentence is used as a 1 an

1. verb 2. adverb

3. adjective 4. noun

4 . The smoke almost choked me.

“Choke” in this sentence means

1. to be unable to breathe for a short time

2. to be unable to speak for a short time

3. to fill a passage with air and water

4 . to swallow my feelings and tears

5. Don’t destroy that box; it may be useful.

“Destroy” in this sentence means .

1. kill 2. pull down

3. get rid of 4. lift up

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space.
provided.

.-1. Food, clothing and shelter are basic needs for man.
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2. Some plants can be made into medicines.

Plants give beauty to nature and pleasure to our lives.3.

4, II plants are harmful to human being.

5. Some species of plants cause colds and fever.

b . Choose the  best answer based on information from the text.

1. The quiet of the forest makes some people .

I. happy 2. sad

3. angry 4. surprised

2. Some weeds can .

1. make some useful plants grow

2 . kill some useful plants by using all the available land

3. move all plants to the forest

4 . make people enjoy their sight and beauty

3. Asthma and hay fever can be caused by

1. heat 2. cold weather

3. red flowers 4. pollen

4. Crops worth millions of dollars are .

1. sold yearly by farmers

2. destroyed each year by other plants

3. being planted to replace old crops

4. destroyed because of forest fires

5. Plants

1. cause diseases and are unfavorable to man

2 . are grown each year to replace old trees

3. have both advantages and disadvantages

4. All are correct
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‘~. P a s s a g e  2

When life was rugged and simple, man’s needs were few and he could

supply them all. As he advanced from lone hunter to farmer and builder and

exchanged a solitary existence for the greater comfort and security of

community life, he realized he must come to an agreement with his neighbors

on a common system of measurement. How can man build a house, or a 5

storage hut, or a temple, unless all the builders use the same basic

measurements?

The very earliest measurements were for length. The basis for the

measures were those most natural-a foot, a palm, a span of the hand. When

building alone, man could use his own body. But for community projects a IO

common standard was required. The leader’s measurements were taken and

marked off on a stick or stone. Crude copies were made from the original and

passed out for use. Later the foot gradually evolved to become twelve inches

long.
-7

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Prepaiation

Akwer the following questions correctly.

1. He worked so well that he soon advanced to a higher position.

“Advance” in this sentence means

1. help 2. move

3. come 4. pay back

2. Thongchai lived a solitary life; he had no friends at all.

“Solitary” means

1. unmarried 2. seldom visited

3. without companions 4. together
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3. All of us came to an Bgreement  that we should leave early.

When we come to an agreement, we are

1. having the same ideas about something

2 . having a conclusion about something

3. Thinking about our plan

4 . Understanding the problem clearly

4. A foot is a unit in a system of

1. measuring 2. measurement

3. measures 4. measured

5. The words hunter, farmer, and builder have -er as a suffix which changes a / an _

.to a I an

1. noun, verb 2. verb, noun

3. adjective, verb 4. verb, adjective

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T)  for the correct answer or (F)  for the incorrect  one in the space

provided.

___ 1. When man’s life was simple, he needs everything.

_ _  2 . What man needs could be supplied.

- 3. Man can not build a house or a temple without using a common basic

measurement.

- 4. The earliest unit for measurement that man used was a metre.

_ _  5 . Man used his own body for the bases of early measurements.

b. Choose the best answer based on information from the text.

1. The advance of man from solitary to communal life created .

1. a decrease in his needs

2. the dominance of tribal leaders
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3. a greater demand for storage huts

4 . a need for standards of measurement

2. The earliest measurements for length were

I, determined by a stick

2. used to build temples

3. the same as those used today

.

4 . derived from parts of the body

3. Some standardization of measurement occurred .

1. as a result of a dispute over the proper size for a hut

2. when leaders’ measurements replaced individuals ’

3. because everyone’s foot used to be almost the same length

4 . due to the accidental discovery that a foot equalled  twelve inches

4. The author develops his point by means of .

1. persuasion

2. factual explanation

3. arguments and proof

4. comparison and contrast

5. The title of this article could be

1. Building a Hut

.

2. Man’s Early Problems

3. The Growth of Communities

4. The Development of Standardized Measurement

Passage 3

Throughout history, many people have worn clothing more for

decoration than for covering the body. Even in cold climates, some people
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seem more interested in decorating their bodies than protecting them. In the

1830’s,  for example., the famous British biologist Charles R. Darwin travelled to

the islands of Tierra del Fuego, off the southern tip of South America. There he 5

There he saw people who wore only a small cloak of animal skin and a little

paint in spite of the cold rain and sleet. Darwin gave the people  scarlet cloth,

which they wrapped around their necks. Even in ihe cold weather, they wore

clothes more for decoration than for protection.

No one knows exactly why or when men first wore clothes. But they 10

probably began to wear clothing more than 10,000 years ago, and probably for

many of the same reasons we wear clothes today. Early men may have wanted

to protect themselves, to improve their appearance, and to tell other people

something about themselves. A cave man may have worn the skin of a bear or

a rein-deer for warmth. He also could have worn the skin to show his neigh- 15

bors that he was a great hunter. Y

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the foliowin~  questions correctly.

1. The rumour quickly spread throughout the village.

This means that the rumour spread .

1. back and forth 2. to every part

3. somewhere 4. here and there

2. Thai people the streets with flags and flowers on their King’s birth-

day. They are very happy with their

I. decorating, decorate 2. decorate, decorative

3. decorate, decorations 4. decoration, decorate

3 . In cold weather, you’d better wrap up well before you go out.

“Wrap” in this sentence means
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1. roll up 2. pack in

3. conceal in 4. cover up

4. Jimmy’s late-he’s probably stuck in a traffic jam.

“Probably” means

1. most likely 2. may be
t

3. by chance 4. sometimes

5. We mustn’t judge people by appearances.

This sentence means that we shouldn’t judge people

1. from the act of appeariflg

2. by their outward looks

3. from the very beginning of their life e

c

4. by nationalities

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (r)  for the correct wnswer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

___ 1. We know from history that people have always worn clothes because they

want to protect their bodies.

__ 2. Charles R. Darwin was a famous scientist.

- 3. Tierra del Fuego is situated on the upper part of South America.

_ _  4 . People in ancient times usually wore less clothes than people in the

present.

-5. The people wrapped the cloth which Darwin gave them around their

bodies.

b. Choose the best answer.

I. Ancient people wore clothing in order to themselves rather than to

1. protect, decorate
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3. conceal, show 4. cover, disguise

2. People of Tierra del Fuego wore a small cloak of animal skin with little paint

d u r i n g

1. summer 2. autumn

3. winter 4. All are correct

3. The reason why people first/wore  clothes

1. is not known 2. obvious

3. can not be told I 4. is understood

4. People started wearing clothes

1.  recently 2. ten centuries ago

3. a very very long time ago 4. from the beginning of time

5. Early men wore clothes in order to

1. protect themselves 2. make themselves look better

3. reveal themselves 4. All are correct

6. Because the cave man wanted to show his neighbors that he was a great

hunter, he had to

I. hunt wild animals

2 . wear the skin of a bear or a tiger

3. tell all his neighbors

4. ride on a reindeer

Passage 4

Dictionaries contain a lot of information, so they are a very useful

reference book. Some of the information is very importation for foreign

students. Some of the information is less important, but is still interesting.
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The most useful information in the dictionary for foreign students is the

spelling, meaning, synonyms, and antonyms of words. The dictionary knows 5

how to spell the words including irregular verbs and plurals. Because most

words have more than one meaning, it is important to pick out the correct

meaning for the word you want. To help you learn the correct meaning, the

dictionary shows the parts of speech, such as noun, verb, and adjecive for

each definition. In addition, the dictionary shows if the word is formal or slang 1 0

(usually used only for speaking but not writing). Finally, the dictionary gives

synonyms, words with similar meaning. All of this information is very helpful for

foreign students.

The dictionary contains additional information. It tells how to pronounce

the word, and where the word came from (Latin, German, etc.). The dictionary 1 5

also contains general information about people and places. It often gives the

population and location of cities and countries and tells when famous people,

like Cleopatra, lived. ’

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. Can you inform me of your intended departure?

Yes, if I have any -I will tell you.

1. informed 2. informative

3. information 4. informal

2. Most libraries have a reference collection.

A reference collection contains -.

1. comments about someone

2. connections with other parts of the libral)/

3. written information about a person’s character
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4 . books with specific information about specific topics

3. Prime Minister is an important man.

This means that the Prime Minister -.

1. is very fussy 2. has no knowledge

3. has a position of author& 4. comes into existence

4 . It took the girl an hour to spell out a page of German.

“Spell” in this sentence means -.

1 . write the letters of a word

2 . put the letters together in a particular order

3 . make the text clear and easy to understand

4. read words laboriously and slowly

5. The atlas contains forty maps, including three of Great Britain.

“Contain” in this sentence means-.

1. have within itself 2. be equal to

3. be capable of 4. keep feelings

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (f) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1.  A dictionary is a reference book as well as a text book.

-2.  A dictionary has much useful information for foreign language students.

-3. If you do not know how to spell the word ‘onyx’, you can look up in a

dictionary.

4. Synonyms and antonyms are not a necessary part of a dictionary.

-5.  Additional information in a dictionary may also be interesting to students.

b. Choose the best answer.

1. Not all of the information in a dictionary is for foreign students.

1. good 2. important
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3.bad.:,...  j 4. useless

2. Most foreign students use a dictionary to find out the

1. meaning 2. pronunciation

3. derivative 4. word origin

3. Most words in a dictionary have meanings.

1. only one 2. two

3. several 4. exact

4. In order to choose the correct meaning, one should know

1. different words 2. the word already

3. all the meanings 4. the parts of speech

5. Slang is usually used while .

1.  reading 2. speaking

3. writing 4. listening

6. Not only does the dictionary give us information about words, but it also gives

us about

1. the environment 2. people and places

3. how to save forests 4. new discoveries

Passage 5

After being verbally attacked by a man, the Lord Buddha responded,

“son, if someone decline to accept a present, to whom would it belong?” The

man answered, “To him who offered it.”

“And so,” said the Lord Buddha, “I decline to accept your abuse.”

“The world is full of people who establish their worth by degrading 5

others. They have pockets and purses full of put-downs and they hand them

out to anyone.
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Refuse to accept their insults, even when hurled under the guise of love.

By ignoring them, you’ll reduce tension, strengthen your relationships and

increase your joy. 1 0

Exercise Choose the best answer for each question.

1. The best title for this passage is -.-...-.

1.  Degrading Oneself Is Fun 2. When Words Hurt

3. The Guise of Love 4. How to Abuse People

2. The writer intends to-.

1. advise readers how to handle abuse

2. tell the story of the Lord Buddha

3 . hand insults out to anyone

4. reduce tension and increase joy

3. Which device does the writer use to make his point clear?

1. comparison 2. metaphor

3.  example 4. contrast

4. The conversation is between who and who?

I, A man and the writer.

2. The Lord Buddha and the writer.

3. The writer and his readers.

4. A man and the Lord Buddha.

5. The word “decline” (line 4) means -.

1. become weaker 2. politely refuse

3. is worse 4. state officially

6. According to the writer, -.

1. the world is full of greedy people

2. one should accept other people’s abuse
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3. insults under the guise of love are necessary sometimes

4. one should ignore abuse

7. When words hurt, one should-.

1. hurl insults back 2. disguise oneself

3. ignore them 4. offer a present to someone

8. When one declines to accept someone’s abuse, he .

1. is happier 2. reduces his competence

3. weakens his relationships 4. becomes tense

9. According to the Lord Buddha, if one insults another, he -.

1. will get the consequences 2. degrades himself

3. hurts the person with words 4. All of above

10. A- is something that you say or do which criticizes someone or makes

them appear foolish.

1.  fool play 2. puzzle

3. put-up job 4. put-down

Passage 6

It has happened in the West and was bound to happen in this part of the

world sooner or later. And in Thailand it looks like it is happening already.

In this country, tradition dictates that family elders be respected and

revered, but economic growth and social progress during recent years

have eroded the ties that bind a family. 5

The traditional family pattern where three generations live under the

same roof is fast disappearing. Many of those in the work force either leave

their elders in the ancestral home and build their own house or commit the old

folks to homes for the aged.
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What confirms this unfortunate fate that has befallen today’s elderly is 10

the fact that homes for the elderly are overcrowded and boast long waiting lists.

And most recently, a private company trying to take advantage of the situation

was offering the first village for the elderly where health care and recreation will

be available for those who can afford it.

Exercise Choose the best answer for each question.

1. The best title for this passage is -.

1.  Life After Death 2. Where Have All the Flowers Gone?

3. Homes of Last Resort 4. Senior Citizens

2. According to the text, what is happening in Thailand already?

1.  Thailand is becoming a NIC.

2 . Family ties are being tightened.

3 . Family elders are not respects so much as before.

4 . Economic growth and social progress are causing many changes.

3. “Eroded” (line 5) means -.

1.  worn away slowly 2. popped off

3. given up suddenly 4. turned down

4. Which statement is not true according to the passage?

1. The traditional family pattern is fast disappearing.

2 . The elderly are not revered as they were before.

3 . Tradition in the East never declines.

4 . More elders live in the home for the aged than ever before.

5. Why don’t three generations of Thais live under the same roof as before?

1. They cannot afford it.

2 . The younger generations leave home to find work.

3 . Family ties are weakening.
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4. All of the above.

6. Who commit the old folks to homes for the aged?

I, The younger generation who can work.

2. The Welfare Department.

3. Their westernized relatives and young entrepreneurs.

4. The traditional family.

7. “. . . . . ..that  has befallen today’s elderly” (line 10) means-.”

1. has valued 2. has shared

3. has happened to 4. has given in

8. According to the writer, what is happening to the elderly in Thai society is

-3

1. a good sign 2. unfortunate

3. encouraging 4. a transition

9. What confirms that the Thai elders’ fate is going to be more and more like those

in the West?

1. Homes for the elderly are overcrowded.

2. There are long waiting lists for places in homes for the aged.

3. A private company is offering the first village for the elderly.

4. All of the above.

10. The elders need-. c

1. health care and recreation 2. the respect of the young

3. their relatives’ love and care 4. All of the above

Passage 7

The average person uses 250 litres of water a day, only two litres of

them for drinking. We cook with it, and clean ourselves, homes, and clothes
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with it. It is as vital to our daily lives as the air we breathe and so common that

we take it for granted, assuming it will last forever...But it won’t. The way we

are wasting water, we may soon run out of it. When we run out, there is no 5

place to get more.

Picture life as it is lived in many cities of the world. Water is rationed.

Bath days are restricted. There are prohibitions against watering gardens or

washing cars. People must walk long distances to obtain water for daily use.

Imagine a Thailand where it is no longer possible to throw water during the IO

Songkran Festival. A whole way of life would disappear.

It cannot happen in Thailand? Yes it can and will in a shorter time than

you would think, in as little as ten years, by some predictions. But you can

ensure adequate water quantity and quality long into the future. How? Cal-

culate the amount of water you need to do the job and then turn off the tap, 1 5

saving the rest for the future.

The future may be uncertain but one thing is clear: its course lies in your

hands. Think before you turn on the tap. Each time you use water, you set a

new course for your future.

Exercise Choose the best answer for each question.

1. What is the passage about?

1. The Songkran Festival 2. A New Course

3. The Think Earth Project 4. Water Conservation

2. The average person drinks -of water a day.

1. 250 litres 2. 4 glasses

3. 2 litres 4 . 5 bottles

3. “it”” (line 3) refers t o -.

1. the air 2. water
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3. cleaning 4. vitamin

4. “We take it for granted” (line 4) means -.

1. we pay it no special attention .

2 . we are allowed by nature to do so

3. We-are given permission

4. None is correct

5. According to the writer, people in Thailand now use water-.

1. with caution 2. carefully

3. wastefully 4. in small quantities

6. What happens in many cities where people run out of water?

1. People must walk long distance to obtain water.

2. Water is rationed.

3. Bath days are restricted.

4. All are correct.

7. “Vital” (line 3) means -.

1. survival 2. important

3. vivid 4. visible

8. One can guess that this passage is a part of a / an-.

1. propaganda 2. advertisement

3. claim 4. campaign

9 . The writer asks the reader to do the following except -.

1. calculate’the amount of water he needs to do a job

2. save water for the future

3. conserve water

4 . turn off the tap now and forever

10. “A whole way of life would disappear” (line 11) means -.

1. you will die soon due to the lack of water
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2. life will not be meaningful and enjoyable any more

3. people will leave their homes in search of water

4. people will disappear from their villages

Passage 8

There are few subjects that produce such opposing points of view as

bull- fighting. It is a bloody and barbaric spectacle, appealing only to the most

primitive instincts in man, or it is the supreme expression of man’s courage and

skill in opposing brute force. Is it a sport, or an art form? The controversy is as

strong within Spain as it is outside and great efforts have been made over re- 5

recent decades to ban the whole spectacle, but it still thrives,

In many ways, bullfighting is an expression of the Spanish character.

Macho it certainly is, but it also contains elements of great skill and artistry.

The typical ‘“corrida” takes place between 4:30  and 7:00 p.m. and

usually consists of six contests, featuring three matadors, the stars of the show, IO

who kill two bulls each-if, that is, the bulls don’t kill them! Bullfighters are

known as “toreros”*nly in the opera “Carmen” are they called “toreadors”.

The bullfighting season runs from Easter till early October, with the most

spectacular shows being arranged during important fiestas, or festivals,

Exercise Choose the best answer for each question.

I. There are opposing points of view concerning bullfighting.

“Opposing” means -.

1. complimentary 2. different

3. counterfeit 4. contemporary
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2. Some people think bullfighting is .

1. barbaric 2. primitive

3. bloody 4 . All are correct

3. Efforts have been made to bullfighting:

1. forbid 2. support

3. promote 4 . encourage

4. Despite efforts to ban it, bullfighting .

1. is disappearing 2. loses spectators

3. has become unpopular 4 . remains popular

5. Which element constitutes the Spanish character?

1. Skillfulness 2. Artistry

3. Cowardice 4 . 1 and 2 are correct.

6 . How long does a “corrida” normally last?

1. 1 ‘%hours 2. 2 hours

3. 2 ‘%  hours 4 . 3 hours

7. In a bullfight, who actually kills the bulls? (

1. The torero 2 . The toro

3. The matador 4. The toreador

8 . How many bulls will’ be killed in the usual “corrida”?

1. 2 2. 3

3. 4 4 . 6

9. Which statement is correct?

1. The bullfighting season runs all year round.

2 . The bullfighting season starts in August.

3. October is the last month of the bullfighting season.

4 . The bullfighting season runs from Easter to June.
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10. Which statement is not correct?

1. In the Opera “Carmen” bullfighters are called toreadors.

2 . The most spectacular bullfighters are arranged during important fiestas.

3. The least spectacular bullfights are arranged only during Easter.

4 . In Spain festivals are called fiestas.

Passage 9

They had grown up next door to each other, on the fringe of a city, near

fields and woods and orchards, within sight of a lovely bell tower that belonged

to a school for the blind.

Now they were twenty, had not seen each other for nearly a year. There

had always been playful, comfortable warmth between them but never any talk 5

of love.

His name was Newt. Her name was Catharine. In the early afternoon,

Newt knocked on Catharine’s front door.

Catharine came to the door. She was carrying a fat, glossy magazine

she had been reading. The magazine was devoted entirely to brides. “Newt!” 1 0

she said. She was surprised to see him.

“Could you come for a walk?” he said. He was a shy person, even with

Catharine. He covered his shyness by speaking absently, as though what

really concerned him were far away-as though he were a secret agent paus-

ing briefly on a mission between beautiful distant, and sinister points. This 15

manner of speaking had always been Newt’s style, even in matters that

concerned him desperately.

“A walk?” said Catharine.
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“One foot in front of the other,” said Newt, “through leaves, overbridges

.I- 2 0

“I had no idea you were in town,” she said.

“Still in the army, I see,” she said.

Exercise Choose the best answer for each question.

1. Newt and Catharine were-.

1. neighbours 2. lovers

3. classmates 4. blind

2. Their houses were -.

1. downtown

2 . near a school for the blind

3 . at the border of a forest

4. behind a lovely bell tower

3 . Newt and Catharine had known each other for y e a r  I s .

1. one 2. five

3. ten 4. twenty

4. Newt and Catharine had not seen each other for .

1. a year 2. almost a year

3. more than a year 4. half a year

5. Newt came to see Catharine .

1. at her home 2. at school

3. in the forest 4. All are correct

6. From reading the passage, we know that Catharine

1.  was very beautiful 2. was a shy person

3 . was going to get married 4. loved to read books
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7. Catharine was reading a magazine

1. when there was a knock on her door

2. while Newt was asking her for a walk

3. when she was taking a walk with Newt

4. white Newt was standing in front of her

8. Which is true according to the passage?

1. Their houses were big.

2. The bell tower was in a school for the blind.

3. Newt and Catharine were not closed friends.

4. Catharine did not like Newt.

9. From reading the passage, we know that Newt .

1. was in love with Catharine

2. had some business to do in town

3. know very well what Catharine wanted

4 . came to see Catharine for the first time

1 0 .  Newtwas

1. a soldier 2. in town long ago

3. hiding his secret 4. a secret agent

Passage 10

Teaching is the process by which a person helps other people learn. It

is one of our most important activities. Teaching helps people gain the

knowledge and attitudes they need to be responsible citizens, earn a living,

and lead a useful, rewarding life. Teaching also provides the chief means of

passing knowledge on to the next generation. If there were no teachers,’ 5

people would have to learn everything by themselves. Few people could learn
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enough on their own to get along in the world. The world itself would change

greatly as mankind lost the knowledge, skills, and ideals inherited from past

generations.

Much teaching takes place informally-that is, outside school. In the 10

home, for example, parents teach their children everyday skills, as well as

values and habits. Business and industries often teach their employees

necessary job skills. Nevertheless, when people speak of teaching, they

usually mean formal teaching-the kind provided in schools by professional

teachers. 1 5

More people belong to the teaching profession than to any other.

Nearly 20 million men and women throughout the world are professional

teachers. The United States has almost 3 million teachers, and Canada has

more than 300,000.

The teaching profession has developed mainly since the early 1800’s, 20

when the first teacher-training schools began in western Europe. Before then,

school teachers received little or no special training. Today, most countries

require teachers to complete a professional training program and to meet

professional standards.

Exercise Choose the best answer for each question.

1. Paragraph 1 is mainly about .

1. various teaching methods 2. the importance of teaching

3. modern teaching ways 4. the process,of  teaching

2. According to the first paragraph, .

1. most people don’t need teachers because they can learn by themselves

2 . teaching helps to transfer knowledge, skills and ideals
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3. people can’t.become  good citizens and successful in life if they don’t go to

school

4. the most important activity of teaching is to help other people get

knowledge

3. “If there were no teachers, people would have to learn everything by them-

selves.” (lines 5-6) means that .

1. people don’t have to learn everything by themselves because there are no

teachers

2. people have to learn everything by themselves because there are no

teachers

3. since there are no teachers, people don’t have to learn everything by

themselves

4. since there are teachers, people don’t have to learn everything by them-

selves

4. The author of this passage believes that

1. most people could do their business without knowledge

2 . teachers play very important parts in helping students learn

3. not many people could learn enough on their town to get along in the world

4 . many people learn by themselves and can get along well in the world

5. “Get along” (lines 7) means .

1. walk alone 2. take part

3. behave nicely 4. manage well

6. In paragraph 2, the author said that

1. teaching can take place only in school

2. teaching can be both formal and informal

3. children can learn from their parents only

4 . employers can’t teach their employees in the factory
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7. The main point of paragraph 3 is that there is .

1. an increase in number of teacher in Canada

2. large number of teachers all over the world

3. popularity of the teaching profession

4 . the comparison of teachers in Canada and the U.S.

8 . According to the passage, which statement is true?

1. Informal teaching is better than formal teaching

2. Informal teaching requires well-trained teachers

3. Teacher is one of the most important activities

4 . Formal teaching means teacher-training schools

9. We learn from the passage that .

1. most people earn their living by being teachers

2. the first teacher-training schools began in western Europe

3 . before 1800’s,  school teachers received no special training

4. All are correct

10. The author of this passage wrote it in order to -.

1. recommend the teaching profession

2 . present facts about teaching

3. describe schools in the West

4 . explain why schools are important

Passage 11

Paula is a student at your school. She lives at home with her parents

and her younger brother, Richard. Since the family arrived in this country,

Paula has become concerned about Richard’s behavior; he used to be serious

about his studies and about the part-time job he had, but now he spends little
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time studying, and Paula has learned that Richard was fired from his job. 5

Furthermore, Paula has seen him hanging out with a group of local teenagers

who have a bad reputation in the neighborhood.

The other night, while Paula’s parents were out, she went into her

brother’s room to discuss her concern with him, and discovered that he had

been drinking. At first he was angry with her for interfering in his business, but 1 0

then he claimed that he had only been trying it out for the first time. When

Paula threatened to tell her parents about the incident unless he agreed to stop

fooling around with alcohol, Richard agreed.

Now Paula is confused. She has put herself into a situation in which she

cannot tell her parents about Richard’s drinking. She suspects the problem is 1 5

more serious than he had admitted. However, if she breaks her agreement with

Richard and tells her parents, she is afraid that they will react angrily and

perhaps even throw Richard out of the house.

She goes to talk with two of her friends who came to this country when

she did. Her friend, Susan, has seen one of her own brothers ruin his life with 2 0

alcohol and drugs, and she feels that Paula is justified in doing anything she

can to save Richard. However, her friend Arnold does not drink and has a

more tolerant attitude toward people who do. He feels that Richard is going

through a phase and will straighten himself out if Paula just teaves him alone.

What should Paula do? 2 5

Exercise Choose the best answer for each question.

1.  Paul is -.

1. a working girl 2. Richard’s elder sister

3. from Turkey 4. an intelligent girl
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2. Now Paula is worried about-.

1. her school 2.. her parents

3., Richard’s behavior 4 . the new country

3. Richard was once -.

1. attentive’.in  his studies 2. a heavy drinker

3. very lazy about his studies 4. working very hard

4., Richard’s behavior has changed because of his -.

1. family 2. school

3. old friends 4 . new friends

5. Paula went to Richard’s room because-.

1. she wanted to talk to him about his conduct

2 . he wanted to see her personally

3. her parents wanted her to control his conduct

4 . she wanted to see his room when he was not in

6. When Paula found out that Richard had been drinking in his room, at first

1. she was angry 2. he was angry

3. she kept silent 4. he said sorry to her

7. Paula asked Richard to promise not ever to drink again; otherwise-.

1.  he will be fired from his job 2. he will be thrown out of school

3. she will tell the parents 4. she will not forgive him

8. Paula believes that if her parents know about Richard’s drinking, they.

1. will ignore him 2. must be angry with him

3. will keep him in the house 4. must be heart broken

9. Alcohol and drugs have ruined .

1. Susan’s two brothers

2. Richard’s life
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3. Paul’s ambitions

4. the life of one of Susan’s brothers

10. Two of Paula’s friends-.

1. gave her the same advice

2. gave her different advice

3. made her see the problem clearly

4 . advised her to solve the problem by herself

Passage 12

Pasta’ is the Italian name for noodles made from flour. Macaroni and

spaghetti are the best-known kinds, but there are many others in many different

shapes.

A famous Italian traveller, Marco Polo, probably brought noodles made

of flour from China about 600 years ago. They were an immediate success 5

with the Italians, and became a national specialty.

Italian pasta has always been popular in the United States, England and

France, but in recent years more and more people around the world are

enjoying it with different sauces and flavourings.

The Japanese, Russians and East Europeans have become enthusiastic 10

pasta eaters. And even the Italians themselves seem to be eating more than

ever.

The Japanese are eating more but for different reasons. They have

become more open to Western-style food in recent years because they have

travelled more widely. 1 5

Pasta’s popularity has increased in Europe and the United States as

more people prefer Italy’s healthy Mediterranean diet. This includes a lot of
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vegetables and herbs, but not much meat.

In Thailand, many people enjoy macaroni or spaghetti with tomato

sauce. This is known in Italy as ‘napolitana’ - in the style of Naples. 2 0

You can eat pasta in many different shapes, such as tubes, ribbons,

shells and spirals. And like rice, it can be the basis of cheap, tasty and

enjoyable meals.

Exercise Choose the best answer

1. The best title for this passage is

1. How to Eat Italian Pasta 2. All You Can Eat

3. Italian Pasta: Worldwide Favorite 4. Inexpensive Food

2. Examples of Italian pastasare

1.  pizza and lasagna 2. spaghetti and macaroni

3. muffin and canneloni 4. All are correct.

3. Which statement is not true?

1. Italian pasta has many different shapes.

2. Italian name for noodle is “pasta”

3. There are only two kinds of Italian noodles.

4 . Marco Polo brought noodles from China.

4. “They” (line 5) refers to .

1. the Italians 2. many different shapes

3. Italian dishes 4. noodles made of flour

5 .  ‘I.....enthusiastic pasta-eaters” (lines IO-I 1) means -.

1. those who enjoy eating Italian noodles

2 . people who like to eat pasta

3. those who find pasta their favorite food

4. All are correct
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6. The Japanese eat pasta more because of the following reasons except.

1.  they like it

2. they have become more open to western style food

3. they see more different kinds of food while travelling

4. it is inexpensive

7. Thai people enjoy eating macaroni or spaghetti .

1. in their own way 2. with a lot of soy sauce

3. Naples style 4. None is correct

8. Which statement is true?

1. Italian pasta’s popularity has decreased in Europe and the United States.

2 . Tubes, ribbons, shells are different shapes of the pasta.

3. only the Japanese eat more of the pasta.

4 . Westerners became more open to Japanese food.

9. In Italy “napolitana” means

1. in the style of Naples 2. the fabulous city

3. well known in Italy 4.  macaroni with tomato sauce

10. “ . . . . . it” (line 22) refers to

1. rice 2. shape

3. meal 4. pasta

Passage 13

In fact, King Ramkhamhaeng’s contribution in creating the first Thai

alphabet was a much greater accomplishment than it might seem to have been

on the surface. Due to the variety of languages spoken by the “Tai” peoples

who formed the Kingdom of Sukhothai, some of whom did not speak tonal
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languages, the resultant Thai language was a complex combination of vowels 5

and consonants, together with tones, and most certainly would have required a

truly great mind to put into written form.

But Sukhothai itself contributed not only to the civilization of northern

Thailand, it also laid the foundation for all successive Kingdoms of Siam by way

of philosophical beliefs, benevolent rule, and enormously creative artisan skills. IO

Whether King Ramkhamhaeng was himself, a devout Buddhist or had

the vision to see the wisdom of Buddhism for the diverse groups of people who

made up the Sukhothai Kingdom is beside the point. The fact is that it was,

and has been, through his efforts in promoting Buddhism that Thailand has

become a country which exudes an uncanny tolerance for others, a highly 1 5

refined sense of personal individuality, and at the same time a level of mutual

respect among people which literally stands visitors on their heads in awe upon

their first visit to the country.

Exercise Choose the best answer ’

1. What is the passage about?

1.  King Ramkhamhaeng’s bravery.

2 . Sukhothai as the cradle of Thai civilization.

3. The Tai peoples on the Indo-China  Peninsula.

4. Tonal languages.

2. King Ramkhamhaeng .

1. promoted Buddhism in his kingdom

2. created the first Thai alphabet

3. reigned over the kingdom of Sukhothai

4. All of the above
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3. “It” (line 9) refers to .

1. northern Thailand 2. civilization

3. Sukhothai 4. foundation

4 . Which is not true according to the passage?

1. All Jai peoples spoke tonal languages.

2. The Thai languages was a tone language.

3. The Thai languages had a written form.

4 . The Thai language was a complex combination of vowels and consonants.

5. The synonym of “variety” (line 3) is .

1.  benevolent 2. promoting

3. diversity 4. individuality

6. Sukhothai laid the foundation of Thai civilization for .

1. all countries of Southeast Asia

2. all southern states

3. Ayuthaya and Ratanakosin

4. All are correct

7. Examples of Sukhothai civilization could be seen through

sive, Kingdoms of Siam.

1. beliefs, kind rulership and the skills

2. great philosophers and monks

3. brave warriors and leaders

4. None is correct

8. “Devout” (line 11) means .

1. very loving or loyal

2. needing great care

3. following a leader

4 . paying serious attention to religious duties
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9. Who saw the wisdom of Buddhism?

1. King Ramkhamhaeng

2. Diverse groups of people

3. Visitors of Sukhothai

4. The makers of the Sukhothai Kingdom

10. ‘Because of Buddhism, visitors find the Thai people

1. uncannily tolerant of others

2 . have no sense of personal individuality

3. care for visitors less and less

4 . have no mutual respect for old people

Passage 14

On February 14 Americans celebrate another unusual holiday, St.

Valentine’s Day, a special day for lovers. Valentines are cards-usually red

and shaped like hearts-with messages of love written on them. Lovers send

these cards to each other, often anonymously, on St. Valentine’s Day.

The origins of this holiday are uncertain, but according to one legend, it 5

gets its name from a Christian priest named Valentine who lived in Rome during

the third century after Christ. His job was to perform marriages for Christian

couples. Unfortunately, the Emperor of Rome, Claudius II, did not allow

Christian marriages, so they had to be performed in secret. Eventually

Valentine was arrested and put into prison. While in prison he fell in love with 1 0

the daughter of the prison guard.

After one year, the Emperor offered to release Valentine if he would

agree to stop performing these secret marriages. Valentine refused, so the

Emperor sentenced him to death. Valentine was executed in 270 A.D. on
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February 14. the same day the Romans worshiped their goddess of marriage, 1 5

Juno. Before he was killed, Valentine sent a love letter to the daughter of the

prison guard. He signed the letter “from your Valentine.” That was the first

valentine.

The next valentine was sent by Charles, Duke of Orleans, to his wife in

1415 A.D. while he was a prisoner in the Tower of London. His valentine is now 20

on exhibit in the British Museum. The first commercially printed valentines did

not appear until 1809. Some of these valentines were not messages of love.

Comic valentines, or “penny dreadfuls”  as they were called, were often funny

and sometimes insulting. The “Golden Age” of valentines started in the 1840s

when valentine-makers began making elaborate and expensive valentines. 25
c

Jonathan King became famous as a publisher of beautiful and unusual

valentines in Britain in the 1870s. Esther Howland  was the first to publish

valentines in the United States in the 1860s. She created handmade designs

for valentines which cost as much as thirty dollars.

Exercise* Choose the best answer

1. St. Valentine’s Day is .

1. a special day for lovers 2. on February 14 every year

3. an unusual holiday 4. All are correct

2. “Them” (line 3) refers to .

1.  Valentines 2. cards

3. hearts 4. messages

3. Lovers often send Valentine’s Day cards to each other.

1. without their names 2. with their names

3. without any messages 4. with red roses
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4. Christian marriage could not be performedG#?nly  in Rome because-.

1. Valentine was not a Roman

2. Valentine was a Christian priest

3. Emperor Claudius II did not allow it

4 . Rome was not a Christian city

5. The lady who Valentine fell in love with was -.

1. very beautiful 2. the prison guard’s daughter

3. King Claudius’s wife 4. also in prison

6 . Valentine was killed because hethe Emperor’s command.

I, agreed with 2. considered to

3. didn’t agree with 4. didn’t believe
‘.:

7. Valentine sent a love letter to his lover-

I, on February 14 2. after he was killed

3. on the same day he was killed 4. before he was killed

8. Which is not true according to the passage?

I, Charles’s valentine was sent to his wife.

2. Charles’s valentine was sent from the Tower of London.

3. Charles’s valentine is now shown in the British Museum.

4 . Charles’s valentine was the first commercially printed valentine.

9. Esther Howland -.

1.

- 2.

3.

4 .

was the first to publish valentines in the U.S.

created handmade designs for valentines

made very expensive valentines

All are correct
\

“I.10. What are valentines? _.

1. cards 2 . Romans

3. lovers 4 . messages
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Passage 15

Eyergy  comes from many sources. Most of our energy comes from oil.

Gasoline for cars, trucks, and buses comes from oil. We also heat our food,

our water, and our houses with ,oil  and natural gas. However, oil is expensive

and it causes pollution. Another source of energy is the nucleus of the atom.

Nuclear power plants make electricity for many cities in the world, but nuclear 5

power is expensive and dangerous.

Today, people are looking for different sources of energy. Some people

are using wind power to make electricity. A few people are driving electric

cars. Many people are using the sun as a source of energy. This passage is

about solar energy, or energy from the sun. 1 0

Solar energy (power from the sun) has many uses. In many parts of the

world, people are building solar houses with large numbers of windows to

collect the heat of the sun. Solar collectors can make hot water from sunlight.

The rays of the sun heat water in a solar collector, and the hot water goes into a

storage tank. People can use the hot water for washing or for heating their 1 5

houses. In the future, people may use the rays of the sun to make electricity for

their homes. They will use photovoltaic cells to make electricity from sunlight.

The sun is an important “new” source of energy. It is less expensive

than oil or nuclear energy. Furthermore, it does not cause pollution, and it is

not as dangerous as nuclear power. Many people think that solar energy will 2 0

be the answer to our future energy problems.

Exercise Choose the best answer

1. From what does our energy mostly come?

1.  wind power 2. oil
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3. the nucleus 4. natural gas

2. Oil as well as is expensive and dangerous.

1.  wind power 2. natural gas

3. nuclear power 3. the solar cell

3. Be*cause  of the many disadvantages of oil, nowadays, people are

1. buying new kinds of energy from Mars

2 . trying to get other sources of energy

3. asking the government to reduce the price of oil

4 . looking for help from other planets

4. From how many sources do people get energy?

1. 2 2. 3

3. 4 4. 5

5. What do some people make for their houses with wind power?

1. Cars 2. Food

3. Water 4. Electricity

6. What is the source of solar energy?

1. The earth 2. Oil

3. The sun 4. The nucleus

7. A solar collector can .

1. use hot water for washing

2. heat water from sunlight

3. make electricityfrom sunlight

4. answer our future energy problems

8. People are building solar houses in

1. some places 2. all parts of the world

3. most countries in the world 4. Asia and Africa only
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9. Solar energy may solve problems.

1.  water shortage 2. storage

3. natural energy 4. future energy

IO. How do people use the hot water from a solar collector?

1. For nuclear power.

2. For washing and heating.

3. To cause pollution.

4. To change suniight into electricity.
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Passage 1

There are many kinds of animals in the world. Some are mammals.

Others are reptiles. Still others are insects.

There are many kinds of mammals. Some mammals, like the lion and

the giraffe, live in places where the temperature is about 38 o C Others, such

as the polar bears and the seals, live in places where the temperature is 5

about 5 ‘C others, for example the whale, live in water where the

temperature is about 10 ’ C.
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Reptiles, like the python and puff adder live in the jungle. The

temperature is about 40’  C. there. Other reptiles, like lizards and rattle-

snakes, live in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado. The temperature is about 1 0

30 o C in the summer and 0 ’ C in the winter. Reptiles dislike cold weather,

so when it is very cold, they sleep.

Insects live everywhere. Some live in the air, such as mosquito and the

fly. Others live on land, like ant. Still others live in the water.

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1 . An elephant is a large mammal.

A mammal is a kind of animal which feeds his young with .

1, grass in the field 2. milk from the breast

3. smaller animals 4. banana leaves

2 . An alligator as well as a crocodile is a reptile.

A reptile ,

1. lays egg 2. is cold-blooded

3. creeps or crawls 4. All are correct

3 . Fly is an annoying insect.

Insect

1. cannot walk 2. has no backbone

3. can fly like a bird 4. is a medium size animal

4.. Nowadays, roads are cut through the jungles.

Jungle is like a

1. field 2. garden

3. valley 4. forest
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5 . In Thailand there are no extremes of temperature.

Temperature can be known by

I. weighing 2. measuring

3. calculating t 4. observing

6. Lizard is a small reptile.

Lizard is a reptile because it can

1.  creep 2. walk

3. jump 4. run

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a . Write (T) for the correct answer or (f)  for incorrect one in the space provided.

-1.  There are only three kinds of animals in the world.

-2.  Tiger and elephant can live in a hot weather.

-3.  Seals and polar bears also like hot weather.

4. We can say that some mammals like cold weather, some like hot weather.

-5.  All mammals can live on land only.

-6.  Reptiles cart live in both hot and cold weather.

b. Choose the best ariswer.

1 . “Others” in line 2 paragraph 1 refers t o

1. animals 2 . mammals

3. reptiles 4 . insects

2. Some kinds of mammals can _ .

1. .fly 2 . crawl

3. swim 4 . creep

3 . A whale -.

1.  is a mammal

.
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2. is a sea animal

3. feeds his young with milk from the-breast

4. All are correct

4. A reptile can live

1. in ajungle  only

3. everywhere on land

5. Reptiles dislike cold weathe, .

1. so they cannot live in cold weather

2. but they can still live in cold weather

2. in cold water only

4. only in hot weather

3. so when it is cold they move to hot weather

4 . so they die when the weather turns very cold

Passage 2

What is money? Money is what money does. Anything that

performs the functions of money is money. There are three functions of

money.

First and foremost, money is a medium of exchange; that is, money

is useable in buying and selling goods and services. As a medium of 5

exchange, money allows society to escape the complications of barter

and thereby to reap the benefits of geographic and human specialization.

Money is also a standard of value. Society finds it convenient to

use the monetary unit as a yardstick of measuring the relative worth of

heterogeneous goods and resources. This has obvious advantages. 10

With a money system, we needs not state the price of each product in

terms of all other products for which it might possibly be exchanged; that
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is, we need not stat.e the price of cows in terms of corn’, cream, cigars,

Chevrolets, cravats, or some other product. This use of money as a

common denominator means that the price of each product need to be 15

stated only in terms of the monetary unit.. .

Finally, money serves as a store of value. Because money is the

most liquid of all assets, it is very convenient form in which to store

wealth.

McConnell, Economics

Exercise I Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. The seals performed well at the circus.

Are you satisfied with the . . . . . ...?

1. perform 2. performing

3. performance 4. performed

2. There are numerous functions that our Queen must attend.

“Function” in this sentence means . . . . . .

1.  special activity 2. public ceremony

3. variable quantity 4. personal action

3. Is five apples for fi,ve eggs a fair exchange?

“Exchange” in this sentence is used as a/an . . . . . . . .

1. noun 2. verb

3. adjective 4. adverb

4. Will it be convenient for you to start work tomorrow?

“Convenient” in this sentence means . . . . . . . .

1. handy 2. suitable

3. easy to get to 4. solvable
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5. She gained little advantage from her visit to Paris.

“Advantage” in this sentence means . . . . . . . .

1. deceit 2. ease

3. benefit v 4. helpfulness

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1.  Most people do not know what money is. ~

-2.  We can use money to buy everything.

-3.  Without money our society will be very complicated.

-4.  Money has value in itself.

-5. If we want to buy a cow, we can just exchange it with our apples.

b. Choose the best answer.

1. People can spend money in .

1. selling goods 2. buying goods

3. services 4. All are correct

2 . As a medium of exchange, money can society in solving a barter

problem.

1. escape 2. help

3. use 4. reap

3. Monetary unit can be used of all kinds of goods and resource.

1. to keep in shape 2. as a measurement

3. to tell the value 4. to help people to buy

4. “Money is the most liquid of all assets, ” (lines 17-l 8) means that money
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I. is very soft 2. can flow easily

3. can be stored easily 4. is spent very fast

5. Which is not true according to the passage?

1. We can use rnoney in exchange for service?.

2 . Society will be better without money.

3 . Prices of all products can be stated in terms of money.

4 . Money does its own functions.

Passage 3

Food Personalities

People express their personalities in their clothes, their cars, and their

homes. Because we might choose certain foods to “tell” people something

about us, our diets can also be an expression of our personalities. For

example, some people eat mainly gourmet foods, such as caviars  and

lobster, and they are only in expensive restaurants (never in cafeterias or 5

snack bars). They might want to “tell” the world that they know about the

“better things in life.”

Human beings can eat many different kinds of food, but some people

choose not to eat meat. Vegetarians often have more in common than just

their diet. Their personalities might be similar, too. For example, vegetarians 10

in the United States may be creative people, and they might not enjoy

competitive sports or jobs. They worry about the health of the world, and they

probably don’t believe in war.

Some people eat mostly “fast food.” One study shows that many fast-

food eaters have a lot in common with one another, but they are very different 15

from vegetarians. They are competitive and good at business. They are also
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usually in a hurry. Many fast-food eaters might not agree with this description

of their personalities, but it is a common picture of them.

Some people also believe that people of the same astrological sign

have similar food personalities. plrian  (born under the sign of Aries between 2 0

March 21 and April 19) usually like spicy food, with a lot of onions and

pepper. People with the sign of Taurus (April 20 to May 20) prefer healthful

fruits and vegetables, but they often eat too much. Sagittarians (November 22

to December 21) like ethnic food from many different countries. Aquarians

(January 20 to February 18) can eat as much meat and fish as they want, but 2 5

sugar and cholesterol are sometimes problems for them.

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. I cannot easily express how grateful I am for your help.

“Express” in this sentence means

1. open my heart easily 2. make known or show by words

3. come to the right conclusion 4. send a letter of condolences

2. There was a certain coldness in her attitude towards me.

“Certain” in this sentence means .

1. no doubt about it 2. something to be assured

3. possibility to do 4. some but not much

3. This purse is too expensive for me to buy.

“Expensive” means .
.

1. very good 2. high quality

3. high priced 4. very excessive

4 . Mr. Jamlong  is a vegetarian. He does not eat . . . . . . . . .

1. meat 2. vegetable
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3. fruits 4. vitamins

5. Kongrit is a creative man. He many important words.

1. creates 2. creation

3. creator 4. creative

6. Our firm offers you competitive prices.

“Competitive price” means price that .

1 . is higher than other firms

2 . compare favourably with those of other firms

3 . cannot be counted on other firms

4 . is the same as other firms

7. Can you give me a of the thief? I know but I can’t -his  personality.

1. description, descriptive 2. describe, description

3. description, describe 4. descriptive, describe

8. It is believed that people of the same astrological sign have similar food per-

sonalities.

“Astrological” in this sentence is used as a/an

I. noun 2. verb

3. adjective 4. adverb

.

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1.  Gourmet folods  are sold in expensive restaurants only.

-2.  People from all walks of life can eat gourmet foods.

-3.  There are many different kinds of food that people can choose to eat.

4. Vegetarians in the United States seem to be good at business.

-5.  People whcl  were born between April to May eat too much.
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b. Choose the best answer.

1. People’s personalities can be expressed by their .

1. ways of livings 2. closed friends

3. own parents 4. ways of smiling

2. Caviars and lobster are . ’

1. not expensive food 2. for the rich only

3. for the poor only 4. for everybody

3. Those who eat gourmet foods think that they are other people.

I. richer than 2. as goods as

3. superior to 4. inferior to

4. Vegetarians are persons who

1, do not want to kill animals

2. are very sincere and obedient

3. like to play competitive sports

4 . are concerned about people’s health and love peace

5. Fast food eaters

1. do everything quickly 2. are not the same as vegetarians

3, do not like competitive sports 4. always return home early

*6. People who were born under the sign of Aries like .

1. healthful fruits 2. ethnic food

3. spicy food 4.. sweet things

7. People who were born under the sign of Aquarians .

1. are lazy 2. enjoy eating

3. like spicy food 4. are healthy
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Passage 4

Business in the Future

Imagine the typical work. situations of the fairly recent past. A

traditional woman’s workplace was the home. Her occupation was a

combination of house-keeper, cook, driver, babysitter, teacher, and gardener.

A man’s workplace was probably in factory or an office. Factory workers, like

other blue-collar workers, probably use machinery, but some amount of the 5

work was manual. 0ffice workers, like other white-collar workers, didn’t work

with machines or their hands. Instead, they dealt with ideas, numbers, and

people. Most of them had secretaries who typed, filed papers, and answered

phones.

Technology has already (caused changed in these traditional work 10

situations, but we will see more changes in the future. The increasing use of

robots machines that do the jobs of human beings-will mean fewer’ jobs for

blue-collar workers. In the United States, for example, 33% of all workers now

have manufacturing jobs: however, these jobs in factories will decrease to

11% at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Blue-collar workers in the 15

future will not need much education or skill, but their pay will be low.

The use of computers, already very important today, will continue to

create enormous changes for white-collar workers. In offices, as in factories,

there will be a need for fewer people, but those people will need more skills.

Secretaries, for instance, will need to be able to use word processing and 20

other computer packages. In addition, many office workers will be free to

work in several locations-e.g.,  the office and  the home. This will be possible

because of computer network-groups of connected computers. These

computer networks will cause even more changes in family life. Today most
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men and over half of all women leave the house each day to go to Lvork,  but in 2 5

the future both men and women may choose to stay home with a computer

and still be able to receive a paycheck.

And how will people spend this paycheck? Up until now, consumers

have been buying most of the things that they need or want in stores. They’ve

driven or taken public transportation to supermarkets, shopping centers, 30

department stores, and specialty shops, where they’ve looked for sales,

bargains, and discounts. They’ve examined products and made their choices.

Then, with the help of sale-clerks, they’ve paid cash, written checks, or used

credit cards to buy the merchandise. Then they’ve taken the items home. Until

now, most consumers have been shopping in this way; however, experts 35

predict that shopping habits may greatly change in the future.

Already, some people are shopping less and less in stores and more

and more with computers or videoscreens. Some consumers now use their

computers to order certain merchandise, such as airline tickets, computer

products, and videotapes by telephone. These items arrive soon in the mail 40

at their homes or workplaces. An even more modern method of shopping,

however, is through videocatalogues in hotels, supermarkets, and other

public places. Videocatalogues are computers with screens that show

pictures of products to buy. Shoppers simply touch the screens to get

information, focus on merchandise, make choices, and order products. After 45

the shoppers pass their credit cards through the machines, their orders go to

a warehouse, which sends them the items.
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Exercise I Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. Don’t speak like that; I’m in an embarrassing situation.

“Situation” in this sentence means -.

1.  position 2. condition

3. work 4. shyness

2. Bob and Sue must go to an important party; so they have to get a babysitter for

their young one.

A babysitter is a person paid to look after a baby for -.

1. three days 2. severatweeks

3. a short time 4. intensive care

3. We have a new house-it is a’  great change for the better.

“Change” in this sentence is used as a/an -.

1. verb 2. adjective

3. adverb 4. noun

4. Suchart  does everything like a robbot.

“ A robbot” is a _-.

1. machine-like person

2. small bird with red breast-feathers

3. machine in a big factory

4. computer game played by children

5. Christians believe that God created the world.

“Create” in this sentence means -.

1. produce 2. invest

3. cause to exist. 4. make something old

6. Suda gets her paycheck every month.

“Paycheck” in this sentence means -.
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1. a person to whom a payment is made

2 . a day on which salary or wages are paid

3 . check in payment of wages or salary

4. an official in charge of paying

7. Pornchai is a big-. He consumes everything in front of him.

1. consume 2. consuming

3. consumable 4. consumer

8. One must learn to focus on one problem at a time.

“Focus” in this sentence means-

1. adjust oneself 2. fixan eye

3. concentrate 4. meet

Exercise
3

Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1. In the recent past, woman’s occupation was housework.

-2. Nowadays, technology has played a very important part in work situations

for blue-collar workers.

-3. Today, it is not necessary for secretaries to know how to use computer.

-4. In the future, consumers do not have to go to the store if they want to do

the shopping.

-5. The most madern  method of shopping is by using the telephone.

b. Choose the best answer.

I, Blue-collar workers work

1. in an office

3. at home

2. in a factory

4. 1 and 2 are correct
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2. White-collar workers use their _w o r k i n g .in

1. hands 2. machines

3. brains 4. bodies

3. Most of white-collar workers must have to help them work.

1. computers 2. wives

3. servants 4. secretaries

4. In the future, with ithe  help of technology

1. there will be fewer jobs for blue-collar workers

2 . robots-machine cannot do the jobs done by human beings

3 . great number of workers in the United States can find jobs easily

4 . only 11% of the workers will lbe  unemployed

5. With the use of colnputers’many  office workers

1. must be able to use word processing

2 . can work at home or in the.office

3 . can go shoppir?g  in department stores

4 . prefer using telephone in buying things

6. At present, some consumers order merchandise with computers.

1. all kinds of 2. only very big

3. heavy equipment 4. some kinds of

7. This passage warns us that we will be in danger of being unemployed if we _.

1. are lazy

2. are not educated

3 . do not know how to use computer

4 . keep on ordering merchandise with computer
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Passage 5

“Behold the line.. .,I’

The first time it happened to me was at a Thai post office. I was politely

waiting my turn to do business with the official when a kindly-looking man

stepped right in front of me, put his money on the counter and was cordially

helped on the spot. I wondered why the official didn’t just tell him to go to the

end of the line. That’s the way we were taught to do things where I come from. 5

I saw myself as the victim in a clear case of unjustified rudeness. And

it was treatment that I was unaccustomed to from such polite people as the

Thais. I could feel a critical remark inching toward my lips. I felt the

judgemental part of me emerging for the first time since arriving in Thailand. It

was a dreaded feeling. So I choked it off and patiently waited my turn. After 10

finishing my business, I walked off, still feeling a little surprised by what I had

witnessed.

An hour later I was at the bank, again beholding the line, when out of

the blue, two Thai bank customers swooped down in front of me and dropped

their passbooks, deposit slips, and cash in easy reach of the teller. And they 15

were accepted. There I stood waiting my turn like the considerate person I

was trained to be. By now I was questioning whether my training was

adequate.

I have learned something from those experiences. When I stand in line

in Thailand, I hug the line because it is no problem for others and it helps me 20

get served in what I consider to be the proper order. And when I am in line at

the bank, I do as the Thais do, I hand my business to the teller and I stand in

line waiting for the business to be completed. . It will be handled in the order

received and the documents to be returned will be returned as expected.
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That’s how it is done in Thailand. And it works just fine. 2 5

These days I’m slow to judge others and quicker to understand myself.

I find that this approach makes for a better life whether I am in Thailand or that

place where I’m from.. ..far, far away.

Relax, and enjoy the beautiful Thai.

Tourist Police News Beautiful Thai May-June 1987.

Exercise 1 Use the correct idiom in each sentence:

on the spot out of the blue be slow to judge

choke something off in easy reach hug the line

get served

1.  Sompong asked Suda - to have dinner with him at an exclusive restau-

rant.

2. The room service in this hotel was fast, I-in what I ordered in ten minutes.

3 . The woman gave birth to her child on the way to the hospital. She needed help

4 . In your house, never place toxic: cleaning supplies __ of your children.

5. Tom was waiting in line for a correct ticket. He- when a few line jumpers

tried to get in.

6. Malee has grown a lot these years. She understands other people more and is

- o t h e r s .

7. People standing in line tended to- their bad feeling- if the line jumper

said “Excuse me, please.”

Exercise 2 Choose the best answer for each question.

1. Where did the story take place?

1. At a post office 2. At a bank
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3. In Thailand 4. All of the above

2. The writer was probably .

1. aThai 2. a foreigner

3. an American 4. can not tell from the passage

3. When a man cut in front of him in line, the writer .

1. protested at once

2 . told him to go to the end of the line

3. was angry

4. stepped right in front of him

4. Which statement would the author agree with? ’

1. The bank teller should serve customers who reached him first.

2 . In any line, the fundamental rule is first come, first served.

3. Thai people accept the rule of waiting in line.

4 . The official should give critical remark to the victim.

5. According to the writer’s training,

1. everyone should have an equal interest in keeping on orderly line

2 . some people may fall victims of unjustified rudeness

3. people in line should agree to admit the line jumper

4 . rational people may act irrationally when forced to stand in line

6. In both cases, the writer chose to .

1. file the complaint 2. remain silent

3. walk out 4. abandon the line

7. From both experiences, the writer learned .

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .
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how to protest the line jumper

to get accustomed to the Thai’s way

to stay close to the person before him

how to judge the man behind the counter
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8. “I do as the Thais do” (line 22) means

1. I watch the line

2. I allow not much space left ini front of me

3. I stand in line waiting for the business to be completed

4. All are correct

9. What is the writer’s conclusion?

1. Thai people are not polite as expected

2. Thais have their own etiquette for waiting in line.

3. Thais are kind, considerate and easy-going people.

4 . Thais don’t know the “distributive justice” rule.

10. Which proverb would the writer follow?

1. Actions speak louder than words.

2. Silence is golden.

3. When in Rome, do as the Romans do.

4 . Still water runs deep.

Passage 6

So, you are thinking about keeping us wild animals as pets? Take

some time to read this, please. It may save you lots of headaches, and us our

lives.

Most of our young can be taken from the wild only after their mothers

and fathers have been killed. To get baby monkeys, gibbons of langurs, 5

hunters shoot their mothers down from trees, sometimes killing them both.

Even when the young survive the fall, they often suffer internal injuries that can

cost them their lives later. Some of those which survive die later from

malnutrition. So each cute little monkey available on the market stands for
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many others that die. 1 0

Eagles, hawks and owls also have sharp beaks and claws, which can

pose a threat to their owners even after they become apparently tame. To

train them takes a lot of time, eneigy and know-how.

Boredom and loneliness can make us bite owners or chew on

household objects. Some of us may emit ear-splitting cries. 1 5

These are only a few points to ponder before you decide to go out and

buy one of us. Find out more from books or experts if you still haven’t realized

the kind of work you are getting into.

Remember, our lives and well-being may depend on your decision.

Thanks for changing your mind. See you in the forest, friend. 20

Exercise 1 Show your understanding of the italicized words by matching the

sentence parts.

a. A cute little girl 1.  children in Bangladesh suffered

-b.  I save myself a lot of work malnutrition.

c. After disastrous floods, 2. and we fundamentally agree with ,

-d.  In order to develop their countries, what his party stands for.

-e.  Arthit  is a representative from our 3. when I used a computer.

province, 4. is vefy  pretty or attractive.

5. our neighbors asked the Thai

government to send them know-

how.

Exercise 2 Choose the best answer for each question.

1. The best title for this reading selection is -.

1.  Why Me?

3. Messages from the Wild
334
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2. Enjoy Wildlife While You Live

4. How to Keep Wild Animals
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2. Which idea would the writer of this passage support?

1. To confine animals in cage 2. To keep wild animals as pets

3. To tame wild animals 4. None of the above

3. To get a baby gibbon, one has to .

1. suffer internal injuries 2. shoot several young monkeys

3. kill its mother 4. kill the baby and its parents

4 . “So each cute little monkey.. . . . many others that die.” (lines 9-10)

The above sentence means .

1. one little monkey can represent many others

2 . a little monkey costs much more than a big one

3. many lives are taken before one can catch a little monkey alive

4 . only cute little monkeys are well fed and sold in the market

5. “Us” (line 17) refers to .

1. those birds 2. wild animals

3. owners 4. beaks and claws

6. “Some of us may emit ear-splitting cries” (line 15) means

1. utter 2. control

3. employ 4. pledge

7. Some wild animals may bite their owners because they -.

1. are just apparently tame 2. are bored and lonely

3. used to biting household objects 4. want to tease their owners

8. Which problem will owners of wild animals face?

1. Animals can pose a threat to their otiers.

2. It takes a lot of time to train wild animals.

3. A great deal of know-how is needed to train wild animals.

4. All of the above.
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9. Before one decides to keep wild animals as pets, one should

1. live in the forest at least a year and a half

2. learn the kind of work one is getting into

3. discuss this matter with the landlord first

4 . buy more land and houses for them to run about

10. We learn from the passage that the right place for wild animals is -.

I. the books

3. your mind

2. the cages

4. the forest

Passage 7

Mathura

Bovine Tears.

Pathos isn’t the prerogative of human beings only. Even animals have

known to pine away at the loss of their masters, especially dogs who have

been famous for their loyalty to their masters.

But in a bizarre case, at Mathura, several cows turned up at the funeral

procession of their herdsman, eighty-five year old Pyarelal, who has been 5

looking after them since he was a sprightly young lad of twelve years.

When the village folk, carrying the mortal remains of Pyarelal, passed

through the fields, they were suddenly surrounded by several cows, blocking

the movement of the funeral procession.

While some of the cows snorted in anger, others stood by silently their 1 0

large bovine eyes, filled with tears, refusing to let the funeral procession

proceed.

The non-plussed village folks had no option, but to chase away the

mute animals with lathes and sticks, leaving them hurt and scattered.
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Pyarelal was known to be very fond of his animals, going to the extent 15

of calling a few of the cows by individual names like Bhoori, Munni, Lali etc.,

to which names these cows responded.

LUCKNOW  CITY MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1991

Exercise 1 Complete each sentence using one of the following terms.

pathos to pine away bizarre sprightly

mute scattered prerogative

1.  Before modern technology, the glory and the beauty of art were considered the

-of  the rich.

2 . -is a quality in a situation that makes people feel sadness and pity.

3. He collected gadgets and he loved to crowd them into his bedroom.

4. The accused man was questioned again and again but he remained-.

5. My uncle, a- 75-year old man, was chosen the chairman of a runners’ club.

6. The group of demonstrators- when they heard a machine gun fire.

7. Mom, my neighbor’s faithful dog, _- when its master died a month ago.

Exercise 2 Choose the best answer for each question.

1.  The passage is about -.

1. a herdman’s story

2. a funeral procession

3 . animals which pined away at the loss of their master

4 . a loyal dog which looked after the cattle in a small village

2. What was Pyarelal?

1. A villager 2. An old man

3. A herdsman 4. All are correct
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3. What were the village folk doing?

1. They looked after Pyarelal’s animals.

2. They were working in the fields.

3. They were carrying Pyarelal’s corpse.

4 . They were attending a funeral of their head village.

4. The story took place in -.

1. acity 2. a town

3. a village 4. a suburb

5. “Bovine” (line 11) means-.

1. a steel knife 2. of an ox or cow

3. pretty and big 4. dull and stupid

6. Which statement was not true about Pyarelal?

1. He was eighty-five years old.

2 . He lost his master since he was twelve years old.

3 . He was very fond of his animals.

4 . He lived in Mathura since he was a boy.

7. What did the animals do?

1. They attended the funeral of their herdsman.

2. They attacked a group of villagers at Mathura.

3. They blocked the funeral procession of Pyarelal.

4 . They were surrounded by the village folk.

8. “Others” (line 10) refers to -.

1. the village folk

3. animals

2. large bovine eyes

4. some of the cows I

9 . We learn from the passage that -.

1. Pyarelal was dead

2 . Pyarelal’s animals were loyal to him
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3. Pyarelal and his animals were very close

4. All of the above

10. We can tell from the story that __.

1. Pyarelal’s animals loved him

2. calling cows by individual names is bizarre

3 . the village folk expected the cows to turn up at the funeral

4 . only dogs are sad when their masters die

Passage 8

EDITORIAL

Deforestation

A threat to everyone

In the wake of last September’s flood disaster in Bangladesh, which

left up to a third of the population homeless, scientists are warning that

continued destruction of the world’s forests will trigger an increasing number

of similar, catastrophic floods. The destruction of vast forest areas of Nepal,

Northern India, and Bangladesh has been a major factor in the floods that 5

have plagued Bangladesh in recent years. Forests help prevent flooding by

holding the soil in place and absorbing much of the rain. Forests also supply

much of the oxygen essential to life on earth.

Tropical forests, the most important surviving woodlands, contain

about two thirds of all plant and animals species. At the present rate of 10

deforestation, an estimated 15 percent of all species could disappear within

the next two decades.

The area of tropical forest denuded between 1955 and 1980 is equal

to that cut down durinlg  the preceding two centuries. During this 25-year
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period in Africa, an estimated 3.6 million hectares of tropical woodlands were 1 5

cleared annually for timber and agricultural use. In tropical Asia, some 1.8

million hectares were cleared between 1976 and 1980. The Himalayan

watershed--covering Northern India, Nepal, and Bangladesh-had lost 40

percent of its forest area by 1980. And high rates of deforestation have been

recorded throughout Latin America-particularly in Haiti, Brazil, and Central 20

America. In Haiti over 90 percent of the forest cover has been stripped, and

deforestation continues.

The deforestation problem is particularly acute in developing

countries. Until the late 1960’s,  developing nations viewed their forests mainly

as a source of income to be used in the manufacturing and government 25

sectors. As forests were cleared, soil erosion and salinization have increased.

Coastal habitats have been destroyed, severely affecting local fish

populations. Much of the deforested land has been marginal-not suited to

annual crop production-but has been brought under cultivation with lasting

harm to the local environment. 30

The U.S. government concerned about the rapid disappearance of the

world’s forests, has made forest conservation a major goal of its foreign

assistance programs. In 1987, the U.S. Agency for International Development

applied over 56 million dollars to 146 forestry projects in 4 developing nations,

It took nature ages to produce the great forests of the world.  It takes 35

man only moments to decimate them. Preserving what remains of this

precious natural heritage should be among the highest priorities of all

governments and all people.

Voice; February March 1989
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a

2. Why were floods in Bangladesh called catastrophic floods?

1. Scientists called them so.

2. They left one third of population homeless.

3. They destroyed1 vast forest area of Nepal.

4. They kept soil in place.

3. Which statement represents the author’s opinion?

1. Forests help prevent flooding.

2 . Forest conservation will trigger more floods.

3. Construction of dams has been a major factor in the floods.

4 . Forests supply much of the ozone essential to life on earth.

4 . The author believes that tropical forests are

1. the main supplies of oxygen

2. not disturbed by the deforestation problem

3. crowded with all plant and one third of population

4. The most important surviving woodlands

5. Which idea would the author agree with?

1. Tropical woodlands were cleared for timber and agricultural use.

2. Forests are viewed as a source of income in government sectors.

3. Much of the deforested land has finally brought lasting harm to the local

environment.

4 . The destruction of coastal habitats slightly affects local fish populations.

6 . How many forestry projects did the U.S. government support in 1987?

1. 5 6 2 . 46

3. 1 4 6 4 . None is correct

7. What has increased when forests were cleared?

1. Annual crop production 2. Local fish populations
.

3. Tropical woodlands
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Exercise I Match the split sentences that follow. : . . :

-a. Manoon  suffered severe back ,

injuries

1. disastrous floods.

-b. Once the forest was stripped off its 2. in Wats and temples around

cover Thailand.

-c. One can admire the art of craft- 3. which plague him to this day.

manship,  our national heritage,

-d. Famine and epidemic usually come 4. To keep an ecological balance.

in the wake of

-e. The forest area in’ Thailand was too 5. It was no good for cultivation

marginal any more.

Exercise 2 If a statement ret7ects  information in the selection, writeTRUE  (n. If it

-1.

-2.

- 3 .

- 4 .

- 5 .

does not, write FALSE (F)

Only tropical woodlands in Africa survived deforestation.

Tropical forests contain about two thirds of all plant and animal species.

Deforestation in Haiti stopped in 1980.

When forests were cleared, coastal habitats were destroyed as well.

U.S. government has made forest conservation its foreign assistance

policy.
2.

Ezercise  3 Choose the best answer for the following questions.

1. Deforestation is a threat to everyone because

1. it is a problem in developing countries

2 . it is an issue for discussion today

3. it causes disaster to mankind everywhere
.

4 . very few countries show concern about it
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8 . To produce the great forests of the world, it took nature

1. some time or other 2. a long time

3. all year round 4. a century

9. “Decimate” (line 36) means

1. clear 2. destroy

3. strip 4. denude

10. The author concludes that

1. forest conservation is the responsibility of all people

2. all countries should preserve their forests

3. the remaining forests are precious natural heritage

4. all are correct

Passage 9

He never wore the same suit twice-as soon as he undressed,

servants whisked his clothes away to be burned. He spent millions on a yatch

he visited only once, and millions more on photographs of himself. He adored

hunting and shot 100 deer in a single day-out of season. When he went

fishing, frogmen put trophy-size perch on the end of his line. 5

Few heads of state have ever lived as lavishly as Nicolae Ceausescu,

Romania’s Communist dictator for 25 years. But he was not alone. Today, as

the nations of Eastern Europe take tentative steps toward democracy, the

incredible corruption of their former Communist overlords is coming to light.

While their countrymen suffered, these “heroes of socialism lived like feudal IO

monarchs.

Nicolae Ceausescu was the undisputed king of Communist corruption.

He had more than 80 homes in Romania-23 of them hunting lodges that
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were kept heated year-round on the off chance that Nicolae and Elena, his

wife and co-ruler, might drop in. 1 5

Exercise Choose the best answer.

1.  The best title for this passage is .

1. The Feudal Monarchs 2. Steps toward Democracy

3. A Red Aristocrat 4. The Heads of State

2. Who adored hunting and enjoyed fishing?

1. Romania’s Communist dictator 2. Nicolae Ceausescu

3. Former communist overlord 4. All are correct.

3. But he was not alone. (line 7) means .

1. there were quite a few communist leaders who led their lives like

Ceausescu

2. Ceausescu lived with his family and relatives in Romania

3. The Romanians adored their leader and lived happily for 25 years

4 . The neighboring countries were friendly and helped each other a lot

4. Nicolae Ceausescu was called the-.

1. feudal monarch

2. hero of socialism

3. undisputed king of Communist corruption

4. All are correct

5. How did Ceausescu spend his life?

1.  Honestly 2. Extravagantly

3. Lonely 4. Miserably

6. As a head of state, Ceausescu was .

1. very powerful 2. democratic

3. careful with his spending 4. down to earth
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7. Who were corrupted?

1. Ceausescu’s countrymen 2. Those democratic leaders.

3. Nations of Western Europe 4. None is correct.

8 . “The incredible corruption . . . . . . . ,. is coming to light.” (lines 8-9) means -.

1. is set on fife 2. is becoming known

3. is well-illuminated 4. is covered up

9. His wife and co-ruler (lines 14-15) refers to ”

1. Nicolae

3. Elena

IO. “Drop in” (line 15) means

1. visit unexpectedly

3. greet cordially

2. Nicolae and his assistant

4. Nicolae and Elena

2. accidentally fall

4. get in touch

Passage 10

Did you know that you reall,y  cry all day long? Every time you blink

your eyes you are “crying!” You see, there is a tear gland that is situated over

the outer corner of each eye.

Every time youir  eyelid closes, it creates a suction which takes out

some fluid from the tear gland. This is the fluid we call “tears.” 5

Normally, this fluid has only one purpose. This is to irrigate the cornea

of the eye and so to prevent it from drying out. But suppose some irritating

substance reaches the eye? The eye automatically blinks. Tears come out to

wash the eye and protect it.

We are all farniliar with the experience of smoke getting into our eyes. 10

It makes up cry. Well, the onion sends out an irritating substance, too. The

onion has an oil containing sulphur which irritates the eye. The eye reacts by
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blinking and by producing tears to wash away the irritant! It is as simple as

that.

The onion is an interesting vegetable. It is a member of the lily family, 15

and it is a native of Asia. It has been used as food for thousands of years,

going back to the early history of man.

Onions belong to the vegetable family known as Allium.  They are

related to the leek and the garlic. Shallots have a rather mild flavour than

garlic. Chives are smaller members of the same branch of this family. The 20

mildest onion, and the biggest, is the Spanish onion which can sometimes

weigh as much as half a kilo.

Exercise Choose the best answer.

1. The best title of this passage is .

1. Sad Movies Always Make Me Cry 2. How to Peel Onions

3. Why Do Onions Make You Cry 4. When Smoke Gets in Your Eyes

2. Where do tears come from? They come from .

1. the corner of the eye 2. the corner of each eye

3. the tear gland 4. None is correct

3. When do tears come into your eyes?

1. Every time your eyelid closes.

2 . When some irritating substance reaches the eyes.

3. Everytime you blink your eyes.

4. All are correct.

4. Smoke can make us cry because .

1. it irritates our eyes 2. nobody likes it

3. it smells bad 4. we are not familiar with it
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5 . Which part of onion is an irritating substance?

1. Its head. 2. Its peel.

3. Its oil which contains sulphur. 4. Its stem that smells strong.

6 . Which belongs to 1:he same vegetable family as the onion?

1.  Garlic and leek 2. Shallots

3:Chives 4. All are correct.

7. What is “Allium”?

1. A kind of metal 2. A vegetable family

3. A name of flower 4. A water lily

8. According to the passage, the mildest and biggest onion is

1. eaten by the ,Indians

2. the Turkish onion

3. grown in Spain

4. for decoration only

9. The word “mild” in the last paragraph means

1. gentle 2. not severe

3 . very sharp in taste 4. not strong in flavour

10. Which statement about the onion is not true?

1. It is a native of.lndian.

2 . It is a member of the Lily family.

3 . It is an interesting vegetable.

4 . It has been used as food for thousands of years.

Passage 11

I was shown into the waiting-room which, as I had expected, was full.

Any waiting-room-especially a dentist’s, as this was-is not the best place in
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the world to spend an afternoon. No matter how hard a dentist tries to make

his waiting-room look pleasant, it always has an atmosph&  of its own. There

is that old smell that reminds you of a hospital. A small table in the centre is 5

covered with very old and torn magazines; the curtains are faded; and the

armchairs have a hollow, sunken look about them.

This waiting-room was no exception. There were dusty pictures on tlfe

wall and the tattered magazines on the table looked like a great pile of waste

paper. I took my seat and decided to pass the time watching the people 10

around me.

A little man beside me was turning over the pages of a magazine

quickly and nervously. It was hard to understand what he was looking at, for

every three minutes or so he would throw the magazine on to the table, seize

another, and sink back into his chair. Opposite me there was a young mother 15

who was trying to restrain her son from making a noise. The boy had

obviously grown weary of waiting. He had placed an ash-tray on the floor and

was making aeroplane-noises as he waved a pencil in his hands. Near him,

an old man was fast asleep, snoring quietly to himself, and the boy’s mother

was afraid that sooner or later her son would wake the gentleman up. 20

Meanwhile, the little man next to me kept sighing loudly. At last, he got up,

walked towards the door and impatiently began examining the pictures on the

wall. Soon growit-@  bored, he snatched yet another magazine from the

bottom of the pile and dropped wearily into a chair. Even the boy had

become quiet and was sleeping in his mother’s arms. There was a deathly 25

silence in the room as the door opened and a nurse entered. The people

looked up expectantly with a ray of hope in their eyes, then settled down

again as the next lucky patient was led out of the room.

-
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Exercise Choose the best answer for each question.

1. We learn from the first paragraph that the atmosphere in the dentists waiting

room is -,

I. pleasant 2. unpleasant

3. clear 4. the best

2. The furniture in this waiting-room is .

1. old 2. new

3. clean 4. big

3 .  T h e in the waiting-room makes you think of a

1. furniture, dentist 2. smell, dentist

3. furniture, hospital 4. smell, hospital

4. The author of this article wanted to-.

1. decorate the waiting-room because it was too plain

2. meet the dentist at once but he couldn’t

3. spend his time observing people around her

4. read the magazines on the table but it was impossible

5. A little man sitting near the author was .

1. reading uneasily 2. reading attentively

3. looking up and down , 4. sitting silently

6. A young mother who was sitting opposite him tried to her son.

1. wake up 2. comfort

3. feed 4. quiet

7. The old man was snoring near the

1. author 2. little man

3. boy F 4. young mother

8. “At last, he got up.” (line 21) “He” refers to the

1. author 2. little man
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9. The people in the waiting-room looked up with hope when the .

1. boy was sleeping 2. little man sighed

3. nurse entered 4 : author stood up

IO. How many guests are there in the waiting-room?

1. 2 2. 3

3 4 4. 5

Passage 12

When we think of twins, we usually think of identical twins. Identical

twins are born together, they are of the same sex,.and they look exactly the

same. In fact, they look so much the same that people often have difficulty

telling them apart.

However, not all twins are identical iwins.  Fraternal twins, like identical 5

twins, are born together, but they-are not always of the same sex and they do

not look exactly the same. Sometimes the only way to tell fraternal twins from

other brothers and sisters is to find out their birth dates.

Identical twins look exactly the same because they are formed from

the same egg or zygote. Thus, identical twins are also known as monozygotic 1 0

twins (mono = one, zygote = egg). Because they are formed from the same

egg, monozygotic twins have the same genetic characteristics. Fraternal

twins, on the other hand, are formed from separate eggs, so they are called

dizygotic twins (di -two). They come from different eggs, so their genetic

characteristics are different. 15

Because they did not understand how twins are formed, people in the

past were afraid of twins. In some societies, twin babies were killed or left for
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wild animals to eat. According to one legend, the city of Rome was founded

by twin brothers who were left to die but were brought up by a wolf. Today,

the fear of twins is gone, but people are still interested in them. Scientists are 20

particularly interested in studying twins. They hope to find out more about

genetics and heredity from twin studies.

Exercise Choose the best answer

1.  There is / are k i n d  1s o f  t w i n s .

1. one 2. two

3. three 4. four

2. If people cannot differentiate between twins, we can assume that they .

1. are identical twins 2. are born together

3. have the same characteristics 4. look exactly the same

3. Fraternal twins are like identical twins in that they .

1. are born together 2. are the same sex

3. look exactly the same 4. All are correct

4 . If you want to distinguish fraternal twins from other brothers and sisters, you

1.  should ask them one by one

3. can look at their faces and sizes

5. Identical twins -.

1. are alike

3. come from the same egg

6. People in the past .

1. liked twins

3. were puzzled about twins
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2. had better ask their parents

4. can ask when they were born

2. have the same sex

4. All are correct

2. knew twins very well

4. kept twins at home
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7. Twin babies were killed or left for wild animals to eat in some societies because

1. their parents did not have money to raise them

2. it was the custom of those societies

3. twin babies were a sign of bad luck
9

4. they were afraid of twins

8. Nowadays, people have changed their attitude towards twins and .-...-.

1. build the city of Rome for them

2. become interested in them

3. tell stories about their origin

4. understand what they want

9. Genetic characteristics of fraternal twins are different because-

1. they are raised by different people

2. they come from different eggs

3. their parents are afraid of them

4. they are born free

10. “They” (line 21) refers to.

1. twins 2. societies

3. people 4. scientists

Passage 13

Some people seem to have a knack for learning languages. They can

pick up new vocabulary, master rules of grammar, and learn to write in the

new language more quickly than others. They do not seem to be any more

intelligent than others, so what makes language learning so much easier for

them? Perhaps if we take a close look at these successful language learners 5
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we may discover a few of the techniques which make language learning

easier for them.

First of all, successful language learners are independent learners.

They do not depend on the book or the teacher; they discover their own way

to learn the language. Instead of waiting for the teacher to explain, they try to 10

find the patterns and the rules for themselves. They are good guessers who

look for clues and form their own conclusions. When they guess wrong, they

guess again. They try to learn from their mistakes.

Successful language learning is active learning. Therefore, successful

learners do not wait for a chance to use the language; they look for such a 15

chance. They find people who speak the language and they ask these

people to correct them when they make a mistake. They will try anything to

communicate. They are not afraid to repeat what they hear or to say strange

things; they are willing to make mistakes and try again. When communication

is difficult, they can accept information that is inexact or incomplete. It is more 2 0

important for them to learn to think in the language than to know the meaning

of every word.

Finally, successful language learners are learners with a purpose.

They want to learn the language because they are interested in the language

and the people who speak it. It is necessary for them to learn the language in 2 5

order to communicate with these people and to learn from them. They find it

easy to practice using the language regularly because they want to learn with

it.

What kind of language learner are you? If you are a successful

language learner, you have probably been learning independently, actively, 30

and purposefully. On the other hand, if your language learning has been less
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than successful, you might do well to try some of the techniques outlined

above.

Exercise Choose the best answer

1. Successful language learners.

1. must learn it by heart

2. must be more intelligent than others

3. do not have to be more intelligent than others

4 . find that language learning is difficult for them

2. We know from reading the first paragraph that some language learners -.

1. can learn new languages more quickly than others

2 . have to take a close look at that language

3. can pick up new words slower than others

4. None is correct

3. If you want to be a successful language learner, you must be able to learn

1. with your friends 2. independently

3. steadily and slowly 4. word by word

4. Successful language learners

1.  geton

their own way to learn the language.

2. credit

3. take out 4. find

5. Successful language learners learn the new language by .

1. trial 2. reading and writing

3. asking questions 4. explaining their ideas

6. Successful language learners .

1. do not want to use the newdanguage

2. always act out their own language
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3 . like to communicate with native speakers

4 . hesitate to express what they think

7. It is necessary for the language learners to learn to in the language

r a t h e r  t h a n  t olots of words.

1. speak, write 2. write, speak

3. listen, speak 4. think, know

8. Learning a new language cannot be successful if the learners learn it .

1. by memorizing 2. without a goal

3. by force 4. accidentally

9 . Which is not true according to  the passage?

Successful language learners .

, 1.  are interested in the language

2. must practice using language regularly

3 . must be very smart in learning language

4 . try to communicate with native speakers whenever they have a chance

10. There are ways to be successful language learners.- -

1. 2 2. 3

3. 4 4. 5
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Passage 14

23 Victoria Avenue

London,

N.W.9.

18 August

Dear Rosalind,

Thank you for your letter, which has reached us very quickly. I have

been staying in bed with a throat infection for the last couple of days, but got

up this morning and am now quite all right. But I must wait untilthe  doctor

has examined me before I go out. 5

We were glad to hear that you like Freshington and that on the whole

the weather has kept fine. Whenever we have stayed there, the sun has come

out nearly every day. Have you ventured into the sea yet? And has Dick

caught a lot of fish?

You’ve heard about the Greens, I suppose. They’ve moved down to 10

Brighton. Mr. Green’s doctor has told him he’s been working too hard and

needs a change. As soon as they’ve settled down, we’ll probably drive down

there to see them.

You ask about the garden. It has been neglected recently, I’m afraid,

and the grass is very long. Many of the pears have fallen and are lying on the 1 5

ground. Would you like some?

It is true that we haven’t visited you for a long time, so perhaps we’ll

come over the weekend after next. Is that all right? We won’t fix it until we

have heard from you.

Did you by any chance look at ‘Murder in the Museum’ on TV last 20
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night? I haven’t seen such an exciting  play for years.

Oh dear, what a nuisance! I’ve just dropped my pen, and now it won’t ’

write properly.

Yours,

Mother

Exercise Choose the best answer

1. Rosalind’s mother has not been out because

1 . she has got her daughter’s letter

2 . she has got a throat infection

3 . her daughter ordered her not to go out

4 . the doctor forbade her to go out

2. What is she waiting for?

She is waiting for.

1. her daughter’s letter 2. her husband to come

3. the doctor to examine her again 4. her family to join her again

3. The weather in Freshington is .

1. quite cold 2. rather hot

3. very cold 4. usually fine

4. Whenever Rosalind’s parents have stayed in Freshington,.

1. thesun  hasshoneeveryday

2 . theyshave  always gone for a walk

3 . the weather has become SOI  hot

4 . the doctor must have examined them

5. The Greens have moved to Brighton because .

1 . they like the weather there

2 . Mr. Green’s doctor advises him to
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3. Rosalind wants them to move

4: they feel bored with the old place

6. When are Rosalind’s parents going to visit the Greens?

They are going to visit the Greens .

1. when they call them

2. in the near future

.3. as soon as they’ve settled down

4. when they have time

7. Where is the garden?

It is in-

1. Brighton 2. Freshington

3. London 4. Kensington’

8. The grass in the garden is very long because .

1. Rosalind’s parents want to grow it

2 . Rosalind has no time to cut it

3. the garden is very big so there is no gardener to work in it

4. the garden has been neglected recently

9 . What does Rosalind’s mother suggest for the weekend after next?

She will-

1. go to visit her daughter

2 . visit her friends in Brighton

3. cut the grass in the garden

4 . pick up the pears which are lying on the ground

IO. Rosalind’s mother enjoys.

1. gardening 2. travelling by car

3. watching exciting plays 4. writing letters to her daughter



Passage 15

Dreams have interested, puzzled and frightened people for thousands

of years. And all kinds of strange explanations were developed about

dreams.

At one time, people thought that the figures appearing in dreams were

messengers from the gods. It was generally believed that dreams came from 5

something outside the dreamer and could be understood only by persons

with special skills.

Today it is believed that dreams are created by the dreamer himself.

And because dreams are something a person creates, they may have special

meaning for the person who dreams them. 10

Just why you have a particular dream when you do may depend on

many things. Your health may affect.your  dreams. A person who is ill or

uncomfortable will have different’kinds of dreams than a person who is well

and happy.

If a person is hungry or cold, or very tired, his dreams may include this 15

feeling, so that many dreams seem to be made up of disguised feelings.

Also, the events of the day before may have a lot to do with what you dream.

. Often the persons or situations in a dream are those that you met

during the day. Or your emotions may make you have the kind of dream you

have. Needing or waiting something may be expressed in a dream, and 20

being frightened may become part of a dream.

The feelings of happiness or disappointment which come out in

dreams were probably in the dreamer before. All the dreams give them an

outlet.
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Exercise Choose the best answer

1. The best title for this passage is

1. Dream, Dream, Dream 2. Is What We Dream Our Own Idea?

3. Day Dreamers 4. The Mid Summer Night Dream

2. In the old days, people believed that .

1. most of our dreams were about figures

2. the dreamers could understand what they dreamed

3. our dreams were messages from god

4. dreams came from something inside the person dreaming

3. Nowadays people believe that .

1. dreams are something a person creates

2. the dreamer creates the dream himself

3. dreams may have special meaning for the dreamer

4. All of the above

4. Which statement is true according to the passage?

1. One’s health may have an effect on one’s dreams.

2. Why one dreams depends on one’s health.

3. A happy person dreams more than an ill person.

4 . A particular dream a person has depends on a certain thing.

5. Which is not included in our dream?

1. Disguised-feeling’ 2. Physical conditions

3. Events of the day before 4. Messengers from the gods

6. “Affect” (line 12) means .

1. make up of disguised feeling 2. have something to do with

3. need or want something 4. meet during the day

7. What makes up our dreams?

1. People we met during the day 2. Our desire.
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3. Our emotion. 4. All of the above.

8. Which is not true according to the passage?

1.  Happy persons have different kinds of dreams than sick persons,

2. Being frightened may become part of a dream.

3. Ths situation one met during the day can make up one’s dream

4. A pe:son’s  dream may include uncomfortable feelings.

9. ‘What came out in1 dreams were probably

1. messages iTorn  the gods 2. our intuition

3. the kind of dream we planned

10. “Them” (line 23) refe!rs  to --.

1. all the dreams

3. the dreamers

4. None of the above.

2. the feelings

4. parts of a dream
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Passage 1

PARALLEL PROVERBS

Proverbs are among the most ancient of human institutions. Numerous

proverbs appear  in the tongues of which we have the oldest existing records:

Egyptian, Akkadian, Chinese, Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin. The Hebrews have

contributed to the Bible an entire “Book of Proverbs.” Yet, though most

countries teem with popular sayings, a few groups have none. Literacy and 5.

culture seem to have nothing to do with it. The African Negroes have many

proverbs, the American Indians none.
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Criticism of life, in brief and pithy form, is characteristic of proverbs,

while their popular philosophy is, indeed, proverbial. “Proverbs are the

wisdom of peoples” goes an Italian saying. This is perhaps an exaggeration, 10

but there is no doubt that much of a nations’ folk-philosophy gets into pro-

verbs, along with the spice of national customs and, above all, the. peculiar

flavor of the nations language and phrase-ology.

How did proverbs originate? No one knows exactly, but if the Greeks

have given us a correct etymology in their word for “proverb” (paroimia, “by 1 5

the roadside”), then proverbs are sayings that have grown up “along the road.”

The Latin equivalent, proverbium,  means “a word uttered forth” or “publicly.”

Proverbs are generalizations of human experience, condensations of oft-

repeated obcurrences  of the trial-and-error variety. Above all, they are the fruit

of observation and inductive reasoning, two of the great faculties of the human 2 0
.

mind.

A sage of ancient Babylon, Palestine, Greece, or Rome, watching the

infinite variations’of events taking place around him, yet noticing that similar

sequences led more or less inevitably to the same outcome, was undoubtedly

the one who first spun the generalization. Then he offered it, as the Greek 2 5

word implies, “along the road,” to anyone who cared to listen. The saying

caught on, became popular, was passed from mouth to mouth, from generation

to generation. Ultimately, it became an integral part of the group’s folklore, and

was repeated whenever the situation it described recurred.

Every proverb tells a story and teaches a lesson. “If the pitcher hits the 3 0

rock, or the rock hits the pitcher, it’s too bad for the pitcher” is a Spanish

warning that you should not pit yourself against superior forces. China says the

same thing in these words. “Don’t set out unarmed to fight a tiger.” Our

American Southern counterpart is, “The worm is wrong when it argues with the
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hen.” “The palest ink is better than the most retentive memory” is China’s 35

admonition to “put it in writing,” while Spain urges, “Don’t sign papers you don’t

read, or drink water you don’t see.” Portugal, in the same vein, reminds you

that, “caution and chicken broth never harmed anyone.“’

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

I., “It takes two to malke  a quarrel” is a proverb that we have to ponder.

A proverb is a .

1.  popular short saying

2. state of being proud

3. kind of old song

4 . singing contest arranged by a singer

2. A person who forms and gives judgements about literature, art or music is

called a

1. criticize 2. critic

3. critical 4. criticism

3. Boonlert originated a new style of dancing.

“Originated” in this sentence means the __ of this style of dancing.

1. writer 2. dancer

3. creator 4. teacher

4 . That old sailor spun a yarn about his life at sea.

“Spun a yarn” in this sentence means

1. opened an argument 2. came to the conclusion

3. sang a love song 4. told a story

’ Parallel Proverb:3  “by Mario Pei. Copyright @ Saturday Review, May 2. 1964. Reprinted by

permission of the author.
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5. His knowledge is the fruit of long study. -.

“Fruit” in this sentence means

1. result 2. plant

3. vegetable 4 . cause

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

1. Some of Hebrew proverbs become the Bible.

2. Every country in the world has its own proverbs.

3. Popular philosophy is also proverbs.

4. No one knows how proverbs have originated.

Some proverbs do not give us good example.5.

b. Choose the best answer.

1. Every proverb .

I, shows its strength 2. gives us valuable lessons

3. is not recognized among people 4.-is well-known all over the world

2. Which of the following groups has no proverb?

1. Egyptian 2. Chinese

3. American Indians 4. African Negroes

3. Proverbs come from people’s

1. laziness 2. rudeness

3. cleverness 4. wise thoughts

3. All proverbs are outcomes of a

1. language 2. criticism of life

3. popular philosophy 4. All are correct
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4. Both Greek and L.atin .

1. have given us,  the definition of proverbs

2. do not have their own proverbs

3. have shown us the original of proverbs

4 . tell us where proverbs come from

5. Which of the following is true according to the passage?

1. Early civilization has no proverb.

2. Proverbs are written as a Bible for all.

3. Human being can observe things and give reasons.

4 . Proverbs are long and fruitful.

6. Which of the followings is a proverb? ,

1. Time and Tide wait for no man.

2. Birds of the same feather flock together;.

3. Still water runs deep.

4. All are correct.

Pmsage  2

Television,:  How It Affects Us

How does television ?,ffect  our lives? It can be very  helpful to people

who carefully choose the ‘shows  that they watch. Television can increase our

knowledge of the outsirfe world; there are high-quality programs that help US

understand many fi,elds  of study; science, medicine, the arts, and so on.

Moreover, television  benefits very old people who can’t often leave the house, 5

vocabulary ar,d as well as patients in hospitals. It also offers nonnative

speakers ?‘ne  advantage of daily informal language practice; they can

increase; their vocabullary  and practice listening.
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On the other hand, there are several serious disadvantages to tele-

vision. Of course, it provides us with a pleasant way to relax and spend our 1 0

free time, but in some countries, people watch the “boob tube” for an average

of six hours or more a day. Many children stare at a TV screen for more hours

each day than they do anything else, including studying and sleeping. It’s

clear that the tube has a powerful influence on their lives and that its influence

is often negative. 1 5

Recent studies show that after only thirty second of TV, a person’s brain

“relaxes” the same that. it does just before the person falls asleep. Another

effect of television on the human brain is that it seems to cause poor

concentration. Children who view a,lot  of TV can often concentrate on a

subject for only fifteen to twenty minutes; they can pay attention only for the 2 0

amount of time between commercisls!

Another disadvantage is that TV often causes people to become

dissatisfied with their own lives. Real I$e does not seem as exciting to these

people as the lives of actors on the screen. To many people, TV becomes

more real than reality, and their own lives see.m boring. Also many people get 25

upset or depressed when they can’t solve probl’ems  in real life as quickly as TV

actors seem to. On the screen, actors solve ser,Ws  problems in a half-hour

program or a thirty-second commercial.

Before a child is fourteen years old, he or she Gews  eleven thousand

murders on TV. He or she begins to believe that there is ni;thing strange about 3 0

fight, killings, and other kinds of violence. Many studies show that People

become more violent after certain programs. Sorne people even do the things

that they see in a violent show. An example is the effect of the movie The Deer

Hunter. After it appeared on TV in the United States, twenty-nine peopi,? tried

to kill themselves in a way similar to an event shown in the film. 3 5
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The most negative effect of the ‘boob tube’ might be people’s addiction

to it. People often feel a strange and powerful need to watch TV even when

they don’t enjoy it. Addiction to a TV screen is similar to drug or alcohol

addiction. People almost never believe they are addicted.

Exercise 1 Vocabtilat-y  Preparation

Answer the followiing questions Icorrectly.

1 . The rise in the price of gasoline ‘will affect us all.

‘Affect’ in this sentence means _-.

1. cause a particular condition in 2. move feeling in

3. have an influence on 4. act a part on

2. As our world population increase everyday, the value of our lives decreases day

by day.

“Increase” and “decrease” - - .

1.  are the same word 2. mean the same thiiig

3. have opposite rneaning 4. have no prefixes

3. There are informal conversations between the statement of two countries, so

there are no official records being kept.

The word “informal” has “in” as a prefix which means .

1.  into 2. not

3. against 4. down

4. Which of the following words has “al” as a suffix?

1.  hospital 2. several

3. capital 4. informal

5. Kongrit has read that book several times.

“Several” in this sentence means . . . .

1. only twice 2. individual
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3. three or more 4. different

6. She was very pleased to see us, and she gave us her smile.

1. pleasant

3. pleasance

2. pleasing

4. pleasure

7. People in Bangkok watch the boob tube for an average of four hours or more a

day.

What is the meaning of “boob tube”?

1. a stupid N show 2. a TVset

3. a broken TV set 4. apartofalVset

8. You’ll solve the problem if you concentrate on it.

“Concentrate” in this sentence means . . . . . , . .

1. come together 2. focus your attention

3. increase your strength 4. produce your energy

9. Please.be  serious about your work.

“Serious” in this sentence means . . . . . . . .

1. at east 2. solemn

3. happy 4. concerned

10. Marsha’s son is addicted to drugs.

Drug . . . . . . . . is a bad thing for boys and girls.

1.  addicted 2. addiction

3. addictive 4. addictively

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1.  Television is helpful for those who carefully choose what is good for them to

watch.
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-2. There are only bad programs on TV.

-3. TV programs always help people increase their vocabulary capacity.

-4. After watching TV for long hours, children can concentrate better on their

studies.

-5. Some people often compare their personal lives with the lives of actors on

TV.

b. Choose the best answer.

1. Good television programs helps people .

1. increase their knowledge 2. observe a vast wasteland

3 . see a processiosn  of violence 4. choose good commercials

2 . Very old people and patients in hospitals get from watching TV pro-

grams

1. good choice 2. much benefit

3. very bored 4. moving fast

3. The influence of TV programs on our lives is .

?. not much . 2. not a real thing

3. very strong 4. powerless

4. People who watch a lot of TV programs

1 . can sleep soundly at night

2 . enjoy discussing1 their problems with friends

3 . think that TV proNgrams  are very bad

4 . seem to be unhalppy  with their own lives

5: There are many murder programs on TV that are - c h i l d r e n .

1. good for 2. interesting to

3. harmful to 4. valuable to

6. Many studies have shown that many violent shows make people -.
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1. enjoy watching TV 2. become more violent

3 . copy whatever is in the shows 4. frighten to death

7. After the movie The Deer Hunter appeared on TV in the United States, many

American people tried to-in  a way similar to an event in the film.

1. commit suicide 2. help themselves

3. call for attention 4. ask for help

8. Many people do not believe that .

1. some TV programs are useful

2. they are TV addicts

3. drinking alcohol while watching TV is good

4. seeing one type of program on TV is not good

Passage 3

What’s New

In the modern world, it is important to be well-informed. Success in

many fields depends on getting the latest information. To keep up with what is

happening in the world, well-informed people read newspapers and

newsmagazines. They listen to the news on the radio and they watch it on

television. Owners of home computers can even receive their news directly 5

from the wire services-news agencies that supply newspapers, magazines,

radio, and television with news reports-through special telephone links.

Most people read newspapers for the news of the day. The typical daily

newspapers contains articles about local, regional, national, and international

news, as well as sports news, weather reports, editorials, and other features. In 1 0

large cities, newspaper readers can often choose between a ‘morning paper’

distributed early in the morning and an ‘evening paper’ distributed at the end of
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the workday. Most American newspapers also publish an enlarged Sunday

edition containing articles about the news of the day and of the week, plus a

number of entertainment and advertising supplements. Daily newspapers are 15

designed to be read quickly by busy people looking for specific information.

The Sunday papers, on the other hand, are intended to entertain as well as

inform, and they tend tlo be read leisurely by all-members of the family. Other

types of newspapers include campus newspapers, written by students at

universities, and weekly newspapers, usually intended for a specific audience. 2 0

News magazines. such as TIME, NEWSWEEK, and U.S. NEWS AND

WORLD REPORT are published weekly. They contain articles about the

important national and international news of the week, and special sections are

devoted to news about such areas as business, science, education, and the

arts. News magazines are a popular source of general information on a wide 25

range of recent events. They also feature longer articles dealing with the

influence of current events on modern life.

Radio and television present the important news of the hour. Many

radio stations in the L1.S.  broadcast news every hour, and a few all-news

stations broadcast news and news commentary programs all day. Most 30

commercial television stations have news programs in the evening (beginning

at 5.00 or 6.00 P.M.) and at night (beginning at 10.00 or 11.00 P.M.). The

evening news program generally consists of a national network news program

and a local news program, while at night it is usually a local program. In

addition, some TV stations offer early morning news, late night news, and 35

weekly ‘news magazine’ programs. Cable television networks in some cities

offer foreign language news and all-news channels.

Students learning English in English-speaking countries find the news a

useful source of language practice. To improve their listening comprehension;
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they listen to the news on the radio and watchibontelevision.  Then they check 40

their comprehension by reading newspapers and news magazines. Everyone

likes to talk about the news. In the office, on the campus, at parties, or on the

street, conversations often begin with questions like ‘What’s new?‘, What’s

happening?‘, or “Have you heard about . . . ..?I. By staying well informed, these

students find it easier to enter into conversations about the news. 45

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. Sirimart is a well-informed woman; she gets good from reading good

, newspapers.

1. inform 2. informing

3. informative 4. information

2. Government should supply electricity to every consumer.

‘Supply” in this sentence means .

1. provide 2. meet

3. store 4. grant

3. The postman had forty parcels to be distributed to houses all over the town.

“Distribute” in this sentence means

1. put into 2. send out ’

3. spread out 4. keep up

4. Lazy people usually work leisurely.

‘Leisurely’ means .

1.  deliberately 2. carefully

3. unhurriedly 4. quickly

5. Money is to be used for a specific purpose.

This sentence means that
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1. one can spend money as he wants

2 . money should be spent carefully

3. money is what money is

4 . one should not worry about money matters

6. Surachai devotes his spare time to rugby,

This sentence means that  Surachai .

1. plays rugby whlenever  he has free time

2. does not like playing rugby at all

3. plays rugby all day and all night

4 . pays no attention to any other kinds of sport

7. He is improving in health. And this -makes his mother feel better.

1. improving 2. improved

3. improve 4. improvement

Exercise 2 Comprehension ‘Questions

a. Write (T) for the rsorrect  answer or (F)  for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1.  Newspapers, imagazines,  radios stations and television stations get news

reports from thle wire services.

-2. Sunday newspapers are designed to be read quickly by busy people

looking for specific information.

-3. Campus newspapers and weekly newspapers are written by university

students.

4 . People often listen to radio and television for the important news of the

hour.

-5. Some radio and television stations broadcast news all day.

-6. Most American television stations offer foreign language news programs,
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-7. Students learning English listen to the news on radio and watch it on tele-

vision to improve their reading comprehension.

b. Choose the best answer.

1. Newspapers contain

1. the news of the day 2. only bad news

3. only good news 4. the impo&nt  news of the hour

2. A newspaper which is distributed at the end of the workday is a/an

1.  morning newspaper 2. evening newspaper

3. campus newspaper 4. a late newspaper

3. Which type of newspaper contains a number of entertainment and advertise-

ment supplements?

1.  a morning paper 2. an evening paper

3. a campus newspaper 4. a Sunday newspaper

4. News magazines are usually published

1. daily 2. weekly

3. fortnightly 4. monthly

5. Longer articles dealing with the influence of currentevents on modern life are

often f6und in

1. daily newspapers 2. news magazines

3. Sunday newspapers 4. network news programs

6. Weekly news magazines are intended for a __ audience.

1. general 2. specific

3. family 4. university

7. News bulletins are broadcast every hour on many

1. radio stations 2. cable TV networks

3. new magazine programs 4. commercial TV stations
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8. Special telephone links make it possible for owners of home computers to

receive news from--.

1. newspaper 2. magazines

3. wire services 4. radio and TV stations

9. Col’amercial  television stations have- p r o g r a m s in the evening and at night.

1. cor!imentary 2. entertaining

3. educ;?tional 4. news

Passage 4

The Olympic Games

Although we do not know the exact origins of the earliest Olympic

games, we know that tt:e ancient (Greeks had a festival in which athletes

competed in sports. This c$elebration  was held regularly every four years and

was open to all men and boys who spoke Greek as their native langu-

age. These ancient games were Simpler than our modern ones. For the month 5

before the festival, the athletes Mended a formal c ourse of exercise at the

gymnasium in the city of Olympia. -i-hen  the competition itself consisted of a

single footrace. Later festivals includsd  such sports as jumping, wrestling,

discus throwing, and horse racing.

These early Olylnpic  games were most popular around the fifth 10

century B.C. At the time, winning at a sport brought  the highest possible honor

to the individual competitor, his family, and his city. The winner of a game

received neither gold nlor  silver but a simple crown of olive leaves. Later,

however, when the Greeks began paying athletes, there were problems

with professionalism. In addition, instead of participating in all sports, the 15
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competitors began to specialize; that is, they concentrated on only one

Olympic event. Because of this interest in money and the increasing

specialization of athletes, the ancient games lost their original purpose; they

ended in AD.  393.

The first of the modern Olympic took place in the same country as 20

the ori$inal  festivals. Two hundred eighty-five athletes from thirteen colJntries

competed in Athens in 1896. Today, thousands of athletes from rJver  one

hundred countries compete-each time in a differeni  city of the world. The

games are popular and spectacular events. There have been t.lundreds  of

exciting, special Olympic moments that people all over t!ne world have 25

shared by reading newspaper stories, watching films, or seeing the actual

events on TV or in person.

In 1904, for example, the Cuban runner Felix Ca?wajal  lost his money in

New Orleans and could not afford to take the train to %.Louis,  Missouri, where

the games were taking place. Nevertheless; he partilcipated  in the twenty-six- 3 0

mile Olympic marathon. To do this, he had to ru:? the seven hundred miles to

St. Louis. He arrived just in time for the beginrling of the marathon. Moreover,

after already running seven hundred mile:;, he succeeded in finishing the

marathon in fourth place. Another runner, black American Jesse Owens, won

four gold medals and the hearts of the world in the 1936 Olympics in Berlin. 35

As he received his medals, the rule? of Germany, Adolf Hitler, stared coldly

from his s.eat.

War between Greek cities stopped the ancient games only twice in one

thousand years. Politics rarely entered into the Olympic games. In modern

times, however, such has not been the case. Political conflicts have 40

influenced the games more often than just during the rule of Hitler. World War I

stopped the celebration of the Olympics in 1916, and the same thing happened
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in 1940 and 1944, because of South African apartheid athletes from thatin 1940

and 1944, because of South African apartheid athletes from that ‘country were

barred foi many years; and at the 1972 games in Munich, political terrorists 45

from the Middle East killed seventeen people. Since then many countries

have avoided the games for political reasons.

In addition to politics, there have been problems with the athletes who

compete in the games. Some have used illegal drugs and chemicals. Further-

more, as in the ancient Greek festivals, there have been increasing problems 5 0

with professionalism of modern athletes. In general, only ‘amateurs’ are

supposed to compete in the Olympics, but the exact time between ‘amateur’

and ‘professional’ has become a very thin one. For these reasons, parti-

cipants and spectators worry about the future of the Olympic games.

Exercise I Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. I want to know the exact size of the room.

This means that --’

1. the room is big

2 . I am capable of telling you the size of the room

3 . the size of the room must be told correctly in every detail

4 . the size of the room is very important to me

2. Christmas and Easter are Church festivals.

‘Festivals’ is the time ford

I. rejoicing 2. praying

3. working 4. performing

3. At the Olympic Games our representatives were in competition with the best

swimmers from all parts of the world.
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‘Competition’ has ‘corn’ as a prefix which means.

1. always 2. together

3. through 4. hardly

4. Saengchan entered in the footrace competition.

“ Footrace’ is a-.

1. kind of football 2. subdivision of mankind

3. contest in swimming 4. running competition

5. Sutin was a football player: now he is a football coach by -.

1. profession, professional 2. professional, professional

3. professional, profession 4. profession, profession

6. I want to buy this dress, Can you give me the actual figures?

“Actual” in this sentence means -.

1. good 2. exact

3. estimate 4. suitable

7 . Sudyong participated in the 1994 Bangkok marathon.

‘Participate” means .

1. enter into 2. go ahead with

3. do away with 4. get along in

8. There was a long-drawn-out conflict between employers and workers.

“Conflict” in this sentence meansA

1. ideas 2. punishment

3. disagreement 4. action

9. Can the planets influence human character, as astrologers claim?

“Influence” means -.

1. reach an opinion about 2. have an effect on

3. work away at 4. bring trouble to
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10. The spectators applauded and cheered happily as their football team scored a

goal twenty seconds before half time.

“spectator” mealis  -.

1. announcer 2. opposing player

3. on-looker 4. football coach

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1.  The early Olympic games were held regularly every year.

-2.  The early Ofympic  games which were held in Greece were open for all

people.

-3.  The games which are played in the Olympic now are simpler than the

ancient ones.

4. The winner of the ancient Olympic games got a crown of olive leaves as a

trophy.

-5.  The 1896 Olympic games were held in Athens.

-6.  Felix Carvajal finished in first place in the Olympic marathon.

-7.  Both WW I and II had stopped the celebration of the Olympics.

-8.  Actually both amateur and professional athletes are supposed to compete

in the Olympics.

b. Choose the best answer.

1. The actual origins of the earliest Olympic games .

1. have been revealed to all 2. are unknown

3. are well recorded 4. have come into existence

2. The ancient athletes had to attend a formal course of exercise at the gymnasium

before the festival.
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1. half a month _.  2:. one month

3. two months 4. several months

3. Jumping, wrestling, discus throwing, and horse racing were sports that came

footrace.

1. before 2. with

3. after 4. over

4. The winner of the ancient Olympic games brought great honor to .

1. himself and his family

2 . his family and his city

3. himself, his family and his city

4 . himself, his family, his city, and his country

5. In the beginning, the athletes .

1. were interested only in horse racing

2. got paid from the government ’

3. knew that they would get a lot of money

4. participated in all the sports

6. Nowadays, athletes compete in the Olympic games.

1. from few countries

2. from all over the world

3. from Greece and European countries

4. from professional countries

7. Jesse Owens __.

1. was a black American 2. won four gold medals

3. was stared at by Adolf Hitler 4. All are correct

8. Politics played an important role in many -Olympic games.

1. ancient 2. modern

3. Greek 4. professional
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Passage 5

The house was quiet. Ralph folded the newspaper and laid it on the

small round table beside him.

“Where’s Ann?” he asked.

“She’s studying,” Lisa replied, “At least she’s staring at the books.

Ralph, when are you going to get off her back?” 5

“When she brings her grade up.”

“She may never be able to do that.”

“It’s just a matter of her applying herself. The school says she’s

intelligent enough. I don’t understand it. Lynn certainly has no trouble in

school. If her sister can do it, why can’t Ann?” 10

“They’re different, that’s all. Who knows why?”

“I’m not asking her to match Lynn’s grades,” Ralph said: “When Ann

makes a B average, she can do what she wants in the evenings, just like Lynn.

But as it is now, not a college in the country will accept Ann-with her

average.” 15

“May be she shouldn’t go,” Lisa said.

“She has to. I couldn’t, and more than anything else, I wanted to. I’m

trying to give her the chance that my father wouldn’t give me.”

Ralph remembered how he had once pleaded, many years ago. “Why

can’t I go, Dad? Marian and Louis didn’t really want to. And the others never 20

even thought of it. E,esides,  we have the money now.”

“You know it isn’t the money. There’s such a thing as justice-such a

thing as a father’s being fair to all his children. I didn’t send the other to college

and I’m not sending you. You may as well forget the idea.” His father’s tone

had been final. 2 5
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“1 know how you feel,” Lisa said,” but-do you want Ann to have a

college education for Ann, or-“ she paused, “or for you?”

It was hard for Ralph to give ground. “There’s such a thing as justice...”

But what, he thought, is justice?

“May be--“-Ralph said, “maybe we should talk about this some more.” 3 0

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. Mrs. Susan is a quiet old lady. She is -.

1.  not bright ,2.  gentle

3. noiseless 4. excited

2. Don’t stare at people because it is impolite. When you stare at people you

-.

1. look fixedly 2. move your eyes up and down

3. close your eyes 4. can’t see them clearly

3. Her father isn’t going to get off her back unless she got ‘A’ in all subjects.

This sentence means that her father will-’

1. ride on her back 2. give her private tuition

3. not leave her alone 4.. bring her back home

4. No one can match him in archery.

‘Match’ in this sentence meansA

1. be put in competition with 2. find material for

3. be in accordance with 4. be equal to

5. He pleaded with his son to be less trouble to his mother.

‘Plead’ in this sentence means -.

1. present the case 2. address a court

3. ask earnestly 4. offer as an excuse
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6. She has never thought of going to college.

“Thought of” means -.

1 . considered 2 . imagined

3 . examined 4 . recalled

7. On what grounds do you suspect him?

‘Grounds” in this sentence means -.

1 . positions 2 . reasons

3 . gardens 4 . foundations

Exercise 2 Comprehension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F) for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1.  Ann is an intelligent student.

-2.  Ann and Lynn are friends.

-3.  Lynn got very good grades at school.

4. Ann has little chance of going to college.

-5.  Lynn’s father had a chance to go to college.

b . Choose the best answer for each question.

1. Ralph’s intention is that Ann-.

I, should have enough rest

2 . must be admitted to college

3 . can do what she wants in the evening

4 . should not s’iudy  too hard

2. Ralph believed that if Ann was not lazy she

1. could get good grades

2 . would have no chance to go to college

3. could have an evening break

.
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4. All are correct

3. Ralph’s father refused to send him to college because .

1. he wanted to be fair to all his children

2. Ralph had to work because they were poor

3. he didn’t think that education was necessary

4. he also didn’t go to college when he was young

4 . Ralph thought that the way his father treated him was -.

1. good 2. fair

3. unfair 4 .  bad

5. Ralph wanted Ann to have a college education because he wanted .

I. to fulfil his needs 2. Ann to get more education

3. Ann to satisfy her need 4: A kind of justice for his children

Passage 6

AFATHERSPEAKSUPABOUTTEEN-AGERSANDSEX

Ever since the days of my youth, I have been deeply disturbed by the

con-fusion and hypocrisy in the attitudes of adults toward what used to be

called courting. I know that the word for courting nowadays is “dating,” but

somehow that is a word I loathe. It sounds coy and does not reflect its true

meaning. 5

As the father of three daughters and a son, and as a man with a fairly

good memory of his high-school and college days, I know that nothing is more

important to teen-agers than the attempt to love and be loved. I wish we were

able to give our children a clearer code to follow and standards of morality

that they could accept. 1 0
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I think that for a long time our courtship custom-or call them dating

practices, if you will-have been totally absurd. They impose impossible

burdens upon the young and often result in extreme unhappiness for both

parents and children.

Look at the ridiculous facts: In spite of their sophistication, in spite of

pride in their up-to-date ideas, most parents devoutly hope their daughter will

remain chaste until she is married. On the other hand, most parents do not

feel hypocritical when they take a much more tolerant attitude toward their

son. Parents tell teen-agers of both sexes that despite the miracles of modern

medicine, sex is fraught with dangers-the dangers of promiscuity, venereal

disease, pregnancy. Every religion emphasizes the importance of sexual

purity, especially fair  the young. And psychiatrists, like priests, point out that

promiscuity is harmful to the mind and body.

There is a good deal of debate nowadays on whether a sexual revolu-

tion is in progress. In my high-school and college days people didn’t talk

about a sexual revolution, but there certainly was an awful lot of sex, and I

doubt whether the invention of the Pill and better treatment for venereal

disease have done much to calm things down.

What’s really going on a% the present time? Several psychiatrists who

deal with teen-agers have told me that today many young people have

considerable sexual experience before they get out of high school. In my

travels around the country, talking to college students about writing. I have

found that some of them regard virginity as a symptom of neurosis for anyone

over 21.

We fond fathers still hope that our daughter will be outgoing,

uninhibited, warm, unafraid, and completely chaste until she married a kind

man with a good job. What we want is a safe sanitized swinger. And there

15

2 0

2 5

30

35
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are some men who pound this fact home with frightening intensity-men who

regard sex not as an act of love but as a kind of conquest and degradation.

Thus we have young women, tacking the strength to be chaste in the 40

midst of so many new freedoms, who feel miserably guilty, frightened, and

degraded. We also have great numbers of girls who have remained chase but

can’t help wondering-in view of the conduct of so many of their

contemporaries-whether they aren’t priggish, overinhibited, and undersexed.

A young college woman today is pretty much damned if she does and 45

damned if she doesn’t. To me there is real tragedy in the fact that many  of our

young people feel that their first fumblings at love are dirty and that countless

“good” girls wonder whether there’s something wrong with them. Added to all

the other strains of growing up, there is now this extra guilt and worry-made

worse because most youngsters feel they can’t talk about their sex problems 5 0

to their parents without eliciting enraged moral lectures.

Almost every father I know really wants to tell his daughter to remain

chase if she can; but that if she can’t, her mother and father will love her

anyway.

The trouble is, this is a very hard thing to say to a young girl without 5 5

sounding as if one were half-encouraging her to be as wild as she likes. As a

result most parents, after imparting the simplest information about the

biological facts of life, relapse into an embarrassed silence.

How can  parents communicate with their children? In my opinion, the

Only way one can ever deal successfully with young’ people is to tell them the 6 0

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth-and to tell it as simply as

possible.

One of the inescapable main truths about courtship or dating is the

plain fact emphasized here-that living in an age of indecision, chaos, and
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swift change confuses most adults just about as much as it does the young. lt 85

is important for youngsters to realize that the confusion they feel is not entirely

of their own making, that they are not stupid or immoral because they share

the bewilderment of our time.

To me, the solution to the problem of how to advise teen-agers about

sex is to present youth as a time for search, for self-understanding, and for 7 0

love-not as a game with rigid rules and penalties.

The plain trul:h is that most of us-shyly at first and then with greater

confidence-allow ourselves to reach out for love as best we can. Most of us

make a good many mistakes before we are able to love fully and responsibly.

Most of us get turned down more than once. And sometimes, despite our 7 5

good intentions, our changes of heart and mind tend to hurt other people.

Reasonably healthy and ethical men and women keep these mistakes

within tolerable bounds and learn from them instead of repeating them. Most

mature people are not ashamed to admit that, for us imperfect human beings,

perfect virtue is a goal to be pursued, not possessed. 8 0

It may sounld immoral to say that in love, as in most other things,

people learn by trial and error. But this is the truth, and it does not have to be

a distasteful truth. ‘The entire process of finding love can be full of enough

zest and joy to make the occasional heartaches worthwhile.’

’ Reprinted from “P,  Father Speaks Up About Teen-agers and Sex” by Sloan Wilson, in the

November, 1967 issue of Family Circle Magazine. Copyright The Family Circle, Inc.. 1967. Mr.

Wilson is the author whose novel The i\l(an  in the Gray Flannel Suit added a new phrase to our

language.
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Exercise 1 Vocabulary Preparation

Answer the following questions correctly.

1. Asa __ he showed no promise of becoming a great pianist.
.

1. young 2. youth

3. yourself 4. youthful

2. Joe has a bad memory for dates. This sentence means that -.

1. Joe cannot remember dates 2. Joe forgets dates easily

3. Joe does not like to know dates 4. 1 and 2 are correct

3. You look ridiculous in those tight jeans. This means that you look.

1. good 2. ugly

3. funny 4. lovely

4. She was seasick, and loathed the smell of greasy food.

“ Loathed’ in this sentence meansA

1. loved very much 2. preferred most

3. agreed with 4. disliked greatly

5. Most parents devoutly hope their daughter will remain chaste until she is

married. .

“Devoutly” in this sentence means -.

1. sincerely 2. separately

3. happily 4. hardly

6. Nowadays we cannot hope to see young women to remain chaste until they are

married.

“Chaste” in this sentence means -.

1. untame 2. virgin

3. unreasonable 4. clear

7 .  A f t e r  a  l o n g the bill was passed by the House of Commons and sent to

the House of Lords.
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1. debating 2. debatable

3. debater 4. debate

8. A psychiatrist is a person who .

1. looks for the correct answer

2 . is expert in treatment of mental illness

3 . takes good care of all children

4. you can depend on him everything

9. Young people sornetimes complain of not being able to with their parents.

1. communicate . 2. communicant

3. communicative 4. communication

10. He tried to join the army but was turned down because of poor health, and he

was very .

1. noisy 2. lucky

3. upset 4. busy

Exercise 2 Compre,hension Questions

a. Write (T) for the correct answer or (F)  for the incorrect one in the space

provided.

-1. The author notes a need for improved communication within the family.

-2. He approves Iof  free love.

-3. He sees a need for improve mental health for young adults.

-4. Parents are not always rational.

5-. Too many ominous warnings about sex are given to the young

6-. We seek the same standards for bur son and our daughter.

-7. Young peoplie  today are less moral than their parents.

-8. Youth is a time to search for self and understanding self.
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-9. There is a need for a clearer code of standards of morality which young

people could accept.

-10.  Our courtship customs are outmoded.

b . Choose the best answer for each question.

1. The author does not like the word “courting” because he thought that the word

1. is unimpressive to him 2. does not convey its real meaning

3. means the same as dating 4. seems like going to the court

2. As a father, the author is worried about his children .

1. free love 2. academic freedom

3. morality 4. working experience

3. Courtship customs .

1. are acceptable for the author

2. make the children be happy

3. annoy the parents very much

4. make both parents and children be uneasy

4. The author thinks that high-school sex is very

1. dangerous 2. pleasant

3. impressive 4. modern

5. From reading the passage, we know every religion teaches the young about

1. the God 2. sexual purity

3. love and sex 4. freedom of love

6. Psychiatrists mention that if children it will be harmful to the mind and

body.

I, do not pay attention to homework
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2 . are very realistic about having sex

3 . do not listen to the priests and the doctors

4 . do not have careful choice about sex

7. At present, many leen-agers consider virginity as - for those over 21.

1.  abnormal 2. wise

3. a sin 4. a good deed

8. But anyhow lots of women

1 still believe in chastity 2. are forbidden not to marry young

3. confuse whether to remain chaste 4. sacrifice themselves to the God

9. According to the author, parents must speaks to their children about

sex.

1. indirectly 2. frankly

3. loudly 4. secretly

10. The author concludes that we learn in ldve  -...-.

1. from our own experience 2. by trial and error

3. from the fact of life 4. All are correct

Passage 7

The Cobbler

His greatest satisfaction was pride in a job well done

condense from LE FIGARO

Ariel Marinie

He’s an old cobbler with a shop in the Marais, a historic area in Paris.

When I took him my shoes, he at first told me: “I  haven’t time. Take them to the

other fellow on the main street; he’ll fix them for you right away.”



But I’d had my eye on his shop for a long time. Just looking at his bench

loaded with tools and scraps of leather, 1 knew he was a skilled craftsman. “No” 5

3 I replied, “the other fellow is bound to botch them up.”

‘The other fellow’ was one of those shopkeepers who fix heels and make

keys “while-U-wa’rt”--without  knowing much about mending shoes or making

keys. They work carelessly, and when they have finished sewing back a

sandal strap you might as well just throw away the pair. 1 0

My man saw I wouldn’t give in, and he smiled. He wiped his hands on

his blue apron, looked at my shoes, had me write my name on one sole

with a piece of chalk and said, “Come back in a week.”

I ,was  about to leave when he took a superb pair of soft, supple leather

boots off a shelf. 1 5

“See what I can do?” he said with pride. “Only three of us in Paris can

do this kind of work.”
<

When I got back out into the street, the world seemed brand-new to me.

He was something out of a medieval legend, this old craftsman with his way of

speaking familiarly, his weird, dusty felt that, his funny accent from who-knows- 2 0

where and, above all, his pride in his craft.

These are times when nothing counts but the bottom line, when you can

do things any old way as long as it “pays,” when, in short, people look on work

as a path to ever increasing consumption rather than a way to realize their own

intrinsic abilities. In such a period it is a rare comfort to find a cobbler who 25

derives his greatest satisfaction from pride in a job well done.

Good work is a title of nobility: whatever his trade, a conscientious,

honest workman who tries to do his duty with no further ambition than to main-
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tain his self-respect has as much dignity as a famous artist. There is no

hereditary aristocracy. Decent people are the only true aristocrats. 3 0

Reader’s Digest May 1939 pp.1 03-I 04

Exercise I Use the correct idiom in each sentence.

have his eye on be about to be bound to

botch up give in

1. Suksom- leave her office when the telephone rang.

2. Charlie was a skillful repair man and he fixed our household electric appliances.

H e  n e v e r -them-.

3. Although Sodsai did not agree with her boss ‘s plan, she finally-.

4. Our national football team- with when they scored two goals in a row.

5. T h e  b o y -the toy department for a long time. He immediately went to the

shelf loaded with robot toys.

Exercise 2 Choose the best answer for each question.

1. Where was the setting of the story?

1. In Marseille 2. In France

3. In a gift shop 4. At a craft exhibition

2. The conversation was between. .

1. the writer and his readers

2. a shoemaker and his customer

3. an apprentice and a skilled craftsman

4. a shopkeeper and a famous artist

3. ‘My man’ (line 1 I) refers to .

1. the author’s driver 2. the aristocrat
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3. the cobbler 4. the writer’s servant

4. The writer finally had his shoes mended at -.

1. a ‘while-U-wait’ store 2. a shoemaker’s on the main street

3. a young cobbler’s shop 4. an old craftsman’s store

5. When would the writer get his shoes back?

1. When he visited the Marais next time.

2. The next week.

3. When he returned with a receipt.

4. Sooner or later.

6. The statement that best expresses the author’s attitude about his experience

is

1. to find a dignified craftsman is a rare comfort

2. famous artists are usually weird, old and proud

3. people today have eyes for good work only

4 . to realize one’s own intrinsic ability is time consuming

7. From whose point of view do we learn about the story?

1. The old cobbler’s 2. A passer-by’s

3. The writer’s 4. A policeman’s

8. The author was shown-.

1. a job well done

2. three pairs of nice boots

3 . a photo of three skillful shoemakers

4 . a piece of genuine leather

9. One can tell that the author -.

1. wanted his shoes fixed fast 2. admired the old cobbler

3. was proud of his aristocracy 4. did not like brand-new things
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10. The writer considered the old man noble because -,

1. he was an heir of a French aristocrat

2 . he inherited a title of nobility

3 . he was something out of a medieval legend

4 . he maintained his self-respect from his good work

Passage 8

To capture the beauty of Nature

Suda Kanjanawanawan

Talks to’master  artist Fua Haribhitak,

Who has ‘dedicated his whole life to art and religion.

He is 80 years old and his health is failing, but this does not prevent Fua

Haribhitak from vigorously pursuing research on the two disciplines he has

dedicated his whole life to-Buddhism and art.

Says the great artist: “My life is art. I do it because I love it and I am its

humble devotee. Neither honours nor material rewards do I expect from a work 5

which I do with the utmost sincerity, trying to capture the essence of the beauty

of Nature [Dhammal.”

Being in the first group of students of Corrado Feceri, better known as

Prof Silpa Bhirasri, Fua certainly got his inspiration from his teacher who once

pointed out that, “Art and religion are synonymous, Religion is the fundamental 10

educational power that moulds the mentality and customs of a people. While

art is the expression of its inward feeling.”

Thus, to continue Prof Silpa’ idea. Fua’s task is to zealously propagate

art as if it were a religion, in his case Buddhism.
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For almost the last sixty years, the elderly artist has relentlessly tried to 1 5

rescue the paintings in various places throughout the kingdom.

The master has demonstrated his masterful artistic skills in restoring the

ruined mural paintings in Thailand’s historically and culturally significant

temples in the ancient cities of Ayutthaya, Sukhothai, Petchburi and in many

other provinces in northern Thailand. He diligently and skillfully works on 20

repairing, preserving and duplicating the originals. His most prominent works

include the repairing of the mural paintings in the great PAGODA inside

Mahathat Temple of Ayutthaya.  and in the Buddha Kosacham Pavilion at

Buddhai  Sawan  Monastery.

Equally important is his important and invaluable research on the 25

precious Lanna art which was deemed a highly artistic work and an important

source of Thai art history studies from 1964-1967. Fua recorded the patterns

and designs of dozens of religious buildings in the North, several of which are

now in ruins.

,

Indeed, Fua can be regarded as the man who provides the link for the 30

beauty of the past to be appreciated by the present generation.

Fua believed that the art of works conservation is no less significant than

any other artistic endeavour. He feels that if nobody helps to preserve the

ruined mural paintings and objets d’art, the generations to follow will not get the

opportunity to appreciate an important source of national pride. 3 5

The artist insists he still has a lot of things to do for both society and the

coming generations.

Weakened by kidney problems, Fua, however, still continues to work

and do research on both life and the arts.

“I remember well Prof. Silpa’s saying.” He said to me, “we are born to 40

work. If we don’t work, our thoughts will travel aimlessly and confusingly.” k
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“All of my life, I have determined to work as hard as I can, until I can no

longer do it,” he emphasizes.

At present, he is still working on a painting sketch of an image of the

Lord Buddha and two Hindu gods on which he has already spent nearly two 45

years. This incomplete work will be used as an outline for the construction of

the Buddha depiction and will be later placed in a viham inside a temple

compound which Fua declines to reveal, reasoning that the work is not perfect.

Recognizing the state of his health though, Fua is determined that he

has to complete the work as soon as possible, as he says, “before I lose all of 5 0

my energy.”

Among the cream of Thai national artists now, painter Fua was one of

the outstanding students of the first batch taught by Prof Silpa. Other

prominent students at that time ‘were Piman  Mulpramuk and Sithidet

Saenghiran, both sculptors. 5 5

All of them were practitioners of the realistic style initially. During that

period, Fua received a score of awards from the National Exhibition of Arts

organized by the Fine Arts Department. Later the artist was influenced by

impressionism, which he learned in Europe when he got a grant to study at the

Academia de Bella Arts di Roma in Rome, Italy in 1954. Fua also experimented 6 0

with Cubism. He was among the leading artists who brought the idea of

Cubism to Thailand.

In 1983, Fua won the Philippines’ Magsaysay award for social service

and two years later he was in the first group of local artists who were honoured

as National Artists. At Ipresent,  Fua is a teacher of traditional art at Chang Silp 6 5

College in Bangkok.

Despite his many accomplishments;Fua  still believes in the simple life,

with no ambition in this material world, --a significant influence of Buddhism.
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Though he could profit a lot from his artistic capability and reputation as a

master, Fua has never taken advantage of this. Most of his works, if not sold at 7 0

low prices, are in public monasteries.

Staying in a small house in Soi  Soon Karnkhaa Worachak near Sra Ket

Temple in Bangkok, Fua lives a contented life with wife Somthawin, 70. A small

multipurpose room is where the artist spends most of his time doing this work.

To honour this National Artist, the National Culture Commission Office 75

and Sathien Koset-Nakha Pratheep Foundation are holding an exhibition of his

works at the National Gallery. The exhibition, to celebrate the 80’ birthday of

Fua, is also to mark the long years of his dedication to Thai art conservation.

The public is welcome to view the exhibition daily until May 24.

Exercise 1 Answer the statements TRUE (T)  or FALSE (F)

-1. Fua won the Philippines’ Magsaysay award for social service in 1993.

-2. Fua spends most of his time doing his work.

-3. Fua was a student of Prof Silpa Bhirasri.

4. Fua was honoured as a National Artist in 1985.

-5.  Fua was not interested in Lanna art.

--6. The artist dedicated his life to Thai art conservation.

-7.  His most prominent works include the construction of the great pagoda.

-8. Fua was determined to retire at 80.

-9.  Fua preferred to sell his work at a low price.

-10.  The artist was weakened by heart problems.

4

I
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Exercise 2 Complete each sentence using one of the following terms:

cream, sketch, batch, conservation, prominent

1. Water should be a priority of our government.

2 . Puay was an outstariding  student of Father Helair  and he was among the

of his generation.

3. The new pf trainees will visit the RU. printing house tomorrow.

4 . They will notice the sign left on the floor easily since it is very

5. A of the hit and run driver was sent around the country.

Exercise 3 Choose the best answer for each questions.

1.  Fua Haribhitak is _ .

1. a great painter 2.. a researcher

3 . a teacher of traditional art 4. All are correct

2. Prof Silpa Bhirasri said -.

1. “Art is my life”

2. “Art and religion are synonymous”

3 . “To capture the essence of the beauty of Nature is the artist’s work”.

4 . “I am the humble devotee of art”

3. Which statement is !not  true?

1, Fua was not interested in material rewards

2 . Fua followed his teacher’s philosophy in working.

3 . Fua spent forty years trying to rescue the paintings in various places.

4 . Fua wanted the beauty of the past to be appreciated by the present

generation.

4 . “All of them” (line 56)  refers to- - -

1.  both sculptors

2. Prof Silpa’s outstanding students
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3. Thai national artists now

4 . Piman  Mulpramuk and Sitthidet Saenghiran

5. Fua believes that

1. the art of works conservation is significant and meaningful

2. he still has a lot to do for both society and the coming generations

3. the ruined mural printings and objets d’art are an important source of

national pride

4. All are correct

6 . In 1954, while studying in Rome, Italy, Fua was influenced by

1. the great sculptures of the Roman Empire period

2 . his colleagues who experimented in Cubism

3. the practitioners of the realistic style.

4 . impressionism at the Academia de Bella Arts di Roma

7. The artists far-sightedness and devotion to art are clearly seen from ,

1. his recording of the patterns and designs of dozens of religious buildings in

the North

2. his experiment with Cubism and bringing the idea of Cubism to Thailand

3. his receiving a score of awards from the National Exhibition of Thailand

4. None is correct

8. Fua loves to .

1. profit from his artistic ability 2. talk about his accomplishments

3. lead a simple life 4. be called a master

9. People can enjoy most of Fua’s works .

1. at Chang Silp College 2. in public monasteries

3. at his small studio 4. in some millionaires’ collection

10. Which of the following is a significant influence of Buddhism on Fua?

1. To become rich and famous
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2. To be ambitious and materialistic

3 . To take advantage of the poor

4. To live a contented life

Passage 9

The umbrella

by Suphasiri  Supunpaysaj

The day my grandfather went into hospital I saw a patient who had

died being wheeled into what Thais literally call the ‘Heart-stopped Building’

That was the first time I had heard of such a place, and I remember thinking

what an awful name it was. It looked to me, at first, like an ordinary place; but

after I learned what it was, the building suddenly became a much darker 5

grey-almost shadowy, the way buildings and houses look just before a

thunderstorm. The two large windows on either side became eyes, and the

entrance below formed a wide-open mouth. I told myself not to look in that

direction from then on.

The body being wheeled was covered from head to toe with a bright IO

coloured  Chinese silk sheet. Thais use these silk sheets the way people in

cold countries use blankets, only the silk keeps them cool as well as

protecting them from mosquitoes in the tropical climate. The woman walking

alongside the wheel-bed had her umbrella open. She held it over the body, I

found it amusing that art adult would actually try to shield a dead person, 15

instead of herself, from the blazing sunlight. Even a nine-year-old like me

knew that dead people cannot feel anything. What a dumb thing to do, I

thought.
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I was glad grandfather was going home in just a few days; I heard the

doctor say so myself. Grandfather had always been a happy, healthy, robust 2 0

kind of person. He was  also, in every sense, a successful man: well-educated,

rich, important, respected and loved. As a Buddhist he had fulfilled his six

important duties: he had served his religion well; he had been a good son, a

good husband and father. And surely, most definitely, he was a good-a

great-grandfather. 25

There were four of us grandchildren living under his roof; several of his

unmarried children were there: a few relatives: five generations of servants.

Elderly servants who had been there since his father’s day were well taken

care-of, and young ones were sent to school at his expense.
.

Grandmother once told me that adults call people like him ‘Bo Tree’, I 3 0

knew what she meant. Most every temple I had ever gone to had huge Bo

trees. They looked like gigantic umbrellas with their long branches radiating in

every direction like the bamboo ribs that hold up paper umbrellas, only the

masses of intense green leaves were much thicker than the paper. If you

stand right und,erneath  a Bo tree, you are sheltered from the sun as well as 3 5

the rain.

That’s why birds loved to live in Bo trees. There seemed to be

thousands, because it was more than I could count. They are the Bo’s little

fruit and built their nests; knowing their young would be safe from fierce

sunlight and piercing rain. 40

Ten days later, grandfather died. Grandmother covered him with his

Chinese silk sheet. I secretly wished she would not cover his face.

As we walked by his side to the ‘Heart-stopped Building‘ where he

would have to stay before they removed him to a temple foPreligious  rites, I

opened the umbrella to shield him from the sunlight. It was April,  our 45
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summertime. The sun felt particularly hot on my skin and the top of my head.

The Monsoon rain waS  yet to come.

I was nine and I knew perfectly well that dead people cannot feel

anything.

In my grandfatlier’s  study, I sat and watched his secretary of twenty 5 0

years trying to write a letter, on behalf of my grandfather, literally to ask the

King to grant him permission to die. Incredible as it may sound, she explained

to me, this was the custom for noblemen and high-ranking government

officials. The one-page letter seemed to take her forever to do. My child’s

mind wondered:. . .if the King doesn’t grant the permission, would Grandpa 5 5

then come alive again? But the letter was finally written and delivered.

The permission came in the form of a group of people from the Palace

carrying, among other tliings,  a Koj, a pagoda-shaped object about the height

and size of an average Thai. I learned that the top can be opened and,

through an awkward process of forcing, the deceased’s body put in the Koj in 6 0

a sitting position, knees bent against arms, arms against ribs and two palms

of hands against each other in a praying gesture. Use of the Koj is regarded

as an honour, like the medals or titles people receive when they have done

good deeds for their countries. The more important the deceased, the more

decorative the Koj bestowed in their honour. 6 5

My good-humoured grandfather would have none of the

unpleasantness of the Koj. He specially wrote, as part of his will and

testament, that his body was not be put in one. He had told us that, “Liuing, I

have served my Kings and country to my utmost ability standing up, sitting

down and kneeling: whlen  I die, I should like to be allowed to lie flat on my 7 0

back to my own utmost  comfort.” The Koj, in grandpa’s opinion, though an

honour, is nothing but ‘al coffin in disguise-several sizes too small at that’. In
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compliance with his wish, his body was put in a regular coffin, which was then

placed behind the Koj at the temple while the religious rites were being

conducted. 75

There would be one hundred days of religious rites before the

cremation. I watched the adults-relatives, friends and servants-scurrying

about, arranging flowers, preparing food for the monks as well as the guests.

There were books to be printed in honour of the deceased and perfumed

handkerchiefs to be folded in flower-form and tied with black ribbons, both to 80
.

be given as remembrances of the cremation.

As I grew older I came to notice that my own people are very fastidious

about two things: eating and dying. Those are undoubtedly characteristics a

nation can only enjoy on a full stomach, the full stomach which derives from

living on rich soil and from the blessing of favourable weather. The southwest 85

Monsoon, which emerges from the womb of the Indian Ocean as a ferocious

and angry child and then bullies its way across first landfall as a delinquent

juvenile and young adult, finally arrives in Thailand more or less mellow and

middle-aged, bringing just the right amount of rain for planting; even when

floods result, the visit is short and the soil seems even more fertile. 90

3

The hundred days passed and it was time for the cremation. The

Monsoon was poised. Although there were few white clouds in the sky and

.the sun was shining innocently brjght,  you could hear the low rumbling sound

unique to the onset of the Monsoon, like a fanfare reminding us of this

majestic visitation. Though it starts gently, the rumble quickly becomes more 95

intense and frequent, seeming to vibrate the very walls of your shelter, be it

simple or grand. The Monsoon exercises no discrimination; it spares no one.
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Thais refer to major problems that arise in their lives as ‘monsoons’-an

intense version of ‘rainy days’ in English.

The rain was still gentle when the King’s sister started the royal fire for 1 0 0

the cremation. A uniformed  man carried an extremely large umbrella to shield

the Princess from the rain, so large it reminded me of a Bo tree. Afterwards

everyone else walked to the crematorium with a small bouquet of artificial

flowers made of fragrant wood shavings in one hand, and their umbrella in the

other, to place their bouquet in the fire as the last token of respect to the 105

deceased.

There seemed to be hundreds and hundreds of people who came.

The large grounds of thle royal temple seemed over-crowded, and I had never

seen so many umbrellas in my nine years of life. Like the mushrooms that

Popped up everywhere during the Monsoon in the grounds of our country 110

house, some umbrellas were large, some were small, some were shaped in

ways that seemed to give better protection than others to their users. Some

were elaborate silk umbrellas with bamboo handles. The long, uneven

umbrella-line stretching towards the crematorium resembled the mushrooms

that grew on a jack-fruit log at the back of my grandmother’s garden. 1 1 5

It was time to walk to the crematorium and put my bouquet in the fire. I

opened my grandfather’s umbrella. It was the same one I used to shield him

from the sun when they were wheeling him to the ‘Heart-stopped Building’.

The same old one that he had used over the years when he carried me with

one hand and held it in the other, somehow successfully shielding US both 1 2 0

from the rain and the sun.

Today, I shall carry it myself, alone.

The Umbrella
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Exercise I Decide if the following statements are TRUE or FALSE based on the

sequence of ideas in the selection.

-1.  They removed the deceased from the “Heart-stopped Building” to a temple

for religious rites.

-2.  There would be one hundred days of religious rites after the cremation.

-3.  The grandfather asked the King to grant him permission to die before he

passed away.

.4. People attending the cremation were given books printed in honour of the

deceased.

__ 5. After the King’s sister started the royal fire for the cremation, everyone else

walked to the crematorium and put their bouquet in the fire.

Comprehension quesion

Exercise 2 Choose the best answer for the following question.

1. The first impression the author had with the umbrella took place when he saw

1. his grandfather used one to shield him from the rain and the sun

2. an extremely large umbrella that shield the Princess from the rain

3. a woman held it over a patient who had died being wheeled into the ‘Heart-

stopped Building’

4 . hundreds and hundreds of umbrellas held by people who walked to the

crematorium

2. The author’s grandfather was compared to a ‘Bo Tree’ because 1

1. he was strong and healthy

2. he had been a religious man
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3. he took care of his people very well

4. he had served hlis  Kings and country

3. The author opened the umbre!la  to shield his grandfather from the sunlight on

the way to the ‘Heart-stopped Building’ because .

1. it was very sunny that day

2. he knew perfectly well that dead people can feel nothing

3. it was a tradition frequently practised  nowadays

4 . he loved and cared for him

5. A Koj is .

1. the King’s permission to die

2. the height and size of an average Thai

3. A large amount of money

4 . A pagoda-shaped object for a deceased’s body

5. People who receive lthe Koj are these .

1. who have done good deeds for their country

2. who have earnecl  medals or titles

3. high rank officials and officers

5. None is correct

6. ‘Fastidious’ (line 82) means -.

1. quick

3. sympathetic

7. The author’s grandfather was a

1. kind

3. dutiful

8. In Thai ‘monsoons’ rlefer  to -.

1. sunny days

3. hard times

EN 201

2. fussy

4. luxurious

man.

2. good-humoured

4. All are correct

2. the rumble of a fanfare

4. no discrimination
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9. What was the weather like on the cremation day?

1. There were few clouds. 2. The sun was shining.

3. It rained. 4. All are correct.

lO.According  to the author, the umbrellas were like the mushrooms because of all

the following reasons except ,

1. their unexpected appearance 2. their similar shapes

3. their various sizes 4. their growing on a jackfruit log

Vocabulary

Exercise 3 Match each term with its meaning at the right.

-1. fanfare a. be similar

-2. resemble b. . run quickly and hurriedly

-3. ferocious c. ready to move at any moment

4 .  b e s t o w e d d. a short, loud tune played on

-5. will trumpets to announce a special

-6. gesture event

-7. taken e. extremely unusual

-8. incredible

-9. poised

-10.  s c u r r y

f. sign

g.  fierce and violent

h. movement of a hand or head to give

information

i. given

j. a legal document
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Passage 10

Lives down the tube?

The Advent of television

has brought along numerous

benefits and also drawbacks.

Atiya Achakulwisut delves into

the impact of television

upon the young mind.

It has been said that for young children, television is an early window

onto the world through which they will learn and understand more about life.

That is an optimistic supposition. Looking through the other end of the picture

tube, a number of repercussions are to be found.

As modern day parents find themselves more and more caught up in a 5

hectic schedule of work and outside activities, children tend to seek comfort

in watching television to the extent that it becomes a routine.

Up to the age of 18, children spend more hours in front of a TV set

than engaged in any other single activity except sleeping.

One question frequently asked is whether television is detrimental to 1 0

children’s eyesight. Professor Payom Ingkatanuwat, a former head of the

Child Psychiatry section at Chulalongkorn Hospital, is of the view that it has

the potential to be so, saying: children’s eyesight. Professor Payom

Ingkatanuwat, a former head of the Child Psychiatry section at Chulalongkorn

Hospital, is of the view that it has the potential to be so, saying:

‘Companies that produce TV sets confirm that radioactivity released

from a TV is not up to a level that would harm viewers including children. But 1 5
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I fear for the accumulating effects. I think the common problem of

nearsightedness among children has something to do with  television.”
*

An optician, however, said that any sustained and concentrated use of

the eyes on small figures or small movements could cause eyestrain.

“Television may impair children’s eyesight where conditions for viewing are 2 0

not good. Too much or too little light, too much or too little distance are factors

involved.”

Eye specialists say that children who look up at the tube and view it in

a dark room, maximises the glare and therefore risk eyestrain.

The physical effects are easily defined and prevented. Harder are the 2 5

emotional ones. We have to accept that childhood is a period of learning, ab-

sorbing and changing. At this stage a child learns and changes more than he ’

will do in other phases of life. What children see from TV will be recorded in

their memory and will contribute in the formation of habits, values and

attitudes which will stay with them for the rest of their life. Research conducted 3 0

by Dr. Seri Wongmontha pointed out that the favourite children’s programmed

is the soap opera, after new time.

“I can say that no series on the air now is suitable for children.” Prasai

Ruchaiboon, a famous book translator whose pseudonym is ‘Nida’ said: “They

are all escapist melodramas, loose plots and faulty casting.” 3 5

Despite their second-rate quality, series have strong influence on

youngsters, especially teenagers. An actors’ hair-style or clothes always

becomes a new trend for youngsters.

Prasai also said that children may regard errors in their preferred

series, such as the actors or actresses’ wrong pronunciation of the ‘r’ and ‘I’ 40

sounds and crude manners, as acceptable.
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Cartoon can’t lbe  ignored either. Most programmes that are considered

for children comprise of Japanese cartoons on Saturday and Sunday

morning.

“My brother is a cartoon addict. He won’t go anywhere in this world 4 5

when it is time for cartoons. I think the programmes make him more

aggressive, verbally and in actions,” a university student complained. The

violence shown, though not blatantly in cartoons is dangerous for the

development of a child’s attitudes.

‘At least they are familiarised with aggression. At worse, they follow it,’ 5 0

says Prof Payom. The cartoons entail a number of problems. Fascinated by

heroes, children fall victim to companies who wreak havoc by initiating a

scheme inviting children to collect cartoon stickers enclosed with sweets. An

album is sold, separately. When all stickers are collected the filled-in album

can be exchanged for toys. 5 5

It is not only the loss of money but the children’s health that is also

destroyed by the amount of sweets, mainly consisting of sugar.

“I notice that reading habits among children has shockingly dwindle

because they are spoiled by the routine watching,” said Assoc Prof Sunee

Sinthudeja of Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University. 66

She explained that the watching process is far simpler than that of

reading. When children are accustomed to watching, the result is boredom

with the textbook..

The decline in reading is a startling fact because it means that children

are deprived of a source of knowledge, aesthetics, and imagination that a 65

book provides. The instant pleasure of TV watching will render in the

shallowness of future society.
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“We have a myriad of superficial programmes because it is easy both’..

for producers and viewers,” said Kannikar Thammakesorn, Managing Director

of Phasorn.Production Co.,Ltd.

“Children will lack the ability to take in anything in-depth. They will take

into account the appearance, not the core, and find it very hard to analyse or

break a problem,” said Kannikar.

Now comes the most terrific harm a television can do to children. The

7b

arrival of TV in a house marks the decline of family life. ‘Vanishing is the 7 5

feeling of wholeness among members of a family. The more time they spend

watching television means less time they spend in talking with each other.

They do not have a chance to tell what they have done during the day,’ said

Professor Payom.

If the human relationship of family life which is the fundamental 80

institution of society is destroyed, it is hard therefore to expect warm

relationships or co-operation in higher and more complicated stratum of

society.

For the time being, programmes intended for young viewers are

normally shown between 5-6.30  p.m. on weekdays. It is true that some are 8 5

really good. However “The timing is a hindrance itself.” Said Prasai. “At that

time, most or all children are still stuck in traffic jams or are too tired from their

day at school.”

Another programme seemingly intended for children is the traditional

drama series aired in the evening. 9 0

“I agree with the attempt to introduce such folk lores or legends to

audiences but what about choosing more appropriate stories and refining

them. Existing ones are so tawdry and valueless in every aspect,” complained
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Prasai, who also suggested that literature and classical dance are long

absent from the screen. 9 5

“Ctiildren’s programs should be treated as a special programs for

special viewers. Producers are willing to make whatever programs that are

profitable. It is up to the policy makers if they see the importance of such

programs and strive for their existence,” said Kannikar.

24 hours television is the subject of current debate. If the project is 100

realised, competition will certainly be intensified. Each channel will have to air

programs that attract the largest audiences so that they can sell time to

advertisers and thus cover their costs. The prospect of a good children’s

program seems more and more hopeless.

Is television an early window onto the world? With its potential for 105

forming a new generation’s habits, attitudes and values which will stay with

them for the rest of their life, perhaps greater consideration should be given to

this life-forming habit.

Television and children, as the writing on the side of a TV set package

always warms, is solmething we have to ‘handle with care.’ 110

Bangkok Post August 30,199l  sec. 3 p.25

Exercise 7 Select the word or expression that most satisfactorily complestes  each

statement.

*

1. A is an unpleasant aspect of something that makes it less acceptable or

less desirable.

1. backfire 2. withdrawal

3. feedback 4. drawback
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2. Because of the lowering of water level, some dominant species in the bog

country must for their existence..

1. strike 2. strive

3. stand 4. stoop

3. Parents complained that some video games wereviolent and harmful.

1. satisfactory 2. faithfully

3. blatantly 4. successfully

4 . Malee’s  advisor suggested that she take some reading courses such

as EN 201 and EN 202.

1. fundamental 2. final

3. flexible 4 . faulty

5. ‘How to save water’ is a (n) top ic  in  Bangkok .

1. incredible 2. rare

3. creative 4 . current

6 . Somchai resigned from his post because his actions had been-to the com-

pany.

1. helpful 2. detrimental

3. dreadful 4. impeccable

7. The principal did not realize how awfully his students were until the final

exam drew near.

1.  potential 2. involved

3. competitive 4 . decisive

8. His father’s bankruptcy in 1980 had enormous on his business and his

family.

1. demonstration 2. repercussions

3. transition 4. commitment
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9. The of her interest in her job prevented her from being promoted to a

higher position

1. aspect 2 . circumstance

3. shallowness 4 . trend

10. A younger generation of Irish people is looking forward to the

1. prospect 2 . perspective

3. principle 4 . pace

of peace.

Exercise 2 Write (‘T)  for the statements the TV reviewers probably agree with.

Write (F)  for the ones they probably do not agree with.

-1.  Television can be a double-edged sword for children.

-2.  In general, producers are willing to make whatever programs that are pro-

fibable.

-3.  Research pointed out that the favorite adults’ program is the soap opera,

after news time.

-4.  Proper light and distance are important conditions for viewing television.

-5.  The actors or actresses’ wrong pronunciation of the ‘r’ and ‘I’ sounds are

acceptable for most viewers.

-6.  Children may follow the aggressive model shown in cartoons.

-7.  The more tirne children spend watching television means less time they

spend in sleeping.

_ 8. School is the fundamental institution of society.

-9.  The prospect for a good children’s program seems doubtful.

-10. We should give more consideration to television programs and their impact

on children.
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Exercise 3 Choose the best answer for the following questions.

1.  What is the article about?

1. How to live with your children.

2. How television affects young children.

3. The disadvantages of television.

4 . The prospects of a good children’s program.

2. For young children, television is like .

1. a big box filled with light and sound

2 . an early window onto the world

3. the world full of optimistic supposition

4 . the fun world on earth

3. Parents nowadays count on television as

1. a baby sister

2 . something to occupy their children’s time

3. an entertaining accessory at home

4. All are correct

4. ‘The picture tube’ (lines 3-4) refers to

1. the world * 2. the broadcast

3. television 4. work

5. Television effects children _ .

1.  days and nights 2. slightly on weekends

3. especially 4. physically and emotionally

6. Which of the following is a physical effect from television?

1. Children identify themselves with the televised characteristics.

2. Television may impair children’s eyesight.

3. Children form habits and values from what they see from TV.
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4. The violence shown in cartoons is dangerous for the development of a

child’s attitud’e.

7. Which statement represents the emotional impact of the television on the young

mind?

1.  Children are-familiarized with aggression.

2 . Children spent their saved money buying cartoon stickers.

3 . Cartoon stickers enclosed with sweets destroy children’s health.

4. None is correct.

8. The teacher notices that .

1. children are bored with the text book

2. reading habits among children have declined

3 . children prefer the instant pleasure of TV watching to reading books

4. All are correct

9. The most terrific lharm  a television can do to children is to .

1. weaken their ability to analyze a problem

2 . destroy the ability to take in  anything in-depth

3 . produce a decline of family life

4 . cause the misinterpretation of symbol in the soap opera

10. The author concludes that -’

1. children’s programs should be treated as a special program for special

viewers

2 . television as well as children should be handled with care

3 . the arrival of TV in a house destroys the human relationship of family life

4 . the instant pleasure of TV watching will render the future society shallow
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Passage 11

THE BISHOP OF ROME

from The Shoes of the Fisherman

by Morris L. West

ON THE NIGHT of his coronation Kiril Lakota dressed himself in the

black cassock and the platter hat of a Roman priest and,walked  alone out of

the Angelic Gate to survey his new bishopric. The guards at the gate hardly

glanced at him, being accustomed to the daily procession of Monsignori’ in

And out of the Vatican*. He smiled to himself and hid his scarred face behind 5

a handkerchief as he hurried down the Borgo Angelico3  toward the Castle of

Sam’  Angelo.

It was a few minutes after ten. The air was still warm and dusty, and

streets were alive with traffic and the passage of pedestrians. He strode out

freely, filling his lungs with the new air of freedom, excited as a schoolboy who 1 0

had just broken bounds.. . .

[He walked for a time in the narrow lanes and alleys of the city]

A moment later he broke out into a narrow square at whose angle there

was a bar with tables set on the sidewalk. One of the tables was occupied by

a family group munching sweet pastries and chattering in harsh Roman 1 5

dialect; the other was free, so he sat down and ordered an espresso. The

service was perfunctory, and the other guests ignored him. Rome was full of

clerics, and one more or less made no matter.

’ pariests

’ the place of the Pope

3 a street
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As he sipped the bitter coffee, a wizened fellow with broken shoes

sidled up to sell him a newspaper. He fumbled in his cassock for change, 2 0

then remembered with a start that he had forgotten to bring any money. He

could not even pay for ‘his drink, for a moment he felt humiliated and

embarrassed, then he saw the humor of the situation and decided to make the

best of it. He signaled the bartender and explained his situation, turning out

his pockets as evidence of good fai!h.  The fellow made a surly mouth and 2 5

turned away, muttering an imprecation on priests who sucked the blood of the

poor.

Kiril caught at his sleeve and drew him back. “No, no! You

misunderstand me. I want to pay and I shall pay.”

The news vendor and the family waited silently for the beginning of a 3 0

Roman comedy. g

‘Beh!“4  The barman made a sweeping gesture of contempt. “So you i

want to pay! But when and with what? How do I know who you are or where

you are from?”

“If you like,” said Kiril with a smile, “I’ll leave you my name and 3 5

address.”

“So, I’m to go trotting all over Rome to pick up fifty lire?*15

“I’ll send it to you or bring it myself.”

“Meantime, who’s out of pocket? Me! You think I have so much that I

can buy coffee for (every  priest in Rome?” 4 0

4sound  of disgust

5 Italian money
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They had their laugh then, and they were satisfied. The father of the

family fished in his pocket and tossed a few coins expansively on the table.

“Here! Let me pay for it, Padre.’  And for.the  paper, too.”

“Thank you....l’m grateful. But I would like to repay you.”

“Nothing; Padre, nothing!” Pater familias7  waved a tolerant hand. “And 45

you must foigive Giorgio, here, He’s having a bad time with his wife.”

Giorgio grunted unhappily and shoved the coins into his pocket. “My

mother wanted me to be a priest. Maybe she was right at that.”

“Priests have their problems, too,” said Kiril mildly. “Even the Pope has

a few, I’m told.” 5 0

“The Pope! Now there’s a funny one.” This from the paper vendor, who

being a seller of news, claimed the right to comment upon it as well. “They’ve

really cooked us beautifully this time. A Russian in the Vatican! Now there’s a

story for you!” He spread the paper on the table and pointed dramatically to

the portrait of the Pontiff,’ which covered nearly half the front page. “Now tell 5 5

me if he isn’t an odd one to foist on us Romans. Look at that face and the....“.

He broke off and stared at the bearded visage of the newcomer. His voice

dropped to a whisper. “Dio! ‘You  look just like him.”

The others craned over his shoulder, staring at the portrait.

“It’s queer,” said Giorgio, “Very queer. You’re almost his double.” 6 0

“I am the Pope,” he told them, and they gaped at him as if he were a

ghost.

6 title of a priest, “father”

’ Latin: the father of the family

’ the Pope

g My God.
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‘$1  don’t believe it,” said Giorgio. “You look like him. Sure! But you’re

sitting here, without a lire in your pocket, drinking coffee, and it’s not very

good coffee at that.” 6 5

“It’s better than I get in the Vatican.”

Then seeing their confusion and their trouble, he asked for a pencil

and wrote their names and their addresses on the back of a bare check. “I’ll

tell what I’ll do. I’ll  send each of you a letter and ask you to come to lunch with

me in the Vatican. I’ll  pay you back the money then, too.” 7 0

“You wouldn’t joke with us, Padre.” Asked the news vendor anxiously.

“No. I wouldrl’t  joke with you. You’ll hear from me.”

He stood up, folded the newspaper, and shoved it into the pocket of

his cassock. Then he laid his hands on the old man’s head and murmured a

benediction. “There now. Tell the world you’ve had a blessing from the Pope.” 7 5

He made the Sign elf  the Cross over the little group. “And all of you, tell your

friends that you have seen me and that I didn’t have enough money for

coffee.”

They watched him, stupefied, and he strode away, a dark, gaunt

figure, but oddly triumphant from his tirst encounter with his people. 8 0

Exercise 1

Vocabulaw  Exercises

A. Select the word or expression #that  most satisfactorily completes each statement.

1. The new generation did not have a chance to see King Phumiphol’s .

1. birthday 2. coronation

3. palace 4. colony

2 . The Government intends to make a ot  labor conditions.

1. move 2. strike
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3. survey 4. punishment

3. I am to this place and don’t want to go any where else.

1. confused 2. confronted

3. attended 4. accustomed

4. Drivers must stop their cars at the crosswalk for the c r o s s .t o

1. compliment 2. engine

3. pedestrians 4. rules

5. From her angry he knew that something was strong.

1. nail 2. visage

3 .  f a c e t 4. image

6. The ___ dog trotted around the field, looking everywhere for something to eat.

1. fat 2. happy>

3. gaunt 4. lazy

7. Don’t try to carry many things at the same time, or you will them all.

1. fumble 2. fold

3. drink 4. clean

8 .  P l e a s e  d o n ’ t so loud because I can not concentrate on my work.

1. move 2. sleep .

3. agree 4. chatter

9. The bad manner of the waiter our host, and he apologized for the bad

service.

I. pleased 2. humiliated

3. encouraged 4. stimulated

10. Healong without looking behind.

1. acted 2. smiled

3 strode 4. talked
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B. In each of the following questions there are two sentences. Place a word in the

blank which is formed from the same root as the italicized word (s).

1. This table is full of dust. It is-.

2 . There is no sign that we can enter the room. S o  he-us to walk in.

3 . She vends fruit inI the street. She is a fruit-’

4 . I was very confused by those signs. In m y -I took the wrong

road.

5 . The parade proceeded from the Royal Palace. The - moved toward the

Royal Garden.

6. Aphai tends a bar.

7. The drama of her life unfolded in court

He is a bar-.

.

Exercise 2

Comprehension Questions

Select the word or expression that most satisfactory completes each statement,

or answer each question, accdrding  to the passage.

1. Kiril Lakota walked out of the Angelic Gate on the night of his coronation

because he wanted to -,

1.’  meet his friends 2. return to his house

3. see his family 4. see his bishopric

2. When the Pope walked out of the Angelic Gate, the guards hardly glanced at

him because --’

1. he was not an important man

2 . they did not ‘think that he might do so

3 . it was too dark to see him clearly

4 . it is an ordinary thing for priests to pass through

3. ‘I priests vvho sucked the blood of the poor.” (lines 26-27) means

i priests who persuaded the poor to donate their blood
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2. priests who sucked the blood liked vampires

3. priests who lived on the donations from poor people

4. priests who were very poor and sold their blood for a living

4. When Kiril Lakota wanted to buy a newspaper he discovered that he-.

I. had no money

2. had already left the Vatican

3. wanted to pay for his coffee

4 . wanted to buy lunch for his guests

5. Giorgio didn’t believe that Kiril was the Pope because .

1. he was drinking bad coffee 2. he hadn’t any money

3. he was sitting in a small, dirty bar 4. All are correct.

6. The Pope was treated rudely by .

1. the father of the family

3. Giorgio

7. The Pope’s coffee was paid for by

1. the father of the family

3. the news seller

8. Where did Kiril put his newspaper?

2. the guards

4. Giorgio’s wife

2. Giorgio’s mother

4. the bartender

1. on the table 2. under his arm

3. on the chair 4. in his pocket

9. “Murmured 4 benediction” means .

1. sang a song 2. expressed an idea

3. chanted some nonsense 4. whispered a prayer

10. The “old man” whom Kiril blessed was the-.

1. news vendor 2. bartenbder

3. officer 4 . father of the family
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11. Who discovered that Kiril was a Pope?

1. the bartender 2. the news vendor

3. the father of the family 4. the guards at the gate

12. We learn from the passage that the present bishop of Rome was a/an-.

1. Russian 2. Roman

3. English 4. Italian

13. Kiril explained his situation to the bartender but he didn’t believe him and

thought that Kiril.

1. was a Pope S 2. wanted the express0  free

3. was trying to i.rick  him 4. would pay him later

14. When the Pope walked back to the Vatican, the people in the story were filled

with -.

1. fear 2. contempt

3. envy 4. surprise

15.  The Pope returned to the Vatican .

1. sadly 2. angrily

3. pensively 4. triumphantly

16. The Pope met with the people for the first time and it was a-

l. failure 2. success

3. tragedy 4. history
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Exercise 5

1. s

5. D

9. D

13. D

14. D

Exercise 6

nearly

increase

g o o d s

major

company

share

rule

fix

ancient

m a k e

2 . cl 3 . D 4 . S

6 . S 7 . D 8 . S

IO. D 11. s 12. s

14. s 15. D 16. S

18. S 19. D

&q

pq

IDroductI

El
main

piii-j

I

c l
law

pqz-1

lo’d
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Exercise 7

I. The company

2. laws

3. major

4. started

5. decrease

Exercise 8

Paragraph 2

hlaukl 3

d1mauGl  4

h3louGl 5

Paragraph 3

di~rnfdi~  ,6

chw&l  7

Paragraph 4

kvw~~iia 8

hd.ia  9

A1mauth 1 0

Paragraph 5

ihwdkl  11

@ .

Geaulatior&

0lower

2 sentences

2 sentences

2 sentences @

5 sentences

3 sentences

1 sentence

1 sentence

1 sentence

0rules

0reduce

1. Give your subject to the computer.

2. The computer searches its memory for books and articles about your

subject.

3. The computer prints a bibliography.
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Exercise 9

u”n1  T a &“a F a

F b T b

u”~3  F a 6~4 T a

T b F b

&in5 T a

F b

Exercise 10

1 . Those five fine I old red dilapidated / brick house / are unsafe I since the city I

hasset  up / her master plan.

2 . You should I never confuse / your child I by teaching him to do I what you

would not I do yourself.

3 . Smoking / has been linked /to lung cancer; / moreover, / it has been found / to

be related / to such diseases / as tuberculosis.

4 . Canada / is similar / to the United States I in that / the majority / of its people I

speak English.

5 . The mob /would have torn him / tlo pieces / if the police / had not protected

him.

Exercise 11

l.Xa 2. Ja 3. Jc a 4. Ja 5 . X  a

Jb xb Jb xb Jb

Exercise 12

1. A pleasant voice I is essential for anyone / wishing to become / a radio announ-

cer./ But this is not I the only requirement. / The successful announcer / needs

dignity, / confidence, / and initiative. / He needs / also good judgement / and

sense of humor.
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2. There are four kinds / of poisonous snakes / in the United States. / Pit vipers are

/ the rattlesnakes, / copperheads, / and cottonmouth moccasins. / The pit viper

/ is so named / for the pit / on each side / of the head / between the eye and the

nostril. / The fourth poisonous reptile / is the coral snake.

3. Insects / may be divided / into two main groups. / First, I there are those / that

eat solid food. / Grasshoppers and beatles / belong to this group. / Then

second, / there are those / that suck liquid food. / Butterflies and moths / have

long / sucking tubes.

4 . The properties of glass / make it useful / in more than one way. / For one thing, /

it is durable / and it is not acted upon / by dirt, / air, / water, / and most che-

micals. I For another, / it is transparent. ! No good substitute I has been found.

5. The motives / behind colonization / were many. There was interest / in min-

t ing, / in trading, / and in agriculture. / Other factors / were love of adventure/

and the wish / to escape hard time / at home. A few / sought relief / from

required military service.

Exercise 13

Separate the unit of thought in the following paragraphs

1. .Language  shows the way 1 that man looks at the world 1 around him. I

Man lives / in a world of words. / By talking to one another, / people are able to

know / and to understand one another. / A people’s language / allows them to do

this. I

But not all the people of the world / speak the same language. / This can

cause / people and nations J not to understand J or agree with one another. /

Different languages see the world I in different ways. /

Each group of people I thinks that / its language is the best. / Other

languages I seem strange or wrong. I But each language I is clear to the people I

that speak it.
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Every language in the world / has words / that tell the time, / age, / sex, /

and the way of life of the people /that speak it. / The language of a nation / shows

the customs and values / of its people. /

2. The floors of the ocean / contain many riches /that can be used by man.

Oil and some chemicals and minerals / already are taken from the sea. / By using

nuclear energy, I ocean water can be turned I into fresh water I by removing the

salt.

Producing food from farms / under the sea / is a possibility I in the future. /

Food grown in the sea / could help solve the problem / of many of the world’s

people I who go hungry everyday. I About 1 O-l 5 % of the world’s people I do not

have enough food. I

Some scientists believe that / some day the sea / will be used to make

electric power. / This would help meet / the need for more power / for the world’s

industries. / The decreasing supply of coal, / oil, I and gasoline / shows that the

needs to find I new kinds of power I is urgent. /

Exercise 14

Correctly separate the unit of thought in the following paragraph

1. Dictionaries contain a 1o.t  of information, / so they are a very useful

reference book. / Some of the information / is very important for foreign student. /

Some of the information is less important / but it is interesting./

The most useful information / in the dictionary for foreign students / is

spelling, I meaning, I synonyms, I and antonyms of words. ! The dictionary shows I

how to spell (write) correctly / including irregular verbs and plurals. Because most

words / have more thaln  one meaning, / it is important to choose / the correct

meaning I for the word you want. I To help you I choose the correct meaning, / the

dictionary / shows the parts of speech, / such as noun, / verb, adjective, etc. for

each meaning, definition. In addition, / the dictionary shows / if the words is formal
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or slang / (usually used only for speaking but not for writing). Finally, the dictiona-

ry gives / synonym, words with similar meaning and antonyms, / words with the

opposite meaning. / All of this information I is very helpful for foreign students.

The dictionary contains / additional information. It tells / how to pronounce

the word, /tells how to divide the word into syllables, / and gives the history of the

word, / that is, / if the word came from Latin, German, etc. The dictionary also /

contains general information / about people and places. I It often gives the popula-

tion / and location of cities and countries / and tells when famous people, / like

Cleopatra, lived.

Exercise 15

1. 2 2. 3 3. 3

4. 3 5. 3 6. 1

7. 2 8. 3 9. 4

10. 4 11. 3 12. 2

13. 1 14. 4 15. 2

Exercise 1 6

1. 1 2 . 2 3 . 1

4 . 3 5. 3 6. 2

7. 2 8 . 1 9 . 2

10. 3

Exercise 17

1. 2 2. 1 3. 2

4. 2 5. 4 6. 3

7. 4 8. 1 9. 2

10. 4 11. 3 12. 1

13. 2 14. 3 15. 3

16. 4 17. 1 18. 4
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19. 3 20. 3 21. 3

22. 1 23. 2 24. 4

25. 4 26. 2 27. 4

28. 3 29. 1 30. 2

WI4 2

Exercise 1

1. unusual 2 . rewrite 3. incomplete 4. nonstop

5. misspell 6 . prehistoric 7. antisocial 8. disagree

Exercise 2

2. not a fiction 3 . against war 4. inform wrongly

5. after industry 6 . not depend 7. read before

Exercise 3

2. outdoor, indoor 3 . internal, external 4. import, export

5. lock, unlock 6 . #inflate,  d e f l a t e  7 .  e x h a l e ,  i n h a l e

8. uncover, cover 9. increase, decrease IO.  suffix, prefix

Exercise 4

1. misstatement 2 . subnormal 3. mini-bus 4. undertones

5. outgrow 6 . overdo 7. Hypertension

8. supermarket 9 . *archbishop  I O .  m a l p r a c t i c e

Exercise 5

2 . condition caused by not getting enough food or the right kinds of food.

3 . too critical, especially of small faults

4. exceeding ordinary human power, size, knowledge

5. underground passage or tunnel

6. beyondgo

7 . too great an amount taken at a time
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8. reduce to

9. exceed

10. wrong step

Exercise 6

2. anti-social, against society

3. subway, underground passage

4. transmit, pass on and on

5. proceed, go forward

6. preconceive, form in advance

7 . forecast, say in advance what is likely to happen

Exercise 7

1. ex-president 2. international 3. tirearranged

4. recall 5. postdate 6. sub-committee

7. transplant 8. foresee 9. supernatural

10. pro-American

Exercise 8

2. against-society

3. done after taking a first academic degree

4 . contract which is for carrying out a previous contract or a part of it

5. careful thought or planning for the future

6. copy in writing

7. force equal to another and balancing it I

8. decide in advance

9. appear again

10. of that which is not controlled or explained by physical news

Exercise 9

2. i 3. g 4 . k 5. b .6. c 7. h
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8. d 9. e 10. f 11. a

Exercise 10

2. collect 3. bicycle 4. advance

5. insert 6. geography 7. uniform

8. absent 9 . monorail 10. multiple 11. antibiotic

Exercise 11

2. scientists 3. physicist 4. special

5. technical 6. accountant

Exercise 12

1. singer, one who sings

2 . manage, a person who controls a business

3. dance, dancer

4 . player, one who plays a game

5. box, a person who boxes

6. swim, swimmers

7. runner, a person who boxes

8. speak, one who speaks

9. read, reader

Exercise 13

2. calculates 3. works 4 . officer 5. supply

6. an observer 7. helper 8. a person who asks

9. listener 10. boxes

Exercise 14

1. regularize, make lawful or correct’

2. sad, sadden

3. terrify, fill with fear

4 . drama, play for the thleatre
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5. criticize, form and give a judgement of

Exercise 15

2. agricultural 3. readable 4. traditional 5. divisible

6. edible 7. hopeful 8. babyish 9. consulting

IO.:hangeable

Exercise 16

2. noun 3. noun 4. adjective

5. verb 6. adjective 7. adjective

8. adjective 9. verb 10. noun 11. noun

Exercise 17

2. selfish, adjective 3. exception, noun

4. clouds, noun 5. mechanical, adjective

6. fame, noun 7. fool, adjective

8. labor, adjective 9. foxy, adjective

10. harmony, noun

Exercise 18

2. 4 3. 4 4. 4 5. 1 6. 3 7. 2 8. 2

9. 3 10. 2

Exercise 19

2. verb 3. adjective 4. noun 5. noun

6. adjective 7. noun 8. noun 9. noun

10. adjective

Exercise 20

2. angrily, angry 3. day, daily

4. nicely, nice 5. month, monthly

6. strongly, strong 7. happily, happy

8. newly, new 9. invisible, invisibly
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10. strictly, strict 11,  classical, classically

Exercise 21

2. ethnic 3. variety 4. audience 5. invisible 6 . physical

7. liberal 8. union 9. conclulde 10. feminist 11. genetics

Exercise 22

2. graphic

4. telescope

6. nominee

8. dictator

10. detain

Exercise 23

2. portable

5. dentist

8. refer

11. microscope

Exercise 24

2. agricultural

4. station

6. proceeding

8. revolving

10. inscribed

3. manuscript

5. capture

7. automatic

9. progress

11. autocrat

3 . admit 4. inspect

6 . Astronomy 7. dialogue

9 . telegram 10. command

3. implication

5. invention

7. monopoly

9. position

11. Psychology

Exercise 7 bh%QkW  ~~InwWlIfl~~b~~
Q

Exercise 2

1. analyze 4 . complex 7 . explain 10. inside 13. power
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2. better 5. control 8. guess 11. perform 14. reason

3. collect 6. expensive 9. hww 12. pollution 15. signal

Exercise 3

1.  3 2. 3

6. 1 7. 2

Exercise 4

2. strings n.

3. tongue n.

4. hit v.

5. change n.

6. claim v.

7. increase n.

8. control n.

9. decrease v,

IO. blame v.

3. 2 4. 2 5. 3

= the instruments of the violin family in an orchestra

= speech

= find by chance or unexpectedly

= changing, alteration

= say that something is a fact

= growth

= means of regulating

= become less

= fix on somebody the responsibility for something done

(badly or wrongly)

‘Exercise 5

2. tongue n.

3. perfect adj.

4. perfect n.

5. equal n.

6. equal adj.

7. fair n.

8. fair adj.

9. low n.

IO. high adj.

11. major adj.

= speech

= without fault

= a verb form in this tense

= the same in degree

= the same as

= large-scale exhibition of commercial

= not showing favour

= low figure

= great; extreme ’

= more important
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12. major n. = a specialized subject

Exercise 6

2 . fine, one 3 . announced. that the danger had oassed

4. build, a house6 .  w a s h ,  h a n d s :  c l e a n ,  n a i l s

8. gave. book lO.let. 11.  reduced, weiaht

Exercise 7

1. vt. 3 2 . vt. 2

4. n. 1 5 . vt. 5

7. vt. 3 8 . vt. 4

10. n. 4

Exercise 8

1. 2 2 . 2

6. 4 7 . 4

Exercise 9

1. 1 2 . 4

6. 1 7 . 2

Exercise 1 0

3 . n. 2

6 . vi.

9 . n . 3

3 . 4 4 . 3 5 . 4

a . 2 9 . 1 IO. 2

3 . 4 4. 1 4 5 . 3

8 . 3 9 . 3 IO. 2

1. tell a secret (without intending to do so)

2. one full of quarrels

3. with no difference wforth  considering

4. engage in a hopeless search

5 . have strong hope that he will help

6 . offer the hand of welcome

7. send gifts to

8. chase

9. goto  bed

IO. give a false alarm
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Exercise 11

1. an old head  on young shoulders = wisdom in a young person

2. bite somebody’s headoff = scold them angrily

3. give somebody his he& = allow him to act freely

4. have a good &ad on one’s shoulders = have practical ability

5. keep one’s head  above water = stay out of depth

Exercise 12

2. Slang 3. Colloq. 4. Dial.

5. Colloq. 6. Archaic 7. Printing

8. Chem. 9. Archaic 10. Scot.

Exercise 13

3. balanceable

4. broadness

5. comfortably

6. derivative

7. dishonestly

8. entireness

9. favorer

10. humorers

11.  meltable

12. -

remainder

wide

restful

r ise

deceitful

complete

indulge

dissolve

cease

Exercise 1

1. one want

8

3

2 3. rivila’ !o.sj  4

miserable
i

honest

solidity

start

has found
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Exercise 7

1. In fact 2.

Explanation

3. First 4 .

Then

Sequence of order

5. For 6.

Cause and Effect

7. but 8.

Contrast

9. for instance IO.

Exemplification

Exercise 8

1.

In summary, First-1

Still another, Fifth-I

A. A concluding paragraphs

In conclusion

Summary

so . . ..that

Purpose

such as

Exemplification

because

Cause

or

Restatement

Second,

And last

Third-I

The signal words ‘In summary’ begins the paragraph.

8. 6 characteristics

By using the signal words of sequence or order : First, Second, Third, Still

another, Fifth, And last.

2. Because, Such as, ir

A. An opening paragraph

B. The first sentence is the main idea. It introduces an idea and modifies it.

The second sentence supports the main idea.

3. because, Similarly, that is

because, However, for example
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for instance, f o r  examole,  E&j’ .(

because

A. A supporting paragraph

B. By reading the first sentence of the paragraph, we can see the definite

article “the” beginning the sentence. This tells us that the writer has talked

about the technology of word processors before.

Exercise 9

in the thirteenth century

in the fifteenth century

in the mid-l 3’h  century

Prior to that

in present-day Kampuchea

in the 1 Ith and 1 2m centuries

Exercise 10

1. because of the high prices

as a result, the price must go down.

so that the consumers will buy more,goods

in order to sell more goods

2. because smoke is the most common substance to pollute

the air and to harm living things

As a result

Exercise 1 I

1. who think that all governments are bad

the French philosopher

with a leader

where there are no leaders

without a leader
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6. a are returning

2 7. @ affected 4 8. (a ordered

2. 8.@k~rg~t 2 IO. (m  picked out

Exercise 2

IQ 1. I ‘II mail0

D O  3 .  e  d i s c o v e r e d
E l

!X2 5.)~]  made

SC S.(juice]B ,

Exercise 3

2. more

4. more

Exercise 4

oc 2.)courtI
I I

I I

SC 4.Li~~~forecastj  s o u n d s

Oc 6.)  exercises) should keen

X 8.)-%%l  became

AG IO. m showed

3. different

2. Subjects : Scientists- -

3. Subjects :writer

4. Subjects : receptionist

secreti

5. Subjects : observer

6. Subjects : Blind oeoole

7. Subjects : Many oeoole

few oeople

8. Subjects : The teacher

the student- -

Verbs :make

perform

Verbs :m

Ve,rbs : answers

!z!LeE

Verbs : collects

sends

Verbs : recoanize

identify

Verbs :know

&$g

Verbs : are sneaking
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9. Subjects : Astronomers

phvsicists

10. Subjects :E&pJy

Exercise 5

2. In

additional information

4. a. As a result

cause and effect

b. On the other hand

contrast

6 . For example

exemplification

Exercise 6

2 . conseauentlv

result

4. .sQ

result

6 . a

different

8. Jherefore

IO.

result

Moreover

more

Verbs :a

Verbs : comes

3.

5. a.

b.

That is

explanation

because

cause

However

contrast

7 .

3.

5.

7 .

9 .

G Another

additional information

but

contrast

While

different

furthermore

more

conseauentlv

different

g&&

resul t
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2. where you should go for lessons

whom you should see

that you should bring

when you should arrive at the pool

for diving in the afternoon

Exercise 12

1.  1a.G

2. such as coal and oil

such as tunnels, canals ,..........

Exercise 13

2 . If oroducers  make too many aoods

condition

3 . in the cities

place

4 . When the rent for their houses increases.

time

5 . because the beoule of Utobia do not need money

cause

6 . who cannot oav hiah rents

information about the noun

7. Durina World WarJ

time

8 . In order to heib the families of workers and soldiers

purpnse

9. After the war

time
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10. with rent-control laws

information about the noun

Exercise 14

information about a noun

B. Fastened to the roof of a hait  once meant a newly-married couple were

inside.. .

information about a noun

Stra%&  to a horse’s tail

information about a noun

C. Traditional Thai D#-&no back to the 61h  Century A.D.ss

information about a noun

periods coverina a total span of 1.5000 years.

information about a noun

in astounding detFII based on the archaeoloaical  finds.

Exercise 15

2.

1) Man is by nature a land animal.

2) He lives in a world.

3) The surface of the world is 70 percent water.

3.

1) Slow readers often lose the train of thought.

2) The cause comes from the length of time which is taken to get through a

reading passage.

4.

I), Child rickshaw pullers are generally malnourished.

2) They fall easy victims to range of diseases.

3) The range of diseases include heart trouble and tuberculosis.
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5.

1 ) Mothers are advised to abstain from eating some kinds of vegetables and fruit.

2) Examples of vegetables and fruit are bananas and oranges,

3) Mothers fear that some poisonous substance from the fruits will be passed to

the babies through their milk..

6.

1) Frequent exposure to noise of 80 decibels or above leads to diminish hearing

ability.

2) Even exbosure  of a sufficient duration to sound in the 70 to 80 decibel range

leads to diminish hearing ability.

7 .

1) The origins of this holiday are uncertain.

2) According to 0178  legend, it gets its name from a Christian priest.

3) The Christian priest’s name was Valentine.

4) He lived in Rome during the third century after Christ.

8 .

1) There are two types of twins: identical twins and fraternal twins.

2) Identical twins look exactly the same because they have identical genetic

characteristics.

3) Fraternal twins have different genetic characteristics.

9.

1) Oscar and Jack are identical twins.

2) They are separated when they were babies by their parents’ divorce.

1 Exercise 16

1. read

3 . include

5 . celebrate

EN201

2 . publish, plus

4. can receive ,

6. g&
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7. There are 8 . Are  . . . . . . determined

8. question 10. must be.....combared

Exercise 17

1. blends

create

there have been

should become acquainted

2. wakes

welcome

was founded

is

ititans

Exercise 18

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

homework it

food, clothing, shelter &se  thinas

a group of peop e whof-

sign languagG&$y

plan one

The people those

Exercise 19

1. another

2. a@Y

3 .  !Z.&w

refers to a thief

refers to suga.r

refers to colour

c
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4 . the other refers to

5 .  &l& refers to

store

the story

6 .  where refers to town

7 .  which refers to garden

a. 0 refers to the sun

9 .  h e  orshe refers to a child

10. others refers to students

Exercise 20

1. Elizabeth Taylor

2 . those who look down their noses at others

3. trying to fight

4. dried beef

5. tropical hurricane

6 . the science of cell structure

7. push air out

pull air into

a. Jack

Linda

9. an enchantress

10. causing death

Exercise 2 I

1 . The name of a nineteenth century anarchist community

2. without a leader

3 . a person who thinks that all governments are bad

4. the French philosopher

5 . a. government with a leader is bad for people

6 . is a place where there is no leader
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7. No. I don’t think so.

Exercise 22

1. a. WJWSwu&

b .  ‘-I

2. a. u& IaXq?m

b . as different as night and day, #talkative

3. a. ~1Ml7&&71il

b. however he wished

4. a. ~lI!MJ v%nV.l

b. a law prohibiting advertising

these ugly signs will not

5. a. rj’-r&

b. expensive clothes &jewelry

drives.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

owns,. . . . . . , . . . . , . .

6. a. HUIY~IU

b. # as they were correct

7. a. wir&fm

b . to mourn, staged of grief, talk about their feeling

8.1 offhand

a . lfv?iul~  W~~Lm~UaJaJlfiBM

b., If you were . . . . .

You might get.. . . . .

If pressed.. , .

8.2 impression

a .  &&jzvXt27  fla--mkWYYl7

b . what caused forgetting, of what we learn
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9.1 razed

a . ilml

b . the catastrophic fire, shanty houses

9.2 temporary

a .  %XW79

b . still waiting, a year after

10.1 legal

a .  rhunp4ui~

b. battle, won the right

10.2 burly

a .  II.qjk.Fi:Lb%kS!  iilf.Gl&U

b. twice his size

Exercise 23

Passage 1

1.1 2.1 3. ‘tethering’ means tn

Passage 2

1. 2 2. ‘i3l.l  revoir’ means fWklU  LL&IWUf7UI.V~

Passage 3

1. 3 2. “was branded” means QnGW!&  3. not 4. 4 5. 2

Passage 4

1. a Chinese dinner 2. 1 3. 2 4. 3

Passage 5

1. 4 2. 2 3. 3 4. 4

Exercise 1

J2.
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J3.

J 6.

J 8.-

Exercise 2

1. Plant cycle

2. Yes. Sentence 1

3. Three major supporting details are

First of all, a seed is planted and, after it has received enough water it begins to

grow.

Eventually the plant dies and its fruit grows into a new plant.

Finally, after death, the plant decomposes and goes back into the soil came

from.

Exercise 3

A.

1. You and your breathing or How you breathe

2. Pay attention to your breathing because it can tell how relaxed you are.

3. Yes. Sentence 1 and 2

4. Sentence 3,5,8,  10 and 12

B .

1. The uses of self-hypnosis or Self-hypnosis : a useful tool

2. Self-hypnosis is a useful and powerful tool to help one’s mind and body.

3. Yes. Sentence 5.

’ 4. Sentences 1,2,3 and 4

Exercise 4

paragraph 1 a

paragraph 2 b

paragraph 3 d
L
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Exercise 5

I.

1 . How soon estimates of adult’s intelligence can be made.

2 . Psychologist now feels that relatively accurate estimates of adult intelligence

can be made in children as young as 6 months.

2.

1.  The perspective of sociologSy.

2. The contrastive point of view between sociologists and journalists on pro-

viding information about such groups.

3. The perspective of socrology  involves seeing through the outside

appearance of people’s actions and organizations.

3.

1. Is

2. The meaning of inflation

3 . Inflation is a rising general level of prices.

4 . Inflation is a rising general level of prices.

4 .

1 . The influx of Asian immigrants.

2. By eiiminating the nation origins quota system, the Immigration Act of 1965

opened the door on a first come, first qualified basis, making possible the

influx of people from China and Taiwan, Korea, Japan, the Philippines,

Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and India, (second sentence)

Exercise 6

1.

1.  Why fashions occur

2 . Fashions occur for a variety of reasons. Or

Fashions occur for several reasons. Or
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1. Unfair maternity policies

2 . In recent years Supreme Court ruling and legislation have changed maternity

policies to prevent discrimination

Or

Unfair maternity policies have been changed by recent Supreme

Court rulings and legislation to prevent discrimination.

~~~l~~Aal21~l~~‘UQQQytQM~ ~~dnw~Q~~~~s?Ysa~ul~ln~acr?

Ql+QM  “Maternity Policy” bbaZLLWa&WiW  1 dtjL.iiouLkWo~~ lh.Jl&lllt%4tithdhVJl3.d

dlfTQJ

3. e

1 .  Asexual  Reproduct ion

(or vegetative propagaflon)

2. Asexual reproduction, or vegetative propagation, results in a completely new

4 .

1. Developing our potential abilities

Or
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2. Although nature may draw the outline of our traits and potential abilities,

nurture appears both to determine the actual boundaries and to fill in the

details.

Or

Although we are born with certain abilities, excellent training is necessary if

Exercise 7

2. 4 It involves making exercises to justify one’s behavior-

J Rationalization robs the ego of strength.

J Continued rationalization implies an inability to deal with the real world.

3. 4 The applicant should act confidently.-

J The applicant should look at the interviewer and maintain eye contact.

4. 4 Many people report weight loss resulting from exercise.-

4 People find they have increased stamina.-

J People report reduced strain and tension after starting exercise programs.

5. J Askfriends for recommendations. *

4 Check with a local hospital consultant for the na’mes  of prospective physi--

cians.

J Check the prospective doctor’s credential.

6. 4 Parents who gave infants sweet-testing foods are starting children on the

road to poor nutrition.

7. 4 The biologists may teach or be actively engaged in the design of research-

experiments.

J Many trained biologists work in major laboratories and conduct high-level-

experiments.
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8. 4 Precise records should be made of all expenses and incoming monies.

7_ The supply department must maintain exact records of supplies used,

ordered, and received.

4 Personal departments maintain strict and secure records concerning em--

ployees.

Exercise 8

1. a

2. a

3. a

4. b.

5. a.

6. a

7. a.

8. a.

Exercise 9

A.

1. Topic :

2. Main idea :

3. Details :

b .

C.

b .

C.

C.

b.

b .

b .

6.

1. Main idea : No particular foods have special merit for a diet for athletes.

C.

d .

e.

d .

d .

C.

e.

d.

e .

e.

e.

d.

e.

Finding a good job

Finding a good job requires a great deal of work.

Job seekers should tell as many people as possible that they

are available for employment

They can inform college career placement officers, and call

employment agencies.

They can also send r&urn&s to possible employers.

They can read the job description ads in newspapers.
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C .

2. Main idea : The pre-game meal should consist of highly digestible foods

and should be consumed not less than three hours before the

athletic activity.

3 . Three details in paragraph A:

- Some coaches believe that a high meat diet is essential.

- No additional protein is required except where there is an

unusual development of muscle.

- Most athletes need only sufficient high-quality protein

foods.

4 . Four details in paragraph C

- Athletes frequently are under strain and stress prior to a

game or contest and digestion may be prolonged.

- replacing a solid pre-game meal with a calorie-rich meal

of liquids, has been tried.

- Such pre-game meals have been formed to be sound from

the practical and physiological points of view.

- Individual food preferences should be respected.

D.

1. Topic : Exercise is good for all

2. Main idea : Exercise is good for your physical and mental health.

3. Three Details - A 15 minute walk helps ease muscle tension and’relieve

anxiety.

- Exercise helps make people less self-conscious and better

able to handle stress.

- Exercise has been used to treat mental disorders.
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Passage 1

Exercise 1

1. 2 2. 3

Exercise 2

a. 7. T 2. F

b . 1 . 2  2 . 1

Passage 2

Exercise 1

1. 4 2. 1

Exercise 2

a. 1. F 2. F

b. 1. 2 2. 1

Passage 3

Exercise 1

1. 1 2. 2

Exercise 2

a. 1. F 2. T

b. 1. 2 2. 3

Passage 4

Exercise 1

1. 3 2. 1

Exercise 2

a . l . F  2 . T

b. 1. 2 2. 3

Passage 5

Exercise 1

460

3. 1

3. T

3. 3

3. 3

3. T

3. 4

3. 4

3. T

3. 4

3; 2

3. F

3. 4

4 . 1

4 . T

4 . 3

4 . 1

4 . T

4 . 2

4 . 3

4 . F

4 . 2

4 . 1

4 . T

4 . 1

5. 4

5. F

5. 4

5. 2 6. 3

5. F

5. 3

5. 3

5 . T

5. 3

5. 3

5. T

5. 4
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1. 2 2. 3

Exercise 2

a. 1. T 2. F

b. 1. 4 2. 2

Passage 6

Exercise 1

1. F 2. F

Exercise 2

1. 2 2. 3

Passage 7

Exercise 1

1. F 2. F

Exercise 2

1.4 2.2

Passage 8

Exercise 1

1. F 2. T

Exercise 2

1.4 2.2

Passage 9 l

Exercise 1

1. T 2. F

Exercise 2

1.3 2.4

Passage IO

Exercise 1

1. T 2. F

3. 3

3. T

3. 2

3. T

3. 1

3. T

3. 2

3. T

3. 2

3. T

3. 4

3. T

4. 1

4. T

4. 3

4. T

4. 3

4. T

4. 1

4. T

4. 3

4. F

4. 4

4:F

5. 3

5. F

5. 4

.

5. T

5. 2

5. F

5. 4

5. F

5. 4

5. F

5. 2

5. T
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Exercise 2

1. 3 2. 1 3. 3

Passage 11

Exercise 1

1.  relatively 2. substances

4. induced 5, distributed

Exercise 2

l.T 2.T

Exercise 3

1. 1 2. 2

Passage 1 2

Exercise 1

a. 2 b. 5

Exercise 2

l.F 2.T

Exercise 3

1.2 2.1

Passage 1 3

Exercise

1. 1 2. 3

6. 4 7. 2

Passage 1 4

Exercise

1. 3 2. 3
4

6. 1 7. 2

Passage 1 5

Exercise

1. 3 2. 1
462

3. F

3. 3

c . 4

3. T

3. 3

3. 2

8. 3

3. 2

8 . 2

3 . 2

4. 2 5. 3

3 . attributed

4. F 5. F

4. 4 5. 4

d. 1 e. 3

4. F 5. T

4. 4

4. 3

9. 1

4. 1

9. 1

4. 4

5. 2

5. 3 b

10. 1

C’

5. 2

10. 3

‘.“I

5. 2
EN%1
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6. 4 7. 2 8. 1 9. 4 10. 4

Passage 1

Exercise I

1. 3 2. 2

Exercise 2

a. 1. T 2. T

b. 1. 1 2. 2

Passage 2

Exercise 1

1. 2 2. 3

Exercise 2

a. 1. F 2. T

b. 1. 4 2. 4

Passage 3

Exercise 1

1. 2 2. 3

Exercise 2

a. 1. F 2. T

b. 1. 2 2. 4

Passage 4

Exercise I

1. 3 2. 4

Exercise 2

a. 1. F 2. T

3. 4 4. 1 5. 3

3. T 4. F 5. F

3. 4 4. 2 5. 3

3. 1 4. 2 5. 2

3. T 4. F 5. T

3. 2 4. 2 5. 4.

3. 4

3. F 4. T

3. 1 4. 3

3. 3

3. T 4. F 5. T

4. 1

4. 4

5. 2

5. F

5. 4 6. 2

5. 1
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b. 1. 2 2 . 1 3. 3 4. 4 5. 2 6. 2

Passage 5

Exercise

1. 2 2 . 1 3 . 3 4 . 4 5 . 2

6. 4 7 . 3 8 . 1 9 . 4 IO. 4

Passage 6

Exercise

1. 3 2 . 3 3 . 1 4 . 3 5 . 4

6. 1 7 . 3 8 . 2 9 . 4 10. 4

Passage 7

Exercise

1. 4 2 . 3 3 . 2 4 . 2 5 . 3

6. 4 7 . 2 8 . 4 9 . 4 IO. 2

Passage 8

Exercise

1. 2 2 . 4 3. 1 4. 4 5. 4

6. 3 7 . 3 8. 4 9. 3 10. 3
b

Passage 9

Exercise

1. 1 2 . 3 3 . 4 4 . 2 5 . 1

6. 3 7 . 1 8 . 2 9 . 1 10. 1

Passage IO

’ Exercise

1. 2 2 . 2 3 . 4 4 . 3 5 . 4

6. 2 7 . 2 8 . 3 9 . 4 10. 2

Passage 1 1

Exercise
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1. 2 2. 3

6. 2 7. 3

Passage 12

Exercise

1. 3 2. 2

6. 4 7. 3

Passage 13

Exercise

1. 2 2. 4

6. 3 7. 1

Passage 14

Exercise

1. 4 2. 2

6. 3 7. 4

Passage 15

Exercise

1. 2 2. 3

6. 3 7. 2

3. 1

8. 2

3. 3

8. 2

3. 4

8. 4

3. 1

8. 4

3. 2

8. 1

4. 4 5. 1

9. 4 IO. 2

4. 4 5. 4

9. 1 10. 4

4. 1 5. 3

9. 1 10. 1

4. 3 5. 2

9. 4 10. 1

4. 3 5. 4

9. 4 10. 2

Passage 1

Exercise 1

1. 2 2. 4 3. 2 4. 4 5. 2 6. 1

Exercise 2

a. 1. F 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. F 6. T

b. 1. 1 2. 3 3. 4 4. 3 5. 2
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Passage 2

Exercise 1

1. 3 2. 2

Exercise 2

a. 1. F 2. T

b . 1 . 4  2 . 2

Passage 3

Exercise 1

1. 2 2. 4

7. 3 8. 3

Exercise 2

a. 1. T 2. F

b. 1. 1 2. 2

Passage 4

Exercise I

1. 2 2. 3

7. 4 8. 3

Exercise 2

a. 1. T 2. T

b. 1. 2 2. 3

Passage 5

Exercise 1

‘I. out of the blue

3. on the spot

5. hug the line

7. choked. ..off

3. 1 4 . 2 5. 3

3. T 4 . T 5. F

3. 3 4 . 3 5. 2

3. 3 4 . 1 5. 1 6. 2

3. T 4 . F 5. T

3. 3 4 . 4 5. 1 6. 3 7. 2

3. 4 4 . 1 5. 3

w

6. 3

3. F 4 . T 5. F

3. 4 4. 1 5. 2 6. 4 7. 3

2. got SeNed

4. in easy reach

6. slow to judge others
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Exercise 2

1. 4 2 . 2 3 . 3

6. 2 7 . 3 8 . 4

Passage 6

Exercise I

a. 4 6. 3 c. 1

Exercise 2

1. 3 2. 4 3. 3

6. 1 7. 2 8. 4

Passage 7

Exercise 1

1.  Prerogative 2 . Pathos

4. mute 4 . sprightly

5. pined away

Exercise 2

1. 3 2. 4 3. 3

7. 3 8. 4 9. 4

Passage 8

Exercise I

a. 3 b. 5 c. 2

Exercise 2 ’

E 1 I 2 E 3

Exercise 3

1. 3 2.a 2 3. 1

6. 3 7. 4 8. 2

Passage 9

Exercise

1. 3 2. 4 3. 1
EN 201

4 . 2 5 . 1

9 . 2 IO. 3

d. 5

4. 3

9. 2

3. bizarre

6. scattered

4. 3

10. 1

d. 1 e. 4

14

4: 4

9. 2

I 5

5. 3

10. 4

4. 4

e. 2

5. 2

10. 4

5. 2 6. 2

5. 2
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6. 1 7. 4

Passage 10

Exercise

1. 3 2. 3

.

6. 4 7. 2

Passage 11

Exercise

1. 2 2. 1

6. 4 7. 3

Passage 12

Exerciie  _

1. 2 2., 1

6. 3 7. 4

Passage 13

Exercise

1. 3 2. 1

6. 3 7. 4

Passage 14

Exercise

1. 2 2.3 +

6. 3 7. 3

Passage 15

Exercise

1. 2 2. 3

6. 2 7. 4

8. 2 9. 3 10. 1

3. 4

8. 3

3. 4

8. 2

3. 1

8. 2

3. 2

8. 2

3. 4

8. 4.

3. 4

8. 1

4. 1

9. 4

4. 3

9. 3

4. 4

9. 2

4. 4

9. 3

4. 1

9. 1

4. 1

9. 4

5. 3

10. 1

5. 1

IO. 4

5. 4

10. 4

5. 1

IO. 2

5. 2

10. 3

5. 4 *

10. 2

.
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Passage 1

Exercise 1

1. 1 2. 2

Exercise 2

a. 1. T 2. F

b. 1. 2 2. 3

Passage 2

Exercise 1

1. 3 2. 3

6. 1 7. 2

Exercise 2

a. 1. J 2. X

b. 1. 1 2. 2

6. 2 7. 1

Passage 3

Exercise 1

1.4 2.1

Exercise 2

a .  l . J 2. x

b . 1 . 1  2 . 2

Passage 4

Exercise 1

1.3 2.1

6. 2 7. 1

EN 201

3. 2

3. x

3. 34

3. 2

8. 3

3 . 3

3 . T

3 . 4

3 . 2

8 . 2

3 . x

3 . 3

8 . 2

4 . 3

4 . J

4. 2

4 . 4

9 . 2

4. 4

4. T

4. 4

4. 4

9. 2

4. x

4. 4

5. 2

5. x

5. 2

5. 3

10. 3

5. 1

5. F

5. 1

5. 3

IO.  2

5. J

5. 3

6. 1

6. x

6. 1

6. 3 7. 4

7. 4

7 . x

7. 1 8 . 3 9 . 4
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Exercise 2

a. 1. X 2. X

6. x 7. 4

b. ‘I. 2 2. 2

6. 2 7. 4

Passage 5

Exercise 1

1. 2 2. 2

6. 1 7. 2

Exercise 2

a . l . J  2 . X

b. 1. 2 2. 1

Passage 6

Exercise 1

1. 2 2. 4

6. 2 7. 4

Exercise 2

a. 1. T 2. F

6. F’ 7. F

b. 1. 2 2. 3

6. 4 7. 1

Passage 7

Exercise 1

1. was about to

3. gave in

5. had his eye on

3. x

8. x

3. 3

8. 2

3. 3

3. J

3. 1

3. 3

8. 2

3. T

8. T

3. ‘ 4

8. 3

4. J 5. d

4. 3 5. 4

4. 4 5. 3

4 . J 5. x

4. 3 5. 1

4. 4 5. 1

9. 1 10. 3

4.T 5. T

9. T 10. T

4 . 1 5. 2

9. 2 10. fl

2. botched.....up

4. was bound to
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Exercise 2

1. 2 2. 2

6. 1 7. 3

Passage 6

Exercise 1

1. F 2. T

7 F 8. F

Exercise 2

1. conservation

4. prominent

Exercise 3

1. 4 2. 2

6. 4 7. 1

Passage 9

Exercise I

1. T 2. F

Exercise 2

1. 3 2. 3

6. 2 7. 4

Exercise 3

A . l . J  2 . x

B. 1. d 2. a

6. h 7.  f

Passage 10

Exercise 1

1. 4 2. 2

6. 2 7. 3 8. 2

3. 3

8. 1

3. T

9. T

2. cream 3. batch

5. sketch

3. 3

8. 3

3. F 4. T 5. T

3. *4

a. 3

3. J 4 . J 5. x

3. g 4 . i 5. j

El.  e 9 . SC 10. b

3. 3

4. 4 5. 2

9. 2 10. 4

4. T 5. F 6. T

10. F

4. 2 5. 4

9. 4 10. 4

4 . 4 5 . 1

9 . 4 IO. 4

4. 1 5. 4

9. 3 10. 1
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Exercise 2

I.4  2.4 3.x

6. 4 7. x a. x

Exercise 3

1. 2 2. 2

6. 2 7. 1

Passage 11

Exercise 1

A. 1. 2 2. 3

6. 3 7. 1

4 . J

9. J

3. 4

8. 4

3 . 4

8. 4

B. 1. dusty 2. signals

4. confusion 5. procession

7. dramatically

Exercise 2

1. 4 2. 4 3. 3

6. 3 7. 1 8. 4

11. 2 12. 1 13. 2

16. 2

5. x

10. J

4. 3 5. 4

9. 3 10. 2

4 . 3 5. 2

9. 2 10. 3

3. vendor

6. tender

4. 1 5. 4

9. 4 10. 1

14. 4 15. 4

4
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